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ABSTRACT

The Army Concept Team in Vietnam (ACTIV) conducted an evaluation
of US Army Psychological Operations (PSYOP) units in the Republic of
Vietnam (RVN) during the period I December 1968 to 31 March 1969. The
objectives of the ACTIV evaluation were to:

Determine the capability of I1S Army PSYOP units to accomplish
their assigned missions under existing organizational concepts.

Describe and analyze the tasks performed by US Army PSYOP units in
RVN to accomplish their missions.

The expansion of US and Free World Military Assistance Forces in
RVN resulted in an unprecedented emphasis on PSYOP during stability
operations. The 4th PSYOP Group was activated in December 1967 with
four assigned PSYOP battalions to meet these expanding requirements.
During 1968, the 4th PSYOP Group was faced with organizational, supply,
and equipment problems in addition to coping with expwiding tasks and
responsibilities. The unit was totally committed to development,
production, and dissemination of propaganda material for tactical and
strategic PSYOP in support of Joint and combined counterinsurgency
operations.

The 4th PSYOP Group was employed effectively and was capable of
accomplishing assigned missicns in RVN within the limitations imposed
by organizational manning and equipment levels. The PSYOP units were
responsive to tactical and strategic PSYOP requirements. However,
m.iltary force levels and personnel ceilings prevented the structuring
or tailoring of PSYOP units to meet all PSYOP requirements. The PSYOP
requirements continued to increase and gradually exceeded the capabili-
ties of Army PSYOP units. It was found that there were overlapping mis-
sions and responsibilities between PSYOP units and various other agencies
involved in PSYOP, resulting in duplication and coordination problems.

Additional PSYOF resources were needed in RVN. The ACTIV evalua-
tion recommended approval on the proposed T-OE 33-500G to obtain added
resources for the lith PSYOP ';roup. Tere was insufficient doctrinal
guidance published on the employment and techniques of PSYOP units dur-
ing stability opertitions. It was recommended that various PSYOP functions
be combined under control of one staff agency to rrovide central direction
and control of F"Y 'P in RV%. In addition to specific recomendations or
;,ersornel, training, and lgi:-tical matters, it was urged that more com-
mand emphasis te Aire::ted tovard the role of FPYOP in support of US
nbJectives 'n 'ýVN.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. REFERENCE

Letter, Department of the Army, Assistant Chief of Staff for Force
Development, 13 May 1968, subject: Army Combat Developments and Materiel
Evaluation (CD&ME) Program, Revision of Formal Projects FY 68-69.

2. PURPOSE

To determine the most effective means of employment of US Army
Psychological Operations (PSYOP) resources in stability operations in the
Republic of Vietnam (RVN).

3. OBJECTIVES

a. Objective 1. Determine the capability of US Army PSYOP units
to accomplish their assigned missions under existing organizational
concepts.

b. Objective 2. Describe and analyze the tasks performed by US Army
PSYOP units in RVN to accomplish their missions.

4. BACKGROUND

a. With the increase in US and Free World Military Assistance Forces
(FWMAF) activity in RVN, there has been an increase in PSYOP requirements
and missions. The 4th PSYOP Group was activated on 1 December 1967 to
meet these expanding requirements. During 1968, the 4th PSYOP Group
was faced with organizational, supply, and equipment problems in addition
to coping with expanding missions and responsibilities.

b. Department of the Army (DA) has stated that requirements exist
for data on the employment of US Army PSYOP units in RVN. The detailed
documentation of PSYOP organization and employment in RVN will provide
the necessary background for updating doctrine, literature, and programs
of instruction, particularly for future involvements in counterinsurgency
or stability operations.

5. SCOPE

The project included examination and evalhation of all PSYOP units in
RVN within the limitations imposed by the tactical situation and the
resources available for the study. Evaluations were made of the day-to-
day operations of the sample units. No requests were made for a unit
to perform an operation solely for the purpose of data collection.



6. APPROACH

a. The conduct of PSYOP follows a continuous cycle oriented to the
mission. To determine the most effective use of PSYOP resources, an
evaluation of the operational functions common to each unit was performed.
The following functions were used to provide a base for developing
measurable factors:

(1) Command and Control: mission, organization, and unit
employment.

(2) Operations: research and analysis, intelligence, propaganda
production, dissemination, printing, and audiovisual and loudspeaker
operations.

(3) Supply and Maintenance.

b. The units evaluated were the hth PSYOP Group and its four assigned
battalions (6th, 7th, 8th, and 10th PSYOP Battalions). In addition, data
was gathered from the following agencies or units:

Joint US Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO)
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV)
United States Army, Vietnam (USARV)
I Field Force, Vietnam (I FFV)
II Field Force, Vietnam (IT FFV)
III Marine Amphibious Force (III MAF)
Deputy CORDS/PSYOP, I, I1, III, and IV Corps Tactical Zones
XXIV Corps
lhth Special Operations Wing, USAF
5th Special Operations Squadron, USAF
9th Special Operations Scuadron, USAF
>,t Specinl T-hrcen Group (Airborne)
1st Cavalry Division i rmonlile)
1st Infantry Division
hth Infantry Division
9th Infantry Divisior.
Americal Division
25th Infantry Division
101st Airborne Division (Airmobile)
1st Marine Division
3d Marine Division
PSYOP Teams (HA, HB, and 11E) (50 of 80 teams were interviewed).

7. ENVIRONMENT

The study was conducted throughout RVN from December 1968 to March
!969. Figure I-1 dericts the locations of the PSYOP units during that time.
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7th PSYOP BN
(Do Nong)

B Company
8th PSYOP 8N

(Pleiku)

1. llI (Ntis Trang)

6th PSYOP BN
.IO. PS (Bien HoO)

HO 4th PSYOP GP•'CORPS ( (Saigon)

•l10th PSYOP ON

Sf ( Can Tho)

FIGURE 1-I. Location of PSYOP Units
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8. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYST'

a. Data was collected through questionnaires; interviews with
commanders, staff officers, and other personnel engaged in the conduct
of PSYOP in RVN; analysis of records and reports of operations previously
conducted; review of directives and authorization documents; and personal
observations of evaluators. A total of 232 questions were developed into
9 questionnaires which were forwarded to the units so as to arrive
approximately 2 weeks prior to arrival of the study team. This allowed
staff personnel sufficient time to collect and record the requested data.
Evaluators from the study team then reviewed the data with PSYOP officers
to ensure that units presented the data in a consistent manner.

b. Over 2,900 responses were obtained from key PSYOP personnel.
The evaluators worked with and observed PSYOP team leaders engaged
in PSYOP involving audiovisual and loudspeaker operations in support
of tactical units to include airltorne leaflet dissemination and loudspeaker
missions. The analysis was based on observed performance, examination of
reports, and opinions and experiences of key PSYOP personnel.

c. The respondents were placed into three categories throughout
the study and evaluation report. The three categories were PSYOP unit
commanders, PSYOP team leaders, and PSYOP officers of supported units or
agencies. The term PSYOP unit commanders used in this repart re~ers to
the group and four battalion commanders, representing a total ox five
Pc1YOP unit commanders. There were a total of 50 out of 80 PSYOP team
leaders who were interviewed and/or responded to written questionnaires.
The term PSYOP officers refers to the 28 PSYOP officers from the
supported units or agencies which participated in the evaluation.

I-4



SECTION II

OBJECTIVE 1. DETERMINE THE CAPABILITY OF US ARMY PSYOP UNITS TO ACCOM-

PLISH THEIR ASSIGNED MISSIONS UNDER EXISTING ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS.

9. MISSION

a. The mission of the 4th PSYOP Group and its assigned battalions
was to conduct psychological operations in support of joint and combined
counterinsurgency operations anj ln support of other operations for which
the US Army had responsibility.(l) The basic mission of PSYOP units was
applicable in RVN, in the opinion of the PSYOP group commander and three
of the four battalion commanders. One commander considered the mission
too broad in nature and not clearly defined. However, based on the func-
tional capabilities of the units, the implied PSYOP tasks and the functions
were clearly understood by PSYOP unit commanders and officers.

b. The mission statement was considered appropriate and adequate by
80 percent of the respondents as it afforded flexibility and latitude
to supported unit commanders as well as to PSYOP commanders. The tactical
situation, PSYOP resources, and target audiences were different in each
area, thus there were different PSYOP requirements in each Corps Tactical
Zone (CTZ). Consequently, the general mission statement allowed greater
versatility in balancing PSYOP capabilities with varied environmental
tasks. Respondents who indicated the mission was not adequately defined
pointed to an overlap of mission and responsibilities beth.en military and
civilian agencies.

c. In determining the capability of PSYOP units to accomplish their
assigned missions, it was necessary to examine the relationships and
responsibilities of the different units and agencies involved in the
US PSYOP mission in RVN. The organization of the hth PQYOP Group, and
the problem areas and limitations affecting mission performance were
also considered.

10. ORGANIZATION OF THE US PSYOP MISSION IN RVN

a. Responsibilities of Agencies

The organization of the US PSYOP mission in RVN is shown in
Figure II-1. The responsibilities of each agency are described below.

(l Ambassador

As head of the diplomatic mission in RVN, the ambassador is
responsible for implementation of State Department policy. He is the
senior m.!mber of the Mission Council, the primary instrument for integration
of mission actions.

*References to documents listed in Annex A, Bibliography, are indicated by a
parenthetic'l number.
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(2) Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (MACV)

MACV has the responsibility for PSYOP in support of
military operations against tenemy and in support of civil operations
and revolutionary developmentM' (see paragraph 2c, Annex C). MACV
exercises operational control of the 4th PSYOP Group.

(3) Mission PSYOP Committee

This committee is made up of senior officers from each
mission agency and provides an advisory review of major PSYOP programs
in RVN.

(4) Joint United States Public Affairs Office (JUSPAO)

The Director, JUSPAO, is responsible for development of US
PSYOP policy, substantive supervision and coordination of all US PSYOP
in RVN, and planning and producing PSYOP material in support of
national programs. JUSPAO's responsibilities for development of policy
include the authority to evaluate PSYOP activities to determine the
validity and effectiveness of policy and programs in the field. JUSPAO
policy guidance is directive in nature to all US military units engaged in
PSYOP in RVN.

(5) 7th PSYOP Group

From its headquarters in Okinawa, the 7th PSYOP Group pro-
vides backup printing and other PSYOP support, as directed by the US
Army, Pacific. The 244th PSYOP Detachment, 7th PSYOP Group, located in
Saigon, provides liaison between MACV and the 7th PSYOP Group.

(6) MACJ3-11

MACJ3-11 is the staff section within MACV having staff
responsibility for the military PSYOP programs and for advisory assis-
tance to the Vietnamese General Political Warfare Department.

(7) Assistant Chief of Staff for Civil Operations and
Pevolutionary Development Support (CORDS)
CORDS has responsibility for developing US civil/military

programs for support of the Vietnamese Pacification Program.

(8) 7th US Air Force

The 7th US Air Force provides support for dismsemination of
leaflets and aerial broadcasts. Flight detachments of the 5th and 9th

II-3



Special Operations Squadrons, 1lth Special Operations Wing, are deployed to
support US/Vietnmunese/r'WMAF commanders in military PSYOP and pacification
operations.

(9) US Naval Forces, Vietnam (NA')VFORV.)

NAVFORV conducts off--shore and inland waterway opera.tions
through Corwnander Task Forces 115 (Coastal Surveillance Force), 16
(River Patrol Force), And 117 (Motile Riverine Force), combining

PSYOP activities with normal operations.

(10) US rMy, Vietnam (JSARV)!

USARV has logistical and Rdminictrative responsibilities
in support 3f US Arny PSYOP units.

(n) 4th Psyop Group

Assigned to USARV, but placed under operational control of
MACV, the hth PSYOP Group has the responsibility of conducting PSYOP in
support of joint and combined stability operations in RYN. The PSYOP
battalions are assignci to the Group, but operational control of the
battalions is exercised by force commanders/senior advisors.

(12) Force Commanders/Senior Advisors

Each force commander and senior advisor has the responsibility
for the conduct of PSYOP in his reqpective CTZ (see paragraph 4a, Annex C).
He exercises operational control o' the PSYOP battalion located in his CTZ.
Force commanders/senior advisors were designated as follows:

Fcrce Commander/S-nior Advisor I~ocation

Cnmanding General, III Ar' I CTZ
Commanding General, i FFV II CTZ
Commanding General, II FFV III CTZ
Commanding General, Delta Military
Assistance Command (DMAC) TV CTZ

(13) Force PSYOP Officer

This officer has staff responsibility for PSYOP under the
supervision of the n3 in III MAF. C,5 in II FFV, and the Deputy for CORDS
in II and TV CTZs.

(l) Assistant Deputy, for rORDS

"The deputy provides guidance and assistance to elements of
the Government of Vi'tnam (WVN) on those PSYOP matters related to civil
operations anti rvoutilonary deve]•jorcnt.



(15) US Divisionq, Brigades, and Units

These units conduct PSYOP in support of military and
pacification activities by using resources of the 4th PSYOP Group and its
battalions or by snaking use of organic capabilities. PSYOP was a
staff responsibility of C5 at the division level throughout RVN.

b. Coordination of Effort

(1) With the varied responsibilities of the agencies involved
in PSYOP, it was extremely difficult to coordinate the overall PSYOP
effort or establish centralized control and direction in RVN. All five
PSYOP unit co-mmanders, together with 40 percent of the respondents from
supported commnds, indicated there was duplication of effort between
Army PSYOP units and other agencies in each CTZ due to lack of coordination
2.nd centralized control.

(2) Within MACV, the PSYOP responsibilities were divided. The 4
4th PSYOP Group, which operated under staff supervision of MACJ3-11,
conducted tactical and national PSYOP campaigns, while Assistant Chief
of Staff (ACofS) for CORDS coordinated and supervised all PSYOP in
support of civil operation3 and revolutionary development. Inasmuch
as these agencies produced and disseminated PSYOP material to the
samre target audiences as JUSPAO, it was extremely difficult to avoid
duplication of effort. Field operations in RVN proved that a division
of PSYOP into tactical and nacification roles was impractical due to
the combined and integrated political-military environment in RVN. By
the very nature of their involvement and empl.oyment throughout RVN, Army
PFYOP units were inextricably engaged in tactical, pacification, national,
and strategic PSYOP campaigns.

(3) There were repeated examples of lack of coordination pre-
sented by the respondents. On 16 February 1969, there was an airborne
leaflet mission in III CTZ in which a total of 84,000 leaflets with a
national theme were disseminated in the lst Australian Task Force area
of operation. The Task Force PSYOP officer complained about the
drop since it was made in his area without prior coordination. There
were examples of US PSYOP teams appearing at a hamlet on an audiovisual
or loudspeaker mission, only to discover a province team conducting a
similar mission.

(4) According to the five major PSYOP unit commanders there
was a need for a combined PSYOP Operations Center at the corps and
province levels to exercise overall direction to the PSYOP effort of
all US/Vietnamese/FWMAF agencies and units. Although MACV has
encouraged the creation of US/FWMAF PSYOP Operation Centers, such
centers were not fully operational or effe-tl'e in the past, according
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to 60 percent of the respondents. Recent steps have been taken to remedy

these problems. Annex D lists the functions and responsibilities of the
II CTZ PSYOP Coordination Center(3) which officially opened at Nha Trang
on 27 February 1969. Coordination centers are now operational on a
daily basis in the four CTZs. Additionally, the kth PSYOP
Group and the Vietnamese Psychological Warfare (PSYWAR) Department
took steps on 22 February 1969 to increase coordination and working
relationships necessary at the national military level. For the first
time, weekly meetings were held and arrangements were made for closer
liaison to coordinate PSYOP activities and propaganda production.

(5) The organizational and personnel relationships between
PSYOP units, and military and civilian agencies were confusing to
many of the respondents. It r.ppeared that military personnel were
assigned to a civilian JUSPAO agency only to be later placed under
control of a military agency. MACV, for example, provided approximately
120 military personnel to JUSPAO. In turn, JUSPAO assigned 70 of
these military personnel as province PSYOP advisors under the operation-
al zontrol of CORDS. In some cases, CORDS PSYOP personnel received
rcguiations and guidance from JUSPAO, CORDS, and MACJ3-11. In other
cases, Army PSYOP units prepared directives and guidance which were
authenticated and distributed by higher headquarters for implementa-
tion by field and province PSYOP advisors. It was stated by senior
PSYOP officers that a single military manager for PSYOP was needed
to be responsive to the force commander/senior advisor. These
respondents speculated that the military personnel could be assigned
directly to MACJ3-11 which would then have central PSYOP staff
respinsibility for military, revolutionary development, and politicai
warfare.

c. Staff Supervision

Doctrinal guidance contained in FM 33-1(4) prescribed PSYOP
functions as a staff responsibility of the G3 (J3). However, the
prevailing practice ;n RVN placed PSYOP under the staff supervision
of G5. Because of differences in organizational structures within
each CTZ, different agencies exercised staff supervision over PSYOP
units. At the MAC'V level, PSYOP was split between J3 and CORDS. In
two C"Zs, oper.ttior .! control )f the PSYOP units was exercised through
CORDS, while in other areaa control was exercised through G3 and G5.
According to the respondents, there was not, and should not be, standard
employment of PSYOP units because the military situations were dif-
ferent in each area. Hiowever, there should be a continuous and unll.f;;-

staff channel from the highest level down to the lowest unit to ensure
an integrated and coordinated roYOP -rfrort and to avoid a conusing
network of cross channel comunication.

!4!



d. nperational Control i
According to 90 percent of the respondent3, the present system

of operational control of PSYOP units in WVr, a&- opposed to an area or
direct support role, was appropriate and adaptable to stability operations.
The deployrent of PSYOP battalions :Ln each CTZ provided maximum support
and responsiveness to force commanders in meeting PSYOP requirements.
Moreover, it allowed commanders an opportunity to evaluate military
operations in terms of their psychological impact. There have been
occasional conflicts in the operational control system. These conflicts
occurred when command decisions were made to produce PSYOP material which
was considered by PSYOP unit commanders to be either counterproductive
or in violation of US policy guidance. Other conflicts arose in the
diversion of PSYOP resources or equipment from one CTZ to another.
These conflicts were minor and the advantages of the existing operational
control system outweighed the disedvantages.

11. ORGANIZATION OF THE 4TH PSYOP GROUP

a. Structure

(1) Under Modified Table of Organization and Equipment (WTOE)
33-500F, 18 September 1967, the Group was organized under a cellular
team concept. In theory, a unit can be economically tailored for
specific missions by structuring the organization with small •.smams to
meet PSYOP requirements. As of 1 %2cember 1967, the 4th PSYOP Group
and its battalions were organized with 14 command axnd control teams,
20 supply and maintenance Leams, ýrnd 71 operational teams (see Figures
11-2 and !i-3).

(2) Although most of the PSYCP officers indicated that the
cellular concept was valid, they reported it had serious inherent
deficiencies. There was limited guidance on the specific capabilities
of PSYOP teams which made it -Iifficult tc. properly structure or tailor
a 13YOP unit to meet requirements. For example, F4 33-5 5) indicated
general overall capabilities of teams. The FM stated that Team FD,
Propaganda (lesearch and Analysis), was cteatit of producing detailed
studies of target audiences through research, the collation of intelli-
•-:, ,and an analysis of enemy propaganda. However, the FM did not
indicate how much the Team FD should produce, or the Ceographical
areas or target population density it was capable of s,,pporting with a
fixed number of personnel assigned to the team. Although ?D teams were
structured differently in various ,heaters of operations, added guidance
on team ca,ýabilit'c±: would provide a basis which PZYOP staff officers
could use t- balarne force structures to srecific arc% PSYOP requirements.
tt: tddtio:., t1,e team concept wt.; ni)t responsie to urgent requirements

" 'eca-Is of force level ceilings and lengthy administrative
dvlays incident to treparation and !ubmission of 'ITIOs.
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(3) To mept operational needs in RVN, the 4th PSYOP Group found
it necessary to deviate from the team concept and establish normal staff
functions (SI, S2, S3, and S4) similar to other Army staff structures
on both the group and battalion levels. It also formed a Propaganda
Development Center (PDC) as a co-equal staff section. See Figures
11-4 and 11-5 for current group and battalion structures.

(4) Each battalion formed two companies. The printing functions
were assigned to Company A in a general support role, while Company B
performed a direct support role in providing mobile field teams to
supported units and agencies. It is significant that organizational
doctrine called for PSYOP companies to be organized as separate,
independent, and numerically-designated companies.

b. Strength

(1) Under MTOE 33-500F, the total authorized strength for the
4th PSYOP Group as of 1 December 1967 was 876 personnel: 176 for the
groap headquarters ind 175 each for the four battalions. To supplement
military personnel, a total of 200 indigenous ci'vilians had been
authorized to the units. These civilian positions included such Jobs
as sociologists, interpreters, translators, artists, script writers,
varitypists, and persons skilled in the social sciences. Only 103
civilians had been employed due to difficulties encountered in

obtaining qualified Vietnamese who possessed high level skills in the
social sciences. The lack of skilled indigenous civilians available
to the 4th PSYOP Group and other PSYOP agencies emphasized the need for
increased development of area-oriented and language-qualified PSYOP
personnel to communicate with target audiences.

(2) The following strength status reflected authorized and
assigned strength for both military and indigenous civilian personnel
as of 8 March 1969.

Authorized Strength Assigned Strength
Unit Of.f WO EM ýAa Civ Of f. WO EM A Civ

4th PSYOP Group 34 2 139 175 53 32 2 J50 184 32
6th PSYOP Battalion 33 - 142 175 33 33 - 134 167 16
7th PSYOP Battalion 32 - 143 175 46 30 - 130 160 20
8th PSYOP Battalion 32 - 142 174 36 35 - 134 169 15
10th PSYOP Battalion +2 - 4 13 32T 34 - 2 6 20

Total 1 3 2 709 711 200 17s 2 61 P77 W 103
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The hth PSYOP Group has submitted a proposed MTOE 33-500G with strength
as indicated below.

Proposed Strength
Unit Off WO AE2 r

4th PSYOP Group 32 5 165 202
6th PSYOP Battalion 33 2 151 186
7th PSYOP Battalion 33 2 151 186
8th PSYOP Battalion 33 2 151 186
10th PSYOP Battalion 33 2 115 186

Total 7ý 13 7G9 9

(3) An analysis was made of the percentage of personnel involved
in each function of the Group and battalions (see Figure 11-6). if
approved, the proposed MTOE would increase the capability of the 4th
PSYOP Group. The group headquarters MTOE allowed a 50-percent person-
nel increase in command and control functions, 20-percent increase in
propaganda development, and 30-percent added capability for supply and
maintenance. Other increases included 16 additional Teams HB and 8 addi-
tional Teams IIE.

c. Qualifications and Training

(1) Each of the five PSYOP unit commanders indicated there was
a sufficient number of qualified officers assigned to PSYOP units who
were PSYOP school trained. The level of training improved considerably
during the past year. Over 80 percent of the officers assigned to the
4th PSYOP Group had graduated from the unit or staff officer PSYOP Course,
US Arm• Special Warfare School, Fort Bragg, N.C., as compared to less than
50 percent approximately one year ago. Although the general PSYOP
qualifications were considered adequate, there was insufficient develop-
ment of area-oriented and language-qualifiel personnel to meet technical
requirement... The number of PSYOP school trained officers assigned
to tactical units was inadequate accordin& to 70 percent of the respon-
dents. There were less than 40 percent of PSYOP-qualified or school-
trainedI officers assigned to the tactical units.

(2) The training provided by the PSYOP School was adequate,
according to 70 percent of the respondents. However, a large percen-
tage of the officer graduates indicated that tne program of instruction
was too :heoretical in nature and too academic in terms of psychological
concepts which were not practicable in RVN. Recommendations for
improvement includod more emphasis in the practical aspects of propaganda
develorment. graphic Layout and p'rinting, loudspeaker and leaflet
targeting and disnemination, and operational techniques based on lessons
learntM in RVN.
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Number Military Percent
Teams Personnel of

Functions Gp HQ Bns Total Gp Bns Total Function

Command and Control 1 AC 4 AB 14 38 (.8 106 12.1
1AA 8AA

Propaganda - 52 96 148 A6.9

Operations 1 FA 4 FA 5 3 12 15

Intelligence 1 FC 4 FC 5 9 40 49

Research/Analysis 2 FC 4 FD 6 22 44 66

Graphics 2 FE - 2 16 - 16

Motion Pictures 1 FB - 1 2 - 2

Printing 2 GA 16 GB 44 58 128 186 21.2
6 GC 16 HC
2 GC
2 GD

Mobile Operations - - 336 336 38.4

Audiovisual and - 16 uA 80 - 208 208
Loudspeaker 32 HB

32 HE

Light Mobile - 16 RD 16 - 128 128
Operations

Radio I IA 8 1A 12 28 16 44 5.0
1 IC
1 ID
1 KD

Supply and - 4BA 20 - 56 56 6.4

Mintenance 16 DC

Total Teams 205 176 700 876 100.0

FIGURE 11-6. Percentage of Personnel Per Function
an of 1 December 1967.
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(3) The qualifications and training of enlisted personnel
assigned to specific PSYOP teams, such as audiovisual and loudspeaker
teams, were inadequate according to the majority of team leaders. The
enlisted men had generally not received any formal PSYOP training
or had any prior experience in PSYOP duties. In response to questions
on the adequacy of training and qualifications of team members, 30
percent of the team leaders emphasized the need for added training
on the operations, maintenance, and repair of audiovisual equipment.
PSYOP commanders indicated that an MOS-producing PSYOP school was needed
for enlisted men to provide training on PSYOP techniques, rolitical
warfare, advisory functions, and PSYOP equipment operation and maintenance.
The PSYOP commanders were generally not aware cf the newly activated
PSYOP course (244-F6) for enlisted men at the US Army Special Warfare
School, which was designed to provide enlisted personnel with a working
knowledge of PSYOP methods and techniques. It was reported that there
was a need for an improved Y.OS identification for enlisted skills
in PSYOP fields such as printers, varitypists, and intelligence
analysts. In view of the need for detailed technical knowledge of
printing maintenance and production, all the respondents indicated that
the printing officer authorization for the group and battalions should
be converted from a commissioned officer to a warrant officer position.

d. Equipznent

(1) The demands for PSYOP printing requirements were beyond the
concept, design, and capability of the light mobile printing plants.
All the PSYOP commanders reported that the Addressograph-Multigraph
Model 1250W offset press was not adequate for the printing requirements
in terms of production quantity. With no increase in printing personnel,
the proposed MTOE would provide a 100-percent increase in printing produc-
tion with the addition of higher speed, 1T½ x 22ý inch printing presses.
The propooed MTOE called for four larger presses for the group headquarters,
while each of the battalions would be authorized one larger press and
seven Addressograph-Multigraph Model 1250W presses.

(2) None of the printing plants were being employed according
to the mobile concept. Inasmuch as all PSYOP printing equipment was
contained within fixed facilities in RVN, the mobile concept should be
re-examined for future stability operations.

(3) Twenty-four of the 50 PSYOP team leaders reported that their
PSYUP equipment was inadequate for missions in RVN. In general, equip-
ment considered inadequate included the AN/UNH-10 recorder-reproducer,
MP-3 copy camera, loudspeaXer, and paper cutters. Refer to Annex E
for details on equipment shortcomings.

IT-15
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(4) Neither the PSYOP units nor the tactical units received
adeqiate logistical or maintenance support for nonstandard, mission
ert itial PSYOP equipment, according to all the respondents. Annex E
deecribes type, of nonstandard PSYOP equipment and recent actions
instituted to resolve the problams.

12. PROBLEM AREAS

a. The MTOE 33-500F organization did not provide adequate PSYOP
resources to satisfy all requirements, according to the five major PSYOP
unit commanders. The organization and force structure of PSYOP units
were not initially tailored to meet specific PSYOP requirements f6r
each area. Each of the PSYOP battalions was organized with basically
the same personnel strength and equipment without regard to target
populations, ethnic groups, resources available to other PSYOP agencies,
and number of tactical units in the area. The proposed MTOE called
ror additional propaganda development, printing, and audiovisual and
loudspeaker capabilities. Despite the added resources requested, the
proposed MTOE will still not satisfy all PSYOP requirements because of
stringent manpower ceilings imposed on the units. Consequently, after
the MTOE is approved, there will still be an imbalance between PSYOP
resources and requirements.

b. A problem confronting most PSYOP commanders and staff officers
was what they considered to be a lack of understanding on the part of
tactical unit commanders concerning the role, capability, and employment
of PSYOP in stability operations. The majority of PSYOP field personnel
indicated that some tactical comnmanders were more interertel in high
body counts during combat operations than in integrating PSYOP as
part of the tactical operation. One PSYOP unit commander reported that
his PSYOP teams in support of a division were only 70-percent effective
because team assets were used for purposes other than PSYOP. The use
of projector-, to show movies to US forces and the use of speakers to
broadcast messages in US troop areas were examples of misuse of PSYOP
resources. According to 43 percent of the respondents, the PSYOP
effort could definitely be improved through more effective employment
of PSYOP. The body count and kill attitude was manifested in the
remark of a unit commander who boanted that his Chieu Hol program
consisted of two 105mm howitzers - one of which was marked Chieu and
the other Hoi. Conversely, there were other commanders whose expectations
of PSYOP were too high; they tended to regard it as a magic wand
capable of producing immediate results. An improved program of
instruction at Army Service Schools, to include officer candidate
schools, basic officer courses, officer career courses, and the
Comiand and General Staff College, would provide a better understanding
of the significance and capabilities of psychological operations.
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c. The effect of the adverse attitude toward PSYOP by tactical
commanders was manifested through officers who were assigned to PSYOP
positions, but expressed reiuctance to remain in such assignments.
"They felt there was a lack of incentive in a PSYOP career and that
their opportunities for promotion would be Jeopardized in their career
branches. In several units, there were three and sometimes four
different officers assigned as the division PSYOP officer dnring a
one-year period. This was indicative of the low priority of PSYOP
assignments and accounted for a lack of continuity in the PSYOP programs.

d. There was a lack of understanding of the manner in which
individual actions adversely affected the PSYOP effort and harmed the
US image. Over 60 percent of the PSYOP team leaders replied that the
actions of some US troops were frequently detrimental to US/Vietnamese
relationships. Actions and incidents frequently cited which created
adverse impact on the Vietnamese society were vehicle accidents, general
misconduct of troops, and patronizing or dis.-espectful actions toward
the Vietnamese people. Moat divisions conducted a one-time initial
briefing for new arrivals, but periodic briefings were needed simi 5

to the "Personal Response" program initiated by units in the I CTZMJ.

e. PSYOP unit commanders stated there was a morale problem incident
to PSYOP personnel performing daily flight duties. Approximately 30
personnel from each battalion were required to perform frequent and
regular aerial flights in the discharge of their PSYOP duties. These
personnel were members of the PSYOP Battalion air operations section
or Teams HE and HB conducting loudspeaker and leaflet missions in
support of tactical operations. They did not receive non-crewmember
flight status or pay, and felt they were entitled tc it. Although
action was taken by the 4th PSYOP Group in its proposed MTGE to request
non-crewmember flying status by identifying MfTOE positions, administra-
tive delays prevented the persrnnel from receiving financial compensation
for daily flight status.

f. There was a need for additional PSYOP capability in support
of divisions in RVN. It was the uranimous opinion of division PSYOP
officers and team leaders that there was a need for added PSYOP personnel
and equipment resources due to the nature of the PSYOP challenge in
RVN. A minimum of one helicopter wts needed ai division level to conduct
quick-reaction PSYOP support of tactical units in contact with the
eneay. Based on lessons learned in RVN, future PSIOP force structures
for stability operations in Southeast Asia should provide for a minimum
of one Team HA per division, one Team HE per brigade, and one Team HB
per Lattalion. In an area support role, one Team HE will be needed to
conduct, advise, vnd coordinatt the P•fOP effort in each province not
included in the TAO of a US division.
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g. Thirty percent of the team leaders stated there were insuifficient
DA guidelines published on the employment of PSYOP teams, techniques,
or doctrine. More information was needed on the employment of PSYOP
teams in combined operations with MEDCAP, armed propaganda, and cultural
drama teams. Successful face-to-face communication, rumor campaigns, and
rallier exploitation techniques were needed along with obtaining target
audience participation at the village level in meetings, rallies, and
demonstrations. Information on integrating PSYOP with traveling folk
entertainment and, cultural drama shows would also be useful.

h. Additional doctrine and guidance for stability and counterin-
surgency operations will be required for a phased escalation of PSYOP
units and resources. Broad general guidance was contained in Chapter
6 of FM 33-1. However, the sequence of expanding PSYOP should be
developed on a phased eecalation basis commensurate with the degree
or intensification of the conflict. A gradual escalation for PSYOP in
support of stability operations could be phased from a pre-conflict
to high-intensity conflict stage followed by a post-conflict stage. The

phased escalation bhould consider the following principles.

(1) D--in the pre-conflicL phase, the actions prescribed in
paragraph 6-2, *1! 33-1, are appropriate. However, added emphasis is
needed for a closer integr-•tion of US PSYOP advisors, teams, and resources
with the host country PSYOP effort. Development of the US PSYOP plaui
in closer consonance with the host country plan should be underscored
"since there is a tendency towards independent operations. It is
during the pre-conflict stage that a concentrated research and analysis
activity should be conducted because access to target audiences is
usually not restricted at that time. Plans for printing and other
required resources must be made during this phase.

(2) During the low intensity conflict phase, plans should be
completed for implementation or rnational and regional combined PSYOP
centers prior to the deployment of PSYOP teams cr units. These combined

PSYOP centers, manned Jointly by key US and indigenous PSYOP personnel,
are needed to provide a coordinated and unified PSYOP effort. The pri-
mary mission of US PSYOP teams or units should be to assist the host

country in the conduct or its PSYOP effort by providing added advisory
and resource capabilities. US PSYOP equipment may be operated in the
field by indigenous PcSYOP teams with the assistance of a UIS advisor.

(3) After additional US forces are deployed during mid and
high intensity conflicts, added "SYOP units should be committed on an

area support basis in conjunction with host country uMYOP forces.

The US PSYOP unit vcUld also provide direct PSYOP uupport to US
tactical Units employed in that area.
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(4) During the post conrliL.' Phase, a gradual withdrawal of
PSYOP units should be accomplished on a p:lhed basis similar to the
build-up. The rate of withdrawal depends on •'e host country',- capability
to assume responsibility for PSYOP programs. Lim.r'4 1Zz.OP resources

should remain in country as needed to provide advisory assistance and
a logistical base for nonstandard PSYOP equlpaent and supplies.

13. FINDINGS

a. The basic mission of PSYOP units was appropriate in RVN.

b. There was a lack of coordination and central direction to the
overall PSYOP effort in RVN. This was caused by a division of responsi-
bilities among various agencies and a failure to integrate US PSYOP
activities more closely with the Vietnamese PSYOP effort.

c. Contrary to FM 3-1, staff tupervision for PSYOP within Army
organizations was exercised by G5 staffs rather than G3 staffs.

d. The system of assigning PSYOP units under the operational con-
trol of force comuanders and senior advisors was adaptable to stability
operations and provided effective and responsive PSYOP support to tactical
requirements.

e. There was limited doctrinal guidance available on specific capa-

bilities of PSYOP teams which made it difficult to properly ,structure or
tailor a PSYOP unit to meet all stability requirements.

f. The force structure of Army PSYOP units was not tailored to meet
specific PSYOP requirements in RVN according to the cellular team concept

of organization because of imposed force level restrictions.

g. PSYOP companies iere not organized as separate, numerically
designated companies as prescribed by cellular team concept of organ-

ization.

h. Although there were st'fficient PSYOP-qualified officers -ss1.iiie

to the 4th PSYOP Group, there was a lack of PSYOP-qu&IifieI enlisted

personnel. There was a lack of both PSYOP-traired officers and

eniisted personnel assignec to tactical units.

i. The technical qualifications of PSYOP officers could be improved

throni'.h mire practical instruction on propaganda development, printing,

louI:.;.eaker ani leaflet targeting procedures, and operational techniques
:t"'fY. training installations in CONUS.

Y heavy r:2YOP printinp requirements in RVN exceeded the
1 1 L .,ih printinr capability of the 4th PSYOP Croup.
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k. None of the printing plants were being employed by the 4th
PSYOP Group according to the mobile concept.

1. PSYOP equipment such as recorder-reproducers, loudspeakers,
cameras, and other equipment were not totally adequate for PSYOP require-
ments.

m. Prmy PSYOP units did not receive adequate logistical or main-
tenance support for nonstandard PSYOF equipment.

n. '"he 4th PSYOP Group was unable to provide added capabilities
or resources to satisfy increasing PSYOP requirements. Although not
yet approved, a proposed MTOE submitted by the Group will provide
additional propaganda development, printing, and audiovisual and
lcudspes-.er capabilities.

o. There was a lack of understanding 'y tactical commanders and
staff officers on the employment, capability, and use of PSYOP.

p. Continuity of PSYOP was hampered by the rapid personnel turn-
over and assignment policies in RVN. Many officers were reluctant
tu remain in PSYOP assignments because of zoncern for career development.

q. The actions of soee US troops were detrimental to TJS/Vietnemese
relationships, thus adversely affecting the US image and overall PSYOP
effort.

r. PSYOI' personnel who were required to perform daily flight
duties in support of tactical loudspeaker and leaflet missions did not
receive non-crewmember flight status or pay.

a. Doctrinal guidance on the phased escalation and employment of
PSYOP units during c-ability operations was needed.
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SECTION III

OBJECTIVE 2. DESCRIBE AND ANALYZE THE TASKS PERFORMED BY US ARMY
PSYOP UNITS IN RVN TO ACCOMPLISH THEIR MISSIONS

'"he 4th PSYOP Group and its battalions provided support to
approximately 50 commands, agencies, and units (see Figure III-i).
This support took the form of research analysis and PSYOP intelligence,
printed material, audiovisual and loudspeaker operations, radio broad-
casts, and dissemination of material. In addition to these support
functions, the Group also exercised command and control of subordinate
units, and accomplished normal supply and maintenance tasks. PSYOP
units were capable of accomplishing all tasks, according to 85 percent
of the respondents representing all force commanders and tactical units
in RVN. The 15 percent who indicated that the PSYC? units could not
satisfy all requirements stated that the PSYOP units were limited in
printing, audiovisual, and loudspeaker capabilities by insufficient
personnel and equipment. This section presents a summary of the
tasks performed by the Group and its battalions. Detailed discussion
is contained in Annexes E through H.

14. COMMAND AND CONrROL

Command and control tasks were performed by Team AC (group), Team
AB (battalion), and Team AA (company). Team AC was designed to provide
PSYOP support to n theater army (e.g., USARPAC), and administrative, com-
mand, and logistical support to assigned battalions. This team can
plan, manage, and supervise a strategic PSYOP program. Team AB was
designed to support a field army (e.g., USARV). In RVN, there was a
Team AB in support of each CTZ. It performed strategic or tactical
PSYOP missions, acted as liaison with supported units, and functioned in
an advisory role to the PSYOP staff section of supported units. Team
AB exercised command and control o'rer assigned Teams AA. Team AA was
designed to tactically support a corps, separate division, or other
command.

15. SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE

Team BA (Supply and Maintenance) provided direct support repair of
signal and reproduction equipment. It stocked critical spare parts for
nonstandard PSYOP-peculiar equipment. Within the PSYOP teams, the most
serious problem was the lack of supply and maintenance equipment. In
one case, movie projectors and tape recorders were deadlined over 60
days and the team was not able to obtain replacement parts or needed
repairs. Eighty percent of the PSYOP team leaders indicated their teams
were capable of accomplishing assigned tasks. However, the prevailing
factor cited for not accomplishing all missions was a lack of parts and
supplies which resulted in high equipment deadline rates. Team



4th Psychological Operations Group

Joint United States Public Affairs Office
Military Assistance Ccmmand, Vietnam
General Political Warfare Directorate
Naval Rorces, Vietnam
Free World Military Assistance Force Units

6th Psychological Operations Battalion - III CTZ

II Field Forces, Vietnam llth Armored Cavalry Regiment
CORDS 1st Australian Task Force
lt Cavalry Division (Airmobile) Royal Thai Forces, Vietnam
lot Infantry Division Capital Military Assistance Comand
25th Infantry Division 30th POLWAR Battalion (ARVN)
199th Light Infantry Brigade Naval Forces, Vietnam
3d Brigade, 82d Airborne Division Company A, 5th Special Forces Group
1st Brigade, 9th Infantry Division MACV Advisors

7th Psychological Operations Battalion - I CTZ

III Marine Amphibious Force Americal Division
CORDS Company C, 5th Special Forces Group

lst Marine Division 10th POLWAR Battalion (ARVN)
3d Marine Division Naval Advisory Group
101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) XXIV Corps
1st Bde, 5th Inf Div (Mech) MACV Advisors

8th Psychological Operations Battalioz, - II CTZ

I Field Forces, Vietnam Company B, 5th Special Forces Group
CORDS MACV Advisory Teams
4th Infantry Division 20th POLWAR Battalion (ARVN)
5th Special Forces Group Task Force South
173d Airborne Brigade 9th ROK (White Horue) Division
503d Infantry Capital ROK (Tiger) Division

10th Psychological Operations Battalion - IV CTZ

CG, DMAC, IV Corps Tactical Zone
CORDS
9th Infantry Division
Naval Forces, Vietnam
40th Political Warfare Battalion (ARVN)
Company D, 5th Special Forces Group
MACV Advisory Teams

FIGURE IIl-1. Units Supported by the 4th PSYOP Group.
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DC (Maintenance) performed automotive maintenance on organic vehicles.
See Annex E for detailed information on the problem areas.

16. RESEARCH ANALYSIS AND PSYOP INTELLIGENCE

a. The Propaganda Development Center (PDC) at group and battalion
levels had the capability to produce detailed studies of target audiences
through research, collation of intelligence, and analysis of enemy propa-
ganda. In addition to pre-testing and evaluating propaganda material,
the PDC produced graphics and text for propaganda material. PSY0P
intelligence was obtained through translation of documents and interlogation
of ralliers and prisoners to ascertain target vulnerabilities.

b. PSYOP units had a limited capability to develop and produce area
study material, according to two PSYOP unit commanders. This capability
was limited because the units lacked trained personnel to perform these
studies. The proposed MTOE submitted by the 4th PSYOP Group recomended
a 20-percent increase in propaganda development personnel.

c. The PSYOP units identified and verified target audiences and
their susceptibilities by developing background data and PSYOP intelligence
to determine significant attitudes, behavior patterns, and conditions
suitable for PSYOP exploitation. This information was also vbtained from
civilian and military research agencies. According to all the PSYOP
units, these reseaich agencies operated independently in conducting PSYOP
research, resulting in duplication of effort. For example, PSYOP studies
and/or attitude studies were being conducted by JUSPAO, MACV, the 4th
PSYOP Group, civil affairs units, and the Advanced Research Project
ýgency (ARPA).

d. The PSYOP units maintained liaison with other intelligence agencies
as part of their PSYOP intelligence collecting effort. According to all the
respondents, responses from these agencies were not timely and were of mar-
ginal use for PSYOP intelligence purposes. It was reported that the
intelligence analysts were n~t sufficiently knowledgeable of PSYOP aspects
of intelligence to produce material that could te readily used by the
PSYOP community. PSYOP unit commanders stated that the most effective
means of developing PSYOP intelligence has been through their own
analysis of intelligence and interrogation reports and information
received from PSYOP field teams.

e. Evaluating the effectiveness of enemy and friendly propaganda
was a function performed by each unit. The evaluation process included an
analysis of the source, content, audience, and media used for dissemina-
tion. The evaluation was directed more toward the credibility of
material than its effect on target audiences. Inaccessibility of target
audiences located in contested areas was a limiting factor.
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f. Army PSYOP units developed propaganda within the framework of
national policies and guidance received from JUSPAO. All PSYOP unit
ý:ommande:s indicated that PSYOP policy guidance was adequate in content,
but was not received in a timely manner.

17. PRINTED MATF2IAL

a. Printed material produced by the 4th PSYOP Group included
leaflets, newspapers, magazines, booklets, and calendars. Teams GA,
GB, GC, GD, and HC were responsible for printing and processing propaganda
material for dissemination. The total PSYOP printing requirements in
PVN exceeded the printing capability of the 4th PSYOP Group. Printing
requirements in excess of the 4th PSYOP Group's capabilities were
handled by the 7th PSYOP Group resources in Okinawa. The total leaflet
requirement exceeded one billion leaflets (3x6 inch equivalent) each
month. With a total of 28 presses, the 4th PSYOP Group produced over
230 million leaflets per month. Fifty-five percent of the leaflets
produced were in support of the Chieu Hoi program, and 45 percent for
campaigns such as the Trail, B-52, Frantic Goat, and NVA troops in RVN.

b. The 4th PSYOP Group devoted over 30 percent of its printing effort
in support of civilian agencies and the CORDS pacification PSYOP effort.
This lessened its capacity for tactical PSYOP campaigns.

18. AUDIOVISUAL AND LOUDSPEAKER OPERATIONS

a. There were several tasks involving audiovisual and loudspeaker
operations. Included were propaganda development, intelligence collection,
loudspeaker operations, dissemination of propaganda material, and
showing of movies.

b. All respondents agreed that the mobile audiovisual and loudspeaker
teams were fully committed and effectively employed in support of tactical
units and in an area support role at the province level. Two PSYOP
battalion commanders employed all their mobile teams in direct support of
tactical units. Two other PSYOP battalion comnanders employed their teams
in support of tactical units and in an area support role. These latter
commanders agreed that the teams were more effectively employed when used
in an area support role.

c. Eighty percent of the PSYOP team leaders indicated their teams were
capable of accomplishing all assigned tasks. The predominant factor cited
for not accomplishing all missions was a lack of supplies and repair parts.
This resulted in high deadline rates for mission-essential equipment.
Forty-seven percent of the PSYOP team leaders reported their PSYOP
equipment was not adequate for PSYOP missions in RVN.
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d. Thirty percent of the respondents indicated that DA doctrine or
guidelines on field techniques available in FMs, particularly on the
employment of mobile teams, were inadequate. The PSYOP officers under-
scored tne nced for technical guidance on rallier exploitation, propa-
ganda development techniques, and printing operations and capabilities.
Guidance was also needed on loudspeaker aerial dissemination techniques,
and definitions of area and spot size targets for leaflet and loudspeaker
missions.

10. RADIO BROADCASTS

The 4th PSYOP Group was broadcasting six hours of dnilý PSYOP radio
prograns in the Vietnamese language as a part of a comtirned US/ARVN radio
station operation. The unit was in the process of expanding its operations
by installing a 50-KW radio transmitter at Pleiku and by broadcasting 11
hours daily. When the 50-KW station becomes fully operational, broadcast
ranje is expected to be approximately 200 miles. Plans were to include
broadcasting in the Montagnard language beginning 1 September 1969.

20. DISSEmINATION OF MATERIAL

a. The 7th USAF provided cupport for aerial dissemination of leaflets
&ad for aerll broadcasts. ReruestR from tactical units for PSYOP missions
were proce~ssed by the PSYOP battalions. The PSYOP battalions plotted the
targets, produced and delivered PSYOP material, and coordinated the missions
with flight detachments of the 5th and 9th Special Operations Squadrons, 14~th

b. The three fixed-wing type aircraft employee for PSIOP missions were
the C-47, 02-B, and U-10. Air Force helicopters ýeere not available for
PSYOP missions. All PSYOP units indicated that sufficient Air Force air-

craft were available for long range pre-plarned PSYOP missions. Howev-r,
some force commanders and tactical unit PSYOP officers stated there were
insufficient aircraft assets available to providL quick-reaction loud-
speaker or leaflet PSYOP missions.

c. As a supplement to Air Force aircraft, tactical units used
organic rotary-wing aircraft. However, most of the tactical units
complained about the insufficient number of Army helicopters available for
quick-reaction PFYOP missions in support of tactical operations. It
appeared that rotary-wing aircraft were more adaptable than fixed-wing
aircraft for PSYOP missions in support of tactical units.

21. UFFFFCTIVE PSYOP MFIA

According to MACV studies, the most effective PSYOP media in RVN
were face-to-face communication, cultural drama shows, and television.
Next in order of effectiveness were movies, tapes, radio, and printed
r"~trrial. Printed material had the lowest rating because of the high
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illiteracy of the population. Howeveir, production of printed material
had the heaviest emrhasi., for two reasons. There was a tendency on the
part of tactical unit coimmanders to measure PSYOP effectiveness by the
quantity of leaflets disseinated. This contributed to an increasing
demand for greater leaflet quantities. All in-country PSYOP resources
had already been fully committed, and the only available out-of-country
resources were the printing facilities of the 7th PSYOP Group. Therefore,
production of printed material was increased.

22. FINDINGS

a. Research Analysis and PSYOP Intelligence

(1) Arr", PSYCP units developed detailed PSYOP studies, but were
limited in their capabilities to produce background and area studies. This
was due to a lack of trained, area-oriented military personnel and a
shortage of qualified Vietnamese personnel.

(2) Civilian and military agencies operated independently in
conducting PSYOP research and attitude surveys, resulting in duplication
of effort.

(3) Army PSYOP units were limited in their ability to develop
intelligence. They were dependent upon the intelligence community for
the majority of intelligence used to develop specific PSYOP vulnerabilities
and to identify incidents for PSYOP exploitation.

(4) Members of the intelligence community were not sufficiently
knowledgeable of PSYO? intelligence requirements and were unable to provide
timely responses to specific PSYOP requirements.

(5) The most effective means of gathering PSYOP intelligence was
through analysis, by PSYOP personnel, of intelligence and interrogation
reports along with observations reported by organic PSYOP field teams.

(6) The rrimary emphasis in; evaluating enemy and friendly
propaganda was directed more toward the credibility of material than its
effect on target audiences. The -mphasis on obtaining im•ediate indicators
of PSYln effectiveness was frustrating, to P;Yr)P staff jfficers and PSYOF
unit commnanders.

(7) National policy guidance was adequat-, but was not received

in a timely mannvr.

b. Pr inted "ator ial

(1) The printing demands exceeded the capaibility of th,, light
printing presses assigned to Army P•SY:P units. This vas a contributing
factor to the short lfe and hig. deadline on the presses.
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() Printin,, requirements for propaganda material expanded to
an unprecedented level of over one billion leaflets (3x 6 inch equivalent)
per month.

(3) The 4th PYOP Group produced approximately 230 million
leaflets Per month during 1968 along with daily rind weekly newspapers,
magazines, booklets, calendars, and other printed material.

(4) Anproximately 30 percent u" the 4th PSYOP Group printing
capability was expended in support of national pacification ard revolu-
tionary development objectives.

(5) Fifty-five percent of the leaflzts produced by the 4th PSYOP
Group were in support of the Chieu Hol program, and 45 percent for cam-
paigns such as the Trail, B-52, Frantic Goat, and NVA troops in RVW.

c. Audiovisual and Loudspeaker Operations

(1) Audiovisual and loudspeaker teams assigned to the 4th PSYOP
Group were fully comaitted and effectively employed in support of tactical
units and in area support roles at the province level.

(2) The teams were more effectively used when employed in an
area support role.

(3) Added guidelines were needed on employment and PSYOP

techniques for Teams HE and HB.

d. Dissemination of Material

(1) There were sufficient Air Force aircraft available to support
the 4th PSYOP Group for pre-planned area missiors, but not for immediate
tactical missions.

(2) Helicopters were more adaptable end responsive than fixed-
wing aircraft for PSYOP missions in support of tactical units.

e. Effective PSYOP Media

(1) Face-to-face communicaticn, cultural shows, and television
were considered to be the most effective PSYOP media in RVN. Next in
order of effectiveness were films, tapes, radio, and printed propaganda
material.

(2) The tendency to measure PSYOP effectiveness by quantity of
leaflets disseminated contributed to an increasing demand for greater
leaflet quantltics.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI442IATIONS

23. CONCLUSIONS

a. The 4~th PSYOP Gromp and its organic battalions were employed

effectively and were capable of accomplishing assigned missions In WVN
within the limitations imposed by organizational nmaning and equipment
author izat ions.

b. The basic mission of' US Army PSYOP units In RYN was applicable
and the unitu were responsive to tactic~al and strategic PSYOP requirements.

c. There is a need for centralized control of both military
and pacification PSYOP activities to improve the direction
and coordination of the overall PSYOP effort in PYN.

d. While FM 33-1 prescribes the staff responsibility for PSYOP

as a function of G3, the execution of those functions in RYN as a G5
responsibility was effective during stability operations.

e. The procedure of assigning PSYOP battalions under the operational
control of Force Commander/Senior Advisor in each CTZ was effective in
RVN.

f. The lack of timely national policy guidance resulted in the loss
of opportunities for PSYOP exploitation of significant military and
political events.

g. There was a need for additional doctrinal guidance pertaining
to the phased escalation and employment of PSYOP units during stability
operations.

h. The cellular team concept of structuring or tailoring PSYOP
units to PSYCP mission requirements was not valid vhen force level
restrictions or personnel ceilings were imposed.

i. Inadequate logistical. and maintenance support for nonstandard
PSYOP-peculiar equipment was a limiting factor on the capability of PSYOP
units in hVX.

J. The mobile PSYOP printing concept was not applicable in RV5.

k. Added emphasis was needed within research and development
programs for the improvement of PSYOP loudspeaker equipment.



1. More practical PSYOP instruction, at CONUS training installations,
on propaganda development, printing, loudspeaker and leaflet targeting
procedures, and operational techniques would increase the effectiveness
of officers on their first PSYOP assignment.

m. There was a need for greater comand emphasis at all levels
of comand on the role of PSYOP in support of US objectivem in RYN.

n. Additional fsmiliarAzation and training of officers at
CONUtS training installations would improve their understanding of
PSYOP, thus ensuring more effective employment and utilization of PSYOP
assets in tactical units.

o. Periodic training and indoctrination cf US troops on avoiding
actions which were detrimental to US/Vietnamese relationships would
improve the US image and overall PSYOP effort.

r•. An improved selection and assignment procedure, particularly
at divisior level, would ensure that officers selected for PSYOP assign-
ments were motivated and qualified.

q. The creation of the Military Assistance Offi7-r Program will
provide career incentives for PSYOP officers and help retain qualified
officers in PSYOP assignments.

r. A separate MOS for PSYOP NCOs and specialists along with
improved MOS identification for specific enlisted skills will facilitate
classification and assigrment of qualified enlisted personnel to PS'YC
positions and improve the overall PSYOP effort.

a. The consolidation nf research and attitude .urvey efforts of
military and civilian agencies will eliminate duplication of effort and
allow maximum use of availablt re-ources.

t. Audiovisual and loudspeaker teams were more effectively used
when employed in an area support role.

u. Aided doctrinal guidelinps on the employment and techniques of
HE and KB teams will assist team ]'-sders in the effective use of resources

24. RECOMMFNDATIONS

It is recommended that:

a. The military and pacification PSYOP functions be c-"bined under
control of o)r staff agency to provide central direction and "oordination
for the PSYOP effort in RPW.



b. The MTOF 33-500G, submitted 'y the 4th PIYOP Group, be approved
in order to provide added PSYOP c&pability and resources in RVN.

c. Additional doctrinal guidance be published on specific cellular
team capabilities to facilitate proper structuring and balance of PSYOP
units to mission requirements.

d. Added emphasis be placed on providing an improved logistieal and
maintenance support base for nonstandard PSYOP items of equipment.

e. The 4th PSYOP Group be cranted authorization fo- the continued
use of the Quick Peaction Procurement (QPP) system until such time as
the logistical base becomes responsive to PSYOP logistical requirements.

f. Added tinphasls and priority be placed on improving PSYOP materiel
and equipment, particularly loudspeaker equipment, through appropriate
research and development agencies.

g. T.ve AN/UNHI-lO recorder-reproducer and MP-3 copy camera authorized
to PSYOP units be replaced with improved, more effective equipment.

h. Improved selection and assignment procedures be established,
particularly at the division level, to ensure that officers selected for
PSYOP assignments are motivated and qualified.

i. Creation of the Military Assistance Officer Program be expedited
to provide career incentives for PSYOP officers and t.o retain qualified
officers in rSYOr assignments.

J. The .th PSYOP Group request installation of a new separate MOS
for PSYOP NCOs and specialists under tae provisionzý of AR 611-1 along
with recomm'endations for imprcved MOS identification for enlisted skills
required.

k. The Trinting officer authorization for all PSYOP units be converted
from a commissioned officer to a warrant officer position.

A" iltioral PY? instruction be provided in the PSYOP Unit
Officers Course, Special Warfare School, Fort Bragg, N.C., on the
practical aspects of proraganda development, printing, loudspeaker and
leaflet targeting procedures,and operational techniques.

m. ireater command emphasis at all levels of command be placed on
the role of PFYCPF in support of US objectives in RVN.

n. 'raining and indoctrination of US troops in RVN be established
on a periodic basis to emphasize how irresponsible conduct adversely
atfects Vt/ ietnamese relationships, the US image,and the PSYOP effort.
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o. Additional PSYCP instruction be included in programs of instruc-
tion at all CONUS training installations for officers with the emphasis
on the role, capability, and employment of PSYIP.

p. Additional instruction be provided for intelligence officers and
analystti at the Army Intelligence School regarding specific PSYOP intel-
ligence requirements.

q. Authorization be granted for the hth PSYOP Group to coordinate
or consolidate research and attitude survey efforts with JUSPAO and CORD"
tc allow Laximum use of available resources.

r. MACV perform additional coordination with JUSPAO to emphasize the
need for timely PSYOP policy guidances.

s. Doctrinal guidelines be published on the phased escalation and
employment of PSYOP units during stability operations.

t. Future PSYOP force structur'ts for stability operations In South-
east Asia, under conditions similar to RVN, should provide for a minimum
of one HA team per division, one HE team per brigsde, and one HB team per
battalion. For area support roles, one HE team should be provided for each
province.

u. The operational techniques and concepts listed in Annex I be
considered frcr applIcation in updating programs of PSYOP instruction and
doctrinal techniques for counterinsurgency or stability operations.

v. FM 33-1 be amended to prescribe staff responsibility as a function
of G5 within US Army units.
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ANNEX B

GLOSSARY

1. DEFINITIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL: Direction or exercise of authority over subordi-
nate or other organizations in respect to administrative matters, such as
personnel management, supply, services, and other matters not included in
the operational missions of the subordinate or other organizations.

AGITATION: Incitement, an appeal for action. It is based on the exist-
ence of a grievance, an impelling situation, or the occurreriie, often by
design, of a dramatic or atrocious incident.

APPEAL IDEA: A line of persuasion designed to accomplish a task of psy-
chological operations.

AREA ORIENT:UD: A term applied to personnel or units whose organization,
mission, training, and equipment are based upon projected operational de-
ployment to a specific geographical area.

ARMED PROPAGANDA TEAM-: A team made up of Vietnamese ralliers under the
Chieu Hoi Program. Members of the Armed Propaganda Team were selected
from ex-Hoi Chanh and are given training in face-to-face psychological
operations procedures. The mission of the Armed Propaganda Team is to
perform person-to-person PSYOP in contested or Viet Cong controlled areas,
to provide security for the Chieu Hoi centers and hamlets, and to assist
in the protection of Government property and citizens.

CHIEU HOI: The "Open Arms" or defection inducement program of the Viet-
namese Government was inaugurated in ADril 1963. The rrogram consists of
appeals to dissident elements, VC, and NVA troops to rally or come over to
the legally established Government, where they would be subject to a gen-
eral political amnesty and given an opportunity to participate in the pol-
itical, economic, and social life of the Republic. The phrase "Chieu Hoi"
is a combination of two verbs "to welcome" and "to return."

CONSOLIDATION PSYOP: Consolidation PSYOP is directed toward populations
in friendly areas or in territory occupied by friendly military forces
with the objective of facilitating operations and promoting maximum co-
operation among the civil population.

CONTROL: Authority which may be less than full command, exercised by a
commander over part of the activities of subordinate or other organiza-
tions.



COUNTERINSURGENCY: Those military, paramilitary, political, economic,
psychological, and civic actions taken by a government to defeat subver-
sive insurgency.

FUNCTIONS: The appropriate or assigned duties, responsibilties, missions

or tasks of an individual, office, or organization. As defined in the
National Security Act of 1947, as amended, the term "function" includes
functions, powers, and duties.

HOI CHANH: Any military or civilian member of the Viet Cong or NVA
who voluintarily turns himself in to the RVN or Free World Military Assist-

ance Forces in response to the Chieu Hoi program.

INSURGENCY: A condition resulting from a revolt or insurrection against
a constituted government which falls short of civil war. In the current
context, subversive insurgency is primarily communist inspired, supported,
or exploited.

MISSION: The task, together with the purpose, which clearly indicates the

action to be taken and the reason therefore. In common usage, especially
when applied to lower military units, a duty assigned to an individual or
unit; a task.

OPjRATIONAL COMMAND: Those functions of command involving the composition
of subordinate forces, the assignment of tasks, the designation of objec-

tives and the authoritative direction necessary to accomplish the mission.

Operational command should be exercised by the use of the assigned normal
organizational units through their responsible commanders or through the

commanders of subordinate forces established by the commander exercising
operational command. it does not include such matters as administration,

discipline, internal or.ganization, and unit training, except when a subor-
dinate conLander requests assistance. (The term is synonymous with oper-

ational control exercised by the commanders of unified and specified com-

mands over assigned forces in accordance with the National Security Act.)

OPERATIONAL CONTROL: See operational command.

POLITICAL WARFARE (POLWAR): A GVN term that includes motivation, propa-
ganda, indoctrination, security, qnd social welfare to create in friendly,

neutral, and enemy groups the emotions, attitudes, opinions, and behavior
which support the achievement of GVN national objectives.

POPULACE AND RESOURCES CONTROL: Actions undertaken -y t government to

control the populace and its material resources or to dery access to those

resources which would further hostile aims and objectiveF against that
government.
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PRE-PLANNED REQUEST: A request for PSYOP material designed to exploit a
vulnerability and/or susceptibility that will exist in excess of 72 hours.
The requestor has time to develop the PSYOP material, and ensure that the
theme is consistent with the condition of the target and the vulnerability
to be exploited.

PROPAGANDA DEVELOPMENT: The end product of propaganda development is the
final propaganda text ready for production. Propaganda development is
based on requirements of PSYOP objectives, detailed research analysis and
intelligence, and availability of production and delivery capabilities.

PROPAGANDA DISSEMINATION: The delivery of propaganda by means of selected
communication media such as radio, loudspeaker, television, printed matter,
and face-to-face persuasion.

PROPAGANDA PRODUCTION: The preparation of propaganda for dissemination.
It includes such tasks az printing of printed matter, and preparing and
packaging tnpes for radio and loudspeaker broadcasts.

PSYCHOLOGICAL ACTION: A specific political, economic, military, or ideo-
logical policy, course of action, rally, meeting, or demonstration used
as a means of accomplishing a psychological task.

PSYCHOLOGICAL GOAL: A type of desired behavioral or mental effect which,
if secured, will help achieve a psychological operation's objective.

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (PSYOP): These operations include psychological
warfare, and in addition, encompass those political, military, economic,
and ideological actions planned and conducted to create in neutral or
friendly foreign groups the emotions, attitudes, or behavior to support
the achievement of national objectives.

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPPORTUNITY: Any social, political, economic, military,
or ideological circumstance or condition within a society which may be
favorably exploited for psychological purposes.

PSYCHOLOGICAL THINE: A topic, subject, or line of persuasion through
which a psychological objective is achieved.

PSYCHOLOGICAL TASK: A particular project whose accomplishment will Lon-
tribute to the achievement of a psychological objective.

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE: The planned use of propaganda and other measures,
designed to influence the opinions, emotions, attitudes, and behavior of
enemy, neutral, or friendly groups in support of current policy and aims,
or of a military plan. The planned use of propaganda and other psycholo-
gical actions having the primary purpose of influencing the opinions,
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emotions, attitudes, and behavior of hostile foreign groups in such a way
as to support the achievement of national objectives.

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE, CONSOLIDATION: Psychological warfare directed
toward populations in friendly rear areas or in territory occupied by
friendly military forces with objectives of facilitating military opera-
tions and promoting maximum cooperation among the civil populace.

PSYOP MATERIAL: All printed and recorded matter for use in PSYOP programs.

QUICK REACTION (QP) REQUEST: A recuest for PSYOP r aterial, primarily a
leaflet or taped message, desirned to exploit a vulnerabilityr created by
an abrupt chanre in the relevant condition of a target grou'. The changed
condition and the resulting vulnerability and/or -usceptibility are not
expected to exist for longer than 72 hours. (The QR request is processed
and disseminated within 24 hours.)

SPECIAL AUDIENCE: An aggregate of persoiis oz snare certain predisposi-
tions which, when successfully manipulated, may lead to mental or behav-
ioral reactions that will assist in the accomplishment of a psychological
operation's task.

STABILITY OPERATIONS: That type of internal defense and internal devel-
opment operations and assistance provided by the Armed Forces to maintain,
restore, or establish a climate of order within which responsible govern-
ment can function effectively and without which progress cannot be achieved.
(Term preferred for Army usage in reference to "counterinsurgency" when
discussing the military portion of counterinsurgency activities.) PSYOP
is employed in conjunction with all stability operations tasks from stra-
tegic operations at national to tactical, civil affairs, revolutionary
development, and intelligence operations at the lowest military and polit-
ical echelons.

STRATEGIC TSYOP: Strategic PSYOP is directed at large segments of the
target nation's population exploiting economic, military, psychological,
and political vulnerabilities. As opposed to tactical PSYOP, strategic
PSYO! is designed to have a long range, rather than immediate, effect on
target audiences.

SUBVERSION: Action designed to undermine the military, economic, psycho-
logical morale, or political strength of a nation, or the loyalty of the
subjects, or of the regime.

SUSCEPTIBILITY: Target audience potential for being influenced by PSYOP.

TACTICAL PSYOP: Tactical PSYOP is directed at hostile military or para-
military forces to reduce their combat effectiveness, and at civilians to
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prevent interference with tactical operations, reduce noncombatant casual-
ties, and elicit support for friendly forces. Tactical PSYOP supports the
tactical plan and is based on achieving short-range objectives.

TARGET AUDIENCE: That group of persons towards which a psychological
theme is aimed to obtain a specific reaction.

TASKS: Specific jobs or duties which have to be done to implement suc-
cessfully the phased concept of operations stemming from the basic under-
takings and the overall strategic concept. An assigned job or required
function or activity to be performed.

VULNERABILITY: A weakness in the psychological make-up of a target or
individual.
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2. ABBREVIATIONS

ACofS Assistant Chief of Staff
APT Armed Propaganda Tee=
APPA Advanced Research Project Agency
ARVN Army of the Republic of Vietnam
ASL Authorized Stockage List
BPU Basic Production Unit
CIDG Civilian irregular Defense Group
CINCPAC Commander in Chief, Pacific
CONUS Continental United States
CORDS Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support
CTZ Corps Tactical Zone
DA Department of the Army
FFV Field Force, Vietnam
FM Field Manual
FSN Federal Stock Number
FWMAF Free World Military Assistance Force
GVN Government of Vietnam
ICAP Intelligence Civic Action Program
JUSPAO Joint United States Public Affairs Office
MACV Military Assistance Command, Vietnam
MAF Marine Amphibious Force
MEDCAP Medical Civic Action Program
MILSTRIP Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure
MOS Military Occupational Specialty
MTOE Modified Table of Organization and Equipment
NAVFORV US Naval Forces, Vietnam
NICP National Inventory Control Point
NLF National Liberation Front
NVA North Vietnamese Army
NVN North Vietnam
PDC Propaganda Development Center
PLL Prescribed Load List
POW Prisoner of War
PSYCP Psychological Operations
PSYWAR Psychological Warfare
QRP Quick Reaction Procurement
ROK Republic of Korea
RVN Republic of Vietnam
RVNA? Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
TA"AN Tactical Air Navigation
TAO Tactical Area of Operations
USAICCV US Army Inventory Control Center, Vietnam
USAID United States Agency for International Development
USARV United States Army, Vietnam
USARPAC United States Army, Pacific
VC Viet Cong
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AWEX C *MACV Dir 10-1

HEADQUARTERS
UNITED STATES MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND, VIETNAM

APO San Francisco 90222

DIRECTIVE 11 December 1967
NUMBER 10-1 (MACPD)

ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (RCS: MACPD-03(R-1))

1. PURPOSE. To prescribe policies governing the organization
and functions of psychological operations conducted by the United States
Military Assistance Command, Vietnam.

2. GE NER L.

a. Definitions. See Annex A, Definitions.

b. Director, JUSPAO, is responsible for development of US
psychological operations policy; for substantive supervision and coordina-
tion of all US ýsychological operations in Vietnam; for planning and produc-
ing materials in support of national programs; and for providing advice
and assistance to the Directorate of Information, including the Vietnamese
Information Service, at the national level.

(1) JUSPAO policy guidance is directive in nature.

(2) JUSPAO's responsibilities for development of policy
include the authority to evaluate PSYOP activities to determine the validity
and effectiveness o, policy and programs in the field and t, seek-out neces-
sary information for policy formulation and review.

c. C;OMUSMACV conducts psychological operations in support of:

(1) US/FWMAF/RVNAF military operations.

(2) Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development
(Pacification).

d. MACV provides support to psychological operations relating
to US/FWMAF tactical operations and advice and assistance to RVNAF poli-
tical warfare activities and RVNAF commanders at corps, division and
regimental levels through the Psychological Operations Directorate (MACPD).

"*This directive supersedes MACV Directive 10-1, 14 January 1967
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d. MACV provides support to psychological operations relating
to US/FWMAF tactical operations and advice and assistance to RVNAF
political warfare activities and RVNAF commanders at corps, division and
regimental levels through the Psychological Operations Directorate (MACPD).

e. MACV provides support to psychological operations relating
to pacification through the Psychological Operations Division, ACofS,
CORDS (MACCORDS!POD), to the Assistant Deputies for CORDS/PSYOP at the
force commander/corps senior advisor level and Assistant Province Advisors
for PSYOP (APA/PSYOP), who serve as advisors to GVN civil and military
PSYOP personnel engaged in civil operations and revolutionary development
support.

f. MACV is responsible for the execution of PSYOP in the
field and is resIponsible for printing all tactical leaflets, including those
used in the campaigns in North Vietnam. JUSPAO will continue to provide
tactical tapes for loudspeaker use in support of military operations and th,'
Chieu Hoi Program.

g. Within MACV, the Psychological Operations Directorate
(MACPD) will concentrate on tactical psychological warfare in support of
military operations against the enemy, including support to the Chieu Hoi
Program. Support to the Chieu Hoi Program is focused on activities which
induce the enemy to accept the open arms program of the GVN. The ACofS,
CORDS (MACCORDS/POD), will focus on psychological operations in support
of pacification and national development activities.

h. The MACV Psychological Operations Directorate operates
under the staff supervision of the Assistant Chief of Staff, J-3. The
Director of Psychological Operations:

(:1 Advises COMUSMACV and the MACV staff on psycholog-
ical operations and the psychological implications of military operations.

(2) Serves as senior advisor to the General Political War-
fare Department (GPWD) of the RVNAF and provides staff guidance for
subordinate US military advisory teams to RVNAF units in matters relating
to political warfare. MACV Directive 515-1 contains policy guidance on
MACV support of RVNAF political warfare operations.

(3) Exercises operational control of the 4th PSYOP
Group.

(4) Serves as the MACV staff focal poirt for PSYOP support
and assistance to the major subordinate commards of MACV through
appropriate military channels.
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(5) Serves as point of contact between JUSPAO and
COMUSMACV for psychological operations matters pertaining to military
operations.

i. The Psychological Operations Division (POD) of MACCORDS,
operates undt. the staff supervision of the Assistant Chief of Staff, CORDS.
The Division Chief of the Psychological Operations Division, MACCORDS:

(1) Coordinates and supervises all psychological operations
in support of civil operations and revolutionary development.

(2) Serves as principal psychologica; operations advisor
to the ACofS, CORDS, and Deputy COMUSMACV for CORDS.

(3) Arranges for psychological operations support of
other MACCORDS divisions (NLD, PSD, RDC, REF, CH).

(4) Serves as point of contact for m ychological operations
matters pertaining to civil operations and revolutionary development
between JUSPAO and COMUSMACV.

(5) Provides media and administrative support to the
CORDS psychological operations advisors at region and province with
budgetary, personnel and media services from JUSPAO.

(6) Serves as the MACV staff focal point for psychological
operations support and assistance to civil operations and revolutionary
development.

j. The Assistant Deputy for CORDS/PSYOP at the force com-
mander/corps senior advisor level and the APA/PSYOP at the province
level provide advise and assistance on psychological operations matters
to elements of the GVN civil government. Under the senior province
advisor, the APA/PSYOP provides direction and supervision to psychological
operations conducted in the province and coordinates with commanders of
RVNAF/US/FWMAF operating within the province to provide an integraded
PSYOP effort. Li addition to functions in support of their CORDS missiona,
these representatives are responsible for providing program, media and
technical support to the Vietnamese L:-jrmation Service; carrying out and
supervising normal USIS activities and USAID communication media com-
mitments to the Government of Vietnam; and Department of State and USIS
cultural and media relations.

k. Commanders, advisors and all PSYOP personnel are respans-
ible to ensure that the various civil and military psychological operations
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are in harmony and mutually supp3rting. Coordination is centered at the
ARVN Corps, US/FWMAF force level with the commanders of 7th Air
Force and NAVFORV affecting coordination within their re, pective services
and with commanders at the appropriate corps/force level headquarters.

1. The psychological operations companies of the 4th (US Army)
Psychological Operations Group, detachments of the 5th and 9th (US
Air Force) Air Commando Squadrons, ARVN POLWAR Battalions, and
VNAF PSYWAR aircraft are deployed in the CTZs to support US/FwMAF/
RVNAF commanders in military and pacification operations.

m. The 7th (US Army) Psychological Operations Group prcvides
back-up printing support for MACPD. This support includes national
campaign materials developed by JUSPAO and selected by agreement be-
tween JUSPAO and MACPD for mass printing. CORDS/POD field elements
may request, through the force commander/senior advisor, leaflets
printed by 7th PSYOP Group and shipped to the four psychological opera-
tions companies of the 4th PSYOP Group.

3. POLICY.

a. Psychological operations in Vietnam are characterized by
centralized policy guidance and decentralized execution. Within the context
of JUSPAO policy guidance and COMUSMACV campaign plans, subordinate
commanders plan and conduct psychological operations, employing both
organic and supporting resources. Operations are flexible and timely,
responding rapidly to the tactical and pacification situation and taking full
advantage of new psychologic&l opportunities discovered through aggres-
sive intelligence operations.

b. Psychological operations are planned and conducted in
support of each military operation and pat. iication program. Psycho-
logical operations plans include 1ear statements of requirements for
personnel, material and aerial support, including requirements for support
of routine and quick reaction operations.

c. Plans for psychological operations are based on carefti
evaluation of the target audience, research reports, current intelligence,
propaganda analysis and interrogation. When time permits, propaganda
is pretested; where pretesting is ineasible, post-testing is conducted,
and operational results are analyzed with a view towards refinement and
improvemern.
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d. Targeting of propaganda is planned and executel in such a
wvay as to provide coverage through available media of all appropriate
audiences with pertinent themes in appropriate langauge or dialect.

e. Exploitation of VC and NVA returnees and prisoners, who
so volunteer, is accomplished as rapidly as possible at the lowest practic-
able le-7el by preparing leaflets and loudspeaker tapes appealing to specific
members of identified units to rally to the GVN or to surrender. The
procedures for the intelligence exploitation of human sources and docu-
ments captured -)r acquired by United States military forces are contained
in MACV Directive 381-11.

f. A PSYOP annex will be prepared for all military operation
plans involving contact with enemy forces and civilian population by all
elements down to and including separate brigades. A PSYOP annex will
be prepared by the APA/PSYOP for each province pacification plan.

4. FIELD ORGANIZATION.

a. Force commanders/corps senior advisors will organize for
the conduct of psychological operations to provide maximum support and
responsiveness to military and revolutionary development operations.
Within each corps tactical zone, policies and priorities will be established
to meet local requirements for the coordination and support of psycholog-
ical operations. US/FWMAF commanders will request and employ RVNAF
supporting elements and will provide psychological operations support to
RVNAF as appropriate and as mutually agreed by the US/FWMAF/RVNAF
commanders concerned to support the total psychological operations effort.
See Annex B, PSYOP Channels of Communications.

b. In accord with MACV Directive 10-12, the US advisory
effort at province is consolidated into a single provincial advisory team
headed by the province senior advisor and operating under the staff
supervision of the CORDS element at force commander/senior advisor
level. This team, which replaced the OCO Province Team and the MACV
Military Advisory Team (Province), is responsible for advising the pro-
vince chief on all civil and military matters. Psychological operations
advice and assistance is provided by the APA/PSYOP. PSYOP support
for revolutionary development and pacification program is provided
through GVN/VIS channels, with the APA/PSYOP assisting when GVN
organization and resources are unable to meet the need. Requests by
APA-PSYOP for support from the US Psychological Operations Companies
or from JUSPAO are forwarded to the PSYOP Advisor, CORDS, at the
force commander, senior advisor level,
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c. Psychological operations advice for RVNAF organizations
is provided by US military adivsors with each headquarters it and above
battalion level. Full time psychological operations advisors are not
assigned below division level. Requests for psychological operations
support for RVNAF military operations follow the normal RVNAF military
chain of command to the Corps PSYWAR Op?ration Center.

d. Republic of Vietnam vlinistry of Defense, Joint General
Staff Memorandum Number 2577, subject: Activation of PSYWA4R Opera-
tion Center, directed activation of PSYWAR Operation Centers at corps
and national levels. This directive states that these centers coordinate
Vietnamese psychological opc;rations and recommend PSYWAR sunport
meas-ires to ARVN corps commandrs. At natio'ial level, the Central
PSYWAR Center, located in Saigon. coordinates the overall Vietnamese
military psychological operations effort.

e. The creation of US!/FWMAF P~r-OP Operation Centers in
each CTZ is encouraged. These centers should maintain close liaison

with the counterpart PSYWAR Operation Center.

L. The PSYOP Coordinating Committee, composed oY US
and Vietnamese agencies and prsoniel, has oroven to be a useful
coordinating mechanism. Such co,)mmittees will be operational in each
province and is appropriate at regional level.

g. US/FWMAF organizations are provided :sychological
operations support by US tactical psychological oparations companies
located in each of the corp3 tactical z.ones and operating under the opera-
tional control of the US force commander/corps senior advisor. Requests
for psychological operations support follow th& US/FWMAF military chain
of command. Field teams from the tactical psVchological op2rations
companies may be used to assist in forwarding requests for support.

5. DISTRIB UTION,

a. Pertinent JUSPAO publications, leaflets, motion pictures,
posters, pamphlets, tapes, progrram equipment, and policy and adminis-
trative directives are diiseminated to the region, province and district
by MACCORDS and to US/FWMAF and US advisors to RVNAF by MACPD.

b. JUSPAO will continue to develop leaflets in support of the
Chieu Hoi and National Reconciliation Programs as well as the pacifica-
tion program. JUSPAO will ensure delivery to CORDS/POD field elements
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sufficient quantities of the go loaflets to support APA/PSYOP distribution
programs through VIS and RD caifres, Armed Propaganda Teams,
Regional Forces, Popular Forces, Police Field Forces and other GVN
pacification elements.

C. MACCORDS publications, directives and memoranda are
forwarded direct to their advisors in the field. MACCORDS forwards
loudspeaker tapes, posters, leaflets and motion picture films prepared
for use in support of civil operations or revolutionary development.

d. MACPD and pertinent MACCORDS publications and all
items for psycholotical operations support of US/FWMAF military opera-
tions, incliding loudspecaker tapes produced by JUSPAO, are forwarded
ttu-ough miiitary clhannels to US/FWMAF and US advisors to RVNA1
organization.

6. REPORTS.

1. The following item will be provided by CG, III MAF, CG
I FFORCEV, CG II FFORCEV, and SA rV CTZ to COMUSMACV, ATTN:
MACPD.

S1) Nonrecurring reports.

(a) Twenty-five copies of all new leaflets and other
prit'ted pr() p.tva da nmaterial produced by subordinate commanders. English
translations will accompany each product (submit whenever produced).

'h) One copy of Psychological Operations Annexes to
operations orders for brigade or larger sized operations (submit as issued).

(c) One c')pv of Psychological Op)erations After Action
Rep irts of Iiridu or larger sized )perations (submit as soon as possible
following te rm iuLtioi,.i of operatimns).

(2) Recurring Rep')rts.

(a) Monthly PSYOP Report (see Annex C).

(h) Weekly PSYOP Report (see Annex D).

b. Repr'ts required by MACCORDS (POD) are listed in Joint
MACV!JUSPAO 'TUSXID 1 /CSk Dimective 4-67, dated 30 October 1967.
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7. REFERENCES.

a. JCS Publication 1.

b. DA FM 33-1.

c. DA FM 33-5.

d. Combined Campaig•i Plan for 1968, snort title: AB 143 (U).

e. MACV Directive 10-12.

f. MACV Directive 381-2. (C).

g. MACV Directive 381- 11.

h. MACV Directive 381-24.

i. MACV Directive 515- 1.

j. PSYOP Guide, subject: Guide for Psychological Operations,
dated 6 August 1967.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

SOFFICIAL WALTER T. KERWIN, JR.
Major General, USA
Chief of Staff

NEIL N. SNYDER, JR.
Colonel, USA
Adjutant General

4 Annexes
A. Definitions
B. PSYOP Channels of Communications
C. Monthly PSYOP Report
D. Weekly PSYOP Repo•rt
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DISTRIBUTION:
I-A

1,) M, TV, Vs VI, VII- C
Less DMA, AFTU, S., RW Scty Adv Det, VN Dist Ofc, USAF PAC PSTL

& Courier Rgn, VN Regional Exchange, COMSTSO, OICC, RVN, ARC,
DCAA

Plus 250 - PD
110 - CORDS
500 - AG-AOP

5 - AG-AO
2 600 - USARV
200 - NAVFORV
150 - rI MAF
130 - 5th SP Forces
50 - FWMAF
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DEFINITIONS

Psychological Operations (PSYOP). These operations include
psychological warfare, and in addition, encompass those political, mili-
tary, economic, and ideological actions planned and conducted to create
in neutral or friendly foreign groups the emotions, attitudes, or behavior
to support the achievement of national objectives.

Psychological Warfare (PSYWAR). The planned use of propaganda
and other psychological actions having the primary purpose of influencing
the opinions, emotions, attitudes, and behavior of hostile foreign groups
in such a way as to support the achievement of national objectives.

Propaganda. Any information, ideas, doctrines, or special appeals
in support of natioal objectives, designed to influence the opinions, emo-
tions, attitudes, or behavior of any specified group in order to benefit the
sponsor, either directly or indirectly.

Political Warfare (POLWAR). A GVN term that includes motivation,
propaganda, indoctrination, security and social welfare to create in
friendly, neutral and enemy groups the emotions, attitudes, opinions and
behavior which supp-rt the achievement of GVN national objectives.
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MONTHLY PSYOP REPORT

The following information will be provid.d to CXOMUSMACV, ATTN:
MACPD by CG, mI MAF; CG, I FFORCEV; CG, 1H FFCRCEV; and SA,
IV CTZ not later than the 10th of each month, reflecting psychological
operations of the preceding month. Each report will include pertinent
d'ata from all US military agencies/units conducting psy.-hological
operations in the respective CTZ7 and from US advisors relative to
RVNAF psychological operations FWMAF are requested to provide
pertinent renort data to the appropriate commander/advisor listed above.

FORMAT

1. Total number rf leaflets received from other than military
agencies (locally prod, d, JUSPAO, etc.):

2. Ground Operations.

a. Total leaflets hand delivered: US Forces
RVNAF ; FWMAF (Specify).

b. Total number ground/waterborne loudspeaker broadcast
hours: US Forces ; RVNAF ; FWMAF
(Specify).

3. JUSPAO newspapers distributed by air
ground

4. Total posters distributed:

5. Movies shown:.

6. Total cultural team performances:

7. Total County Fairs:

8. Narrative evaluation of effectiveness. NOT)

a. General.

b. Chieu Hoi Campaign.

c. NVA Campaign.

d. PSYOP in support of brigade aind larger combat operations.
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-. Lessons learned relative to psychological operations.

f. PSYOP anecdotes (highlights).

9. Problem areas.

10. Recommendatioms.
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WEEKLY PSYOP REPORT

The following information will be reported to COMUSMACV, ATTN:
MACPD by CG, MI MAF; CG, I FFORCEV; CG, II FFORCEV; ard SA,
IV CTZ via telephone MACV 2157/2820/3027 prior to 1200 hours each
Friday, reflecting psychological operations for the previous seven day
period as of 2400 hours each Wednesday. Each report will include
pertinent data from all US military agencies/units conducting psycholog-
ical operations in the respective CTZ and from US advisors relative to
RVNAF psychological operations. FWMAF are requested to provide
pertinent report data to the appropi iate commander/advisor listed above.

FORMAT

1. Total leaflets printed: US PSYOP Gp. ; ARVN
POLWAR Bn. ; US Div/Bde ; FW Div/Bde

2. Number of PSYWAR sorties flown (includes loudspeaker and
leaflet sorties): USAF ; US Ar, my ; USMC _ _
US Navy • FWMAF (Specify); VNAF_ _

3. Total leaflets air dropped by: USAF ; US Army
_ USMC ; US Navy ; FWMAF

(Specify); VNAF

4. Total nrnmber hours aerial loudspeaker broadcasts: USAF
-; US Army _; USMC_ US Navy__;

FWMAF ;(Specify); VNAF_ _

(sM 1tA P
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HEADQUARTERS

UNITED STATES MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND, VIETNAM
APO San Francisco 962Z2

CHANGE1 10 July 1968
DIRECTIVE (MACPD)
NUMBER 10-1

ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (RCS: MACPD-03(R-1))

Directive Numoer 10-1, this headquarters, dated 1i December 1967, is
changed as follows:

4. FIELD ORGANIZATION.

e. (Supersedfd) The PSYOP Coordinating Committee, composed
of US and Vietnamese agencies and personnel, has proven to be a useful
coordinating mechanism. Such committees will be operational in each
province.

f. (Superseded) US/FWMAF PSYOP Operation Centers will be
established in each CTZ. The Operation Center should maintain close
liaison with the counterpart POLWAR Operation Center and with Pro-

vincial Coordinating Committees to insure maximum effective use oi

PSYOP resources and materials.
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FOR THE COMMANDER:

WALTER T. KERWIN, JR.
Major General, USA
Chief of Staff

SIDNEY GRITZ
Colonel, USA
Adjutant Gene ral

DISTRIBUTION:
I-A
II-C, Ill-C, IV-C, V-C, VI-C, VII-C
Less:
DMA, AFTU, SA, RW Scty Ad Det,
VN Dist Ofc, USAF PAC PSTL & Courier
Rgn, VN Regional Exchange, COMSTSO,
OlCC, RVN, ARC, DCAA
Plus:
2600 - USARV

250 - PD
110 - CORDS
500 - AG-AOP
200 - NAVFORV
150 - III MAF
130 - 5th Sp ForceR

50 - FWMAF
5 - AG-AO
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HE "RS
UNITED STATES MILIT CE COMMAND. VIEINAM

APOS 0•i6222

MACJ3-11 26 April 1969

SUBJECT: Transmittal of Instructions for Submission of "Weekly PSYD?
Report" (•ACV Form 48) (RCS - MACJ3-51-Rl)

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. Effective 1 May 1969, Letter of Transmittal, MACJ3-1l, 4 December 1968,
Subj: Transmittal of instruction for Submission of "Weekly PSYOP Sumnary
Report" (ý!ACJ3 Form 8) (RCS - MAWCJ3-5), is superseded and MACV f'orm 48
(11 April 1969) replaces I1ACJ3 F-orm S.

2. Attached tor aLtion as reuireA, ire instructions for submission of
Weekly PSY' P Summnrv Repit (1LAC.' L'orrn 48) (RCS - MACJ3-51-RI).

3. MACV Dirpctive 10-1, currentlv under revision, will establish the
rcquire!ent for submission of the subject report. The first report util-
izin; MACV Form 4,8 will be for the report period ending 7 May 1969.

A')R ThE CO.1ANDFR

1 Incl EDWIN J. AD
as Captain, USA

Assistant Adjutant General

DISTRIBUTION:
I -A
I1. Ili, IV, V. V1, VII. " C

Leas AF'U, SA, RW Scty Adv Det, VN Diet Offc, USAF rAC PSTL & Courier Rgn,
VN Regional Exchange, CO4STSO, OICC, RVN, A&CL DCAA
Plus 250- J3-11, 1IO-JUSPAO. 50-1WNAO, 5-AG-AD, 600-USAIV, 200-NAVPOtV,
150-Ill MAF, 130-5th SPY G?
VII-A
Plus 2-NiS/FIS Dipt of State, 5-SACSA. 5-ODCSOPS, 5-AFXID, 2-CQO, 2-G3
USXC, 2-CINCUSARPAC, 2-CINCPACYLT, 2-CINCACAF, 2-QD*n"AC, 2-USA Nil
Acad, 2-USN Nil Acad, 2-USAF Nil Acad, 2-USAISl'OPFlC, Itli* Aft, 2-USA?
SPOPSCH, 4ulbert Pld, l0-JFKCKNSPEWA, '-C&GS Col, 2-USN A School,
2-CAS, 2-USAR, Ft MacArthur, 2-7th PSYOP Gp, 2-306th PSIM? f, 2-93d PSyOp
Co, 2-2..,.th pSY0P Det, iS-14th SOW, 2-USAFAS, ATTN: PSYOP Dept, Ft Sill.
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I

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF MACV FORM 48

(Weekly PSYOP Summary Repor:t)

1. PURPOSE. To provide instruction for preparation and submission of the

"Weekly PSYOP S!,tmary Report" (MACV Form 48) established in MACV Directive

10-1. There instructions are complete and receipt of M4CV Directive 10-1

is not necessary to prepare correctly MACV Form 48, (RCS-MACJ3-51-R1).

2. CONCEPT. This reporting system will provide COMUSMACV with the capa-

bility to monitor comprehensiviely the quality, location, and quantity of

PSYOP effort expended and will al1o provide major subordinate commanders

with a consolidated monthly sutiary of PSYOP activities in their respective

tactical zones of responsibility.

3. GENERAL.

a. VACV Form 48 (1l April 69) will be used for the submission of data

pertinent to PSYOP activities, as required by MACV Directive 10-1. MACV

Form 48 will be submitted in ane hanewritten copy. Reporting units will

insure that information thereon is legible, complete, accurate, and

assigned appropriate security classification.

b. This report will reflect all PSYOP activities conducted AL various

levels of comimand, but need not be consolidated prior to submission. A

brief narrative, relating important incidents, trends, vulnerabilities,

successes, etc., is encouraged, but not required.

c. MACV Form 48 is available from MACV Afr Publication Oiannela.

Lo%.al reporduction is authorized.

d. Typical exmples of correct reporting entries are contained in

Annex B.
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4. REPORTING PERIOD.

a. Reports will cover a seven day period from 0001 Thursday through

2400 Wednesday and will be submitted to Headquarters, MACV (ATTN: mACJ3-

11) as soon as possible thereafter.

b. An exception to the above occurs when the weekly reporting period

does not coincide with the end of the calendar month. In these instances,

the weekly report will be submitted in two parts. (Example: One report

will be submitted for the period 0001 the last Thursday of the mouth to

2400 the last day of the month. A second report will be submitted to

cover the period fMrow 0001 the first day of the month through 2400 the

following Wednesday.)

5. SPECIFI: INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF MACV FUR) 48.

a. Reader Data.

(I) WEEK ENDING (Boxes -_±6. Record on each page the last two

digits of the year, a two digit month code, and a two digit day code from

left to right in that order. Boxes 5 and 6 should reflect either a

Wednesday or the last day of the month, as appropriate.

(2) COR'S (Box 7). Record on each page the digit 1, 2, 3, or 4 to

indicate the Corps Tactical Zone in which the activity occurred. Reports

submitted by units outside the Republic of Vietnam should leave this tntry

bl.ank.

(3) FLIGHT fOURS _(Bo.xes 17 18.end 19). Record the total whole hours

flown in direct support of PSYOP missions during the reporting period. This

entry is to be mde only on pal~e one of the report.
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(4) SORTIES (Boxes 20. 21, and 22). Record the total sorties flown

in direct support of PSYOP missions during the reporting perLod. This

entry is to be made- .. I. rn al• e one of the ruport.

b. SECTOR 1: BASIC DATA. The dat4 entered in this section of Form

48 is basic to every PSYOP activity and will contain entries on all lines

with two possible exceptions: (1) Under "Targets', "Quantity" and "C"

CANNOT contain entries on the same line; and (2) "Quantity of Items Dis-

pensed" and "Time" CANNOT contain entries on the same line.

When data for any line is identical with the data on the previous

line, it may be designated by drawing an arrow down that column through

all lines for which that entry is repeated. (See Annex A for correct

use of vertical arrows.)

(1) AIA (Columns 8, 9. 10. and 11). Record the TVh Grid Coordinate

corresponding to the lower left corner of the 10 kilometer by 10 kilometer

arcs.a in which the targets are located. Colums 8 and 9 will contain two

alphabetic characters and cols 10 and 11 will contain two numerical

digits. If greater than 601 of the PSIOP effort was within one area,

report the total as being in that area. If this is not the case, inter-

polate and report portions it relation to the appropriate UTh Square. In

these canes, each area affected will constitute a reportable target. When

DELIVERY METROD is RADIO or TLBIrSIAON. report the area from which the pro-

gram manated (3DTK: xamples I and 2, Annex A). In some instances, areas

located near the EveresL Spberiod/International Spheriod (UTh correction

sone) do not encopass the normal 100 square kilomtere. For the purposes
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of this report,consider this correction factor in terms of the sam

dimensions as for other areas.

(2) DLVERY -TZ1TOD (Column 12). Record the applicable alphabetic

,.i, fr:)rl Table 1, Annex 3, to designate method of delivery.

t'3) UNIT or AGENCY (Columns 13 - 14 and 15 - 16). Table 2 of Annex

9 applies to both columns 13 - 14 and 15 - 16. Record the appropriate

cods under columns 13 and 14 to indicate the unit or agency conductinp, the.

rsyop effort. Record from the same table, the appropriate code under

columns 15 and 16 to indicate the unit or agency being supported. It is

feasible that the same code could be valid for both columns 13 - 14 and

15 - 16.

(4) TA.GETS (Columns 17, 18. 19. and 20).

(a) Record in columns 17, 18, and 19 the number of times PSYOP is con-

ducted by one delivery method in one area, except when the delivery method

is aircraft (Aircraft delivery of leaflets and loudspeaker broadcasts will

be reported as separate targets even if they are conducted simulteanously).

NOTE: Exampl.ps 3 and 4, Annex A.

(b) Column 20 is used to indicate that data recorded in columns to the

right of column 20, is additional PSYOP conducted on the target(i) recorded

previously under columns 17 through 19. Record a "C" under column 2) to

report additional campaigns, tesmes and/or iteme dispensed on the same

target(s). NOTE: All entries to the left of tolumn 20 rust be the same

as the previous !ine except no entry will be listed In columa 1?. 18, and

19. EXAMPLES 1, 2, 4, 5, 6. and 71 Annex A.
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(5) CAMPAIGN (Column 21). Record the alphabetic code from Table 3,

Annex 3, to designate the PSOM Camaigs supported. NOTE: More than one

campaign can be reported for the same carget by using the continuation

line. NOTE: EXAMPLES 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, Annex A.

(6) THEME (Columns 22 and 23). Rlcord the numerical code from Table

4, Annex B, to designate the PSTOP theme used. 14OT: More than one theme

can be reported for the same target by using the continuation line.

EXAMPLES 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7, Annex A.

(7) ITEM (Column 24). Record the alphabetic code from Table 5, AnnoeY

B, which describes the item dispensed. Quantities of like items can be

sunmed and recorded on one liue as long as they were dispensed during oper-

ations in tie same area.

When mori than one item is dispensed on a target report this by a

continuation line for each additional itev. EXAMPLES 4, 6. and 7.

Annex A.

In reportving face to face, checking watercraft, and armed propaganda

team targets, record code "5" on the first line of item column to indicate

the total time expended and the total personnel contacted. EXAMPLES 6, 7,

and 8, Annex A.

(8) _]ASURE (Column 25). Record the alphabetic code from Table 6

Annex B,for the unit of measure necessary to describe the quantity of

itevm dispensed under columns 26 - 30, (See note 1, Table (% Annex 3), or

the time expended under colwmi 31 - 35 (See Note 2, Table 6, Annex 5).

(9) QUASTlrr OF IM DISDSID (Columns 26 throulh 30). Record the

numerical digit that reflects the quantity of item dispensed, or the
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radius of coveraue, as applicable (EXAMPLES L and 2, Annex A). The figure

shoulJ 1e relative to the measure code recorded in column 25. There cannesot

be an entry in "Quantity of items dispensed" columns 26 - 30 on the same

line that an entry is made in the time columns (31 - 35). NOTE: EXAMPLES

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 9, Annex A.

(10) TIME (Columnx 31 through 31). Recnrd the hours under c,,lumns

31 through 33 and the minute!, under columns 34 and 35. Record the time

expended for all the targets sumarized on the first line. (NOTE: The

total time and quantity of targets must appear on the first line of a

multi-line entry (EXAMPLE 6, Annex A). In lescribing tim expended In

the delivery o' r•ifferent items on the same target, (e.g. face-to-face

targets during which movie@ are shown, entertain.rn perform, medical!

dental aid is provided, etc.,) record the respective times devoted to

those operations on the continuation lines corresponding to the correct

items and measure. The sum of times recorded on contirnation lines will

not necessarily equal the time recorded on the first line. Time is

calculated for the period during the actual conduct of ?SYOP, NOT TRANSIT

TIME. An entry CANNOT appear in the.s columns on the same line as an

entry under QUANTITY OF ITE4S DISPEWS!D columns 26 through 30.

(11) HOSTILE FIRE (Column 36). Record "Y" (Yes) or "N" (No) under

column 36.

c. SECTOR 2: PERSONNEL DATA.

(1) CONTACTE E0.Colum 37 throuLh 40). This entry is applicable ONLY

when delivery method (Coluar 12) contains "C", "t", or "?". Record on the

first line, the total number of persona present at the- target location.
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F ~ ~TABLE OF fZ4T':4.TS AN2

Ata=I A - xau~1e Entries onl bACV FOrw 48

1 UdiM1 TraswNsi1o-l

2 TIelvisionf TrenAwI~pI0-

2 3 hirctaft nslivertd Lea'1ets & Loudspeaker

4 Aircroft Delivered Welots & Looudspsalkt

3 5 Lawk Ran%* e connal"IeceC ?atrol

6 Fpace 'r -'sear

4 7 Chocking Otpsz4'-

6 Armed ?roRwA1s' 7.am

5 9 Grourn'4 & Ait Loudw.tvaker ewnd Air Leaflet..

10 Watercroft Deiverod Loudep~eaker

6 11 Ground nj,'iss-v ~i"'rn of Leaflets &Radios

12 Ari. cL~~bASlots

AM=I a - MACV /t-'tR !ntr7 -. "P RAbOSS

MI& TABLE 
COLL"44S

I 1 D1v ro 12

2 2 Unit or v~a7113 thru 16

3 2 Ur.5e:' . ~ 13 thru 16

(4 2 .n, rlz~n'zat-,-n 1:1':7 13 thrui 16

5 2 Uni~t -r ritnia,t.V V; r C.1 11 thru 16

6 3 Cannotil F 2ZL

7 4 Th-w 22 & 23



ANNEX B (CONT'D)

PLGE TAIACOUM

8 5 Item 24

9 6 Measure 25

10 7 Classification of Detainees 45 & 46

11 8 Itiformation Raceiteed 47
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TABLE I DELIVERY METHOD

(Column 12)

CODE DSLIVERY MTo •D

A AIRCRAFT

C CHECKING WATERCRAFT 1

F FACE TO FACE (Movies, MEDCAP, DENTCAP, Entertainers, etc) 2

G GROUND 3

L LONG RANGE RECONNAISSANCE PATROL

P ARMED PROPAGANDA TEAM

R RADIO

S ARTILLERY OR MORTAR

T TELEVISION

W WATER CRAFT

NOTES:
1. checking and searching watercraft are considered synonomous for this report.

Enter under "TARGETS" the mmber of watercraft checked and/or searched, only
if PSOP material is distributed.

2. FACE TO FACE is used when personal contact is made with the target audience
except when coded "C" or "?" are applicable.

3. Unless other codes are obviously applicable, GROUND is used when PSOP
materials nr loudspeaker broadcasts are Aisseminatnd without personal con-
tact with the target audience (e.g. placing leaflets, posters, etc. along
roads; loudspeaker broadcasts from moving vehicles or to persons across
enemy line, etc.
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TABLE 2 UNIT OR ORGANIZATION (I CTZ)

(Columns 13, 14, 15. and 16)

CODE UNIT or ORGANIZATION CODE UNIT or ORGANIZATION

01 QUANG TRI PROVINCE AGENCIES V2 VIETNAMESE NAPY/NAMAL ADVISORY
02 TRUA THIE; PROVINCE AGENCIES GROU?
03 QUANG NAA PROVINCE AGENCIES
04 QUANG TIN PROVINCE AGENCIES JA 7TH AIR FORCE
05 QUANG N PA1 PROVINCE AGENCIES J2 5TH SPECIAL OPERATIONS SQUADRON
92 DANANG SPECIAL SECTOR AGENCIES J3 9TH SPECIAL OPERATIONS SQUADRON

JA 606-7u. SPECIAL OPERATIONS SQUADRON
M2 III MARINE AMPHIBIOUS FORCE J5 374TH TACTICAL AIRLIFT WING

M3 1ST MARINE DIVISION 36 3RD AIR DIVISION
M4 3RD MARINE DIVISION 37 360TH TEWS

M5 1ST MARINE AIR WING J3 161ST TENS
M6 FORCE LOGISTIC COM1MAN4D J9 362ND TEWS

WD 5TH SPECIAL FORCES Q2 VIETNAMESE AIR FORCE
WE AMERICAL DIVISION
WF OIST AIRBORNE DIVISION YX AIR AMEPICA
STj'- XXxiV CORPS
WY 3RD BRIGADE, 5TH INFANTRY G2 VIETNAMESE INFORMATION SERVICE

DIVISION G3 NATIONAL POLICE
G4 REVOLUTIOWAY DZVELOPMENT CADRE

AA I CTZ HEADQUARTERS G5 PHU1)NG HONG
AE 1ST ARVN DIVISION G6 TERRITORIAL SECURITY FORCES
AF 2ND ARVN DIVISION G7 CRIEU HOI MINISTRY
AS ARVN SPECIAL FORCES
AU GENERAL POLITIC.,L WARFARE CV COMUSMACV

DEPARThENT
WW 11SARV

K2 2ND DIVISION ROKMC

N2 TFI15 (MARKET TIME)
N3 TF116 (GAME WARDEN)
N4 TFI17 (MOBILE RIVERINE)
N5 HUE RIVER SECURITY GROUP
N6 DONG HA RIVER SECURITY GROUP

D2 US COAST GUARD

R2 RVN M-.ARINE CORPS
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TABLE 2 UNIT OR ORGANIZATION (II CTZ)

(Columns 13, 14, 15, and 16)

CODE UNIT or NIZAjTION CODE MIT or OMMAIZATIff

06 KONTUM PROVINCE AGENCIES N2 TI'115 (MARKET TItM)
07 5311M DINii PROVINCE AGENCIES 1N3 TY116 (GAIM VARIDO)
08 PLEIKU PROVINCE AGENCIES N4 TY117 (NDIIL RIVMI
09 PHU SON PROVINCE AGENCIES
10 PlU YEN PROVINCE hGIN'ItS D2 US COAST GUARD
11 DARIAC PROVINCE AGENCIES
12 &ANH BOA PROVINCE AGENCIES V2 VIETNAMESE HAVY/NAVAL ADVISORY
13 NINH THUAN PROVINCE AGENCIES GROUP
14 TUYEN DUC PROVINCE AGENCIPR3
15 QUANG DUC PROVINCE AGENCIES JA 711 AIR FORCE
16 LAM DONG PROVINCE AGENCIES J2 5TE SPUCIAL OPEATIONS SQUDRON
17 DINEH TR POVINCE AGENCINS J3 9TH SPECIAL OPERATIONI SQUADRON
93 CAM RANH SPECIAL SECTOR J4 606T1 SPECIAL OPERATIONS SQUWADON

AGENCIES J5 374= TACTICAL AIRLIFT WIM
J6 3RD AIR DIVISION

WA I FIELD FORCE VIETNAM J7 360TH TWS
WD 5TH SPECIAL FORCES i8 361.ST TEWS

VII 4TR INFANTRY DIVISION J9 362ND TBIS
wJ 173RD AIRBORNE BRIGADE
WK TASK FORCE SOUTH Q2 VIETNA)ESE AIR FORCE
WL 18TH ENGINLL1 BDRIGADE

YX AIR AMNICA

AB II CTZ HEADQUARTERS
AG 24T1 SPECIAL TACTICAL ZONE G2 VIETNAMESE INFl•WHATIOl SUVICE
AN 22ND ARVN DIVISION 0 NATIONAL POLILE
Ai 23RD ARVN DIVISION G4 RIVOLUTIONARY DEVTEIP3T CAE
AS ARVN SPECIAL FORCES G5 PIwG SONi
AU GENUILAL POLITICAL WARFARE G6 TERRITORIAL SWRCIITY FORCES

DEPARENT G7 CRIEU SOl MINISTRY

K3 CAPITAL NK INFANTRY DIVISION CV CONLUSMACV
K4 9T1 RO0 INFANTRY DIVISION

WW USARV

R2 RVN MARINE CORPS
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TABLE 2 UNIT OR ORGANIZATION (III CTZ)

(Columns 13, 14, 15. and 16)

CODE UNIT or ORGANIZATION CODE UNIT or ORGANIZATION

18 BINH TUY PROVINCE AGENCIES N2 TF115 (MARKET TIME)
19 LONG KHANH PROVINCE AGENCIES X3 TF116 (GAME WARDEN)
21 PHUOC LONG PROVINCE AGENCIES N4 TF1L7 (MOBILE RIVRINE)
22 BINH LONG PROVINCE AGENCIES
23 BINH DUONG PROVINCE AGENCIES D2 US COAST GUARD
24 TAY NINH PROVINCE AGENCIES
25 HAU NGHIA : ')VINCE AGNCItS v2 VIETNAMESE NAVY/NAVAL ADVISCRY
26 BIEN WOA :; '3INCE AGENCIES GROUP
27 PHUOC TUY PROVINCE AGENCIES
28 LONG AN PROVINCE AGENCIES JA 7TH AIR FORCE
29 GAA DINH PROVINCE AMECIES J2 5TH SPECTAL OPERATIONS SQUADRON

J3 9TH SPECIAL OPEATIONS SQUADRON
WS CAPITOL MILITARY AREA COMMAND J4 606TH SPECIAL OPEATIONS SQUADRON
WB II FIELD FOPCE VIETNAM J5 374TR TACTICAL AIRLIFT WING
WD 5TH SPECIAL FORCES 36 3RD AIR DIVISION
WM 19T CAVALRY DIVISION J7 360TH TEWS
WN 1ST INFANTRY DIVISION J8 361TH TEWS
WP 25Th INFANTRY DIVISION J9 362ND TEWS
Wq 3RD BRIGADE, 9TH DIVIiION
WR 3RD SRIGADE, 82ND DIVISION Q2 VIETNAMTSd AIR FORCE
WT 199TH LIGHT INFANTRY BRIGADE
WU 11TH ARMORED CAVALRY REIMENT YX AIR AMEICA

AC III CTZ IEADQUARTERS C2 VIETNAMESE INFORMATION SERVICE
AK 5TH ARVN DIVISION G3 NATIONAL POL;CE
AL 18TR ARVN DIVISION G4 REVOLUTIONARY DEVTLOPMENT CADRE
AM 25TH ARVN DIVISION G5 PHUONG HONG
AS ARVN SPECIAL FORCES G6 TERRITORIAL SECURITY FORCES
AT CAPITOL MILITARY DISTRICT G7 CHIEU HO MINISTRY
AU GENUISAL POLITICAL WARFARE

DEPARTMENT CV CCMUSMACV

S2 1ST AUSTRALIAN TASK FORCE Ww USARV

T2 RODA.L THAI ARMY 7OLUNTEER
FORCE

RVN MARINi cOPrs

P2 FHI-?L/'k. CIVIC ACT10 ', hOUP



TABLE 2 M;IT OR ORGANIZATION (IV CTZ)

(Columns 13, 14,. 15, and !6)

CODE UNIT or ORGANIZATION CODE UNIT ur uRGANIZATION

30 GO CONG PROVINCE AGENCIES N TF1I5 (MARKET TIME)
31 KIEN TUONG PROVINCE AGENCIES N) TF116 (CAME WARDEN)
32 KIEN PHONG PROVINCE AGENCIES N4 TF117 (MOBILE RIVVI1NE)
33 DINH TUONG PROVINCE ArENCIES
34 KM4 HOA PROVINCE AGENCIES D2 US COAST GUARD
35 VINE BINH PROVINCE AGENC"FS
36 VINH LONG PROVINCE AGENCIES V- VIETNAMESE NAVbY/NAVAL ADVISORY
37 AN GIANG PROVINCE AGENCIES GROUP
38 KIEN GCANG PROVINCE AGENCIES
39 CHUONG THIEN PROVINCE AGENCIES JA 7TH AIR FORCE
40 PRONG DIN'l PROVINCE AGENCIES J. YIll SPECIAL OPERATIONS SQUADRON
41 BA XUYEN IPOVINCE AGENCIES .11 )TH SPECIAL OPERATIONS SQUADRON
42 AN XUlEN PROVINCE AGENCIES J4 0)6TH SPECIAL OPERATIONS SQUADRON
43 MC LIEu PROVINCE AGENCIES .15 3,74TH TACTICAL AIRLIFT WING
44 CRAU DOC PRCVINCE AGENCIES J6 3RD AIR DIVISION
46 SADEC PROVINCE AGENCIES J7 3.h'3TH TEWS
49 PH1U QUOC ISLAND AGENCIES J8 361ST TEWS

jn 362ND TEWS
VC DELTA MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND
WD 5Th SPECIAL FORCES Q VIETNAIMESE AIR FORCE
WQ 9TH INFANTRY DIVISION

y" AAIR AMERICA
AN 7TH ARVN DIVISION
A? 9TH ARVN DIVISION CG? VIETNAMESE INFORMIATION SERVICE
AQ 21ST ARVN DL.ISION G? NATIONAL POLICE
AR 44TH SPECIAL ZONE G4 REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT CADRE
AS ARVN SPECIAL FORCES G PHUON• HONG
AU GENERNL POLIlICAL WARFARE , ERRITORIAL SECURITY FORCES

DEPARTMENT C7  CHIEU HCi MINISTRI

AD IV c,• CA,1JAhTEi5 :V CMUSMAC:

P. . .1 I!
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TABLE 3 CAMPIAIGN

(Column 21)

CODE RME-11GN05EMS NORMALLY SUPIQITING NOTES

A ARC LIGH.T 20, 50 
1

B BUFFALO TRAM 90 
2,3

C CAMEL E.,TR 10, 20, 50 2,3

D DAI DOAN KET 10, 20, 30, 55,, 60, 70, 80, 90

CzREU HOI

ELEFHANT WAL,• 90 
3

F DOWNED FLIERS 90 
3

G FRANTIC GOAT 10, 50, 80, 90 3

H w •;_LY 1O 90 
3

L TRA-.L 10, 20, 50, 82 3

V PkCIFICATION 10, 20, 30, 50, 60, .0, 80, 90

S FR.ANTIC GOAT SO7IUlt 10, 20, 30, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 3

STACTICAL 10, 20, 50, 80, 90

V VOLUNTARY INFOMPANT 10, 20, F')

PROGWIh

NOTES:

1. Not reported below MACV level.

2. Report must be classified.

3. Reported only by coumands designated in current operations orders.
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TABLE 4 THEt4E

(Columns 22 and 23)

CODE THEME EXAMPLES OF THEMATIC APPEALS/EVENTS

10 GVN IMAGE Patriotism, Growth & Prosperity, Religion, Land
Ownership, Defense, Democracy, MEDCAP, PSYOP
Kits, etc.

20 DAI DOAN KET/CHIEU Safe Conduct, Nostalgia, Meaning of Chieu Hoi,
HOI Rally Instructions, Death or Danger, Slogans,

Poems, Personal Appeals, Deprivation, Benefits,
Life In Chieu Hoi Center, Third Party Induce-
ments, Magazines, Newspapers, etc.

30 RD AND NEW LIFE Public Health, Food Preparation, Agricultural
DEVELOPMENT D~evelopments, Education, Current Events, Enter-

tainmnent, Civil Defense, etc.

40 (not currently used)

50 US/F"AF IMAGE Medical Assistance, Friendship, Construction,
Civic Action, US/FW Assistance, etc.

60 PUBLIC SAFETY Sanitation, Check Points, Traffic & Safe
Driving, National Police Recruiting & Services,
Resources Ccntrol, etc.

70 REFUGEE PROGRAMS (Self Explanatory)

31 ANTI-VC VC Activities, Coimmunist "Truths", Surrender,
VC "Heroes", etc.

82 ANTI-NVA NVA Activities, Current Political Events,
Communist "Truths", Surrender, NVA "Heroes",
etc.

83 ANTI-NLF Comnmunist Elections, VC Infrastructure,
"Liberation" Acts, etc.

90 SPECIAL/MISCELLANEOUS Weapons Reward, N Rewards, etc.

PRO GRAMS

91 INSECTICIDES (Self Explanatory)

92 HERBICIDES (Self Explanatory)
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TABLE 5 ITEM

(CC- tIm L11

CODE ITEII NOTES

B ZPIOAIV AST

T TPRA':SMISSION (Radio and TV Deliver? Methods Only) 1,3

CULTVRAL DRANIA TEAM

E T0,1F,' ENTERTAINFRS 1

V MOVI ES

M MFDICAI.,/DENTAI. AID)

S TOTAL (Hour,/Minutes and Per" tl P ,& I , bane 1,2
line as entry under "QUANTITY".

C TELEVISION RECEIVERS

R RADIO RECEIVERS

F FLAGS

K PSYOP KITS

L LEAFLETS

P POSTERS

W "FREE WORLD" MAWAZINE

H "HOW. QUE" MAGAZINE

3 OTHER MAGAZINES

X "TT! PO" NEWSPAPER

Y "MINI llU DO" NEWSPAPER

N OTHER NEWSPAPERS

NOTES:
1. These ITfENS mist be reported using the "MEASURF" c,'no "N' in column 25

from Table 6.

2. This ITEM code should be entered on the tirnt linr of An entry reporting
"DELIVERY METHODS" "C", "F", and "P", And indicates the total time spent
in direct contact and the total number of personnel contacted.

3. This ITEM code requires a two-line Pntrvr the titqt line indicating 't 'L
expended and the ,econd (continuation) I ne Inlicating radius of coveraRp.
(See Table 6 MEASURE)

U. it



TABLE 6 MEASURE

(Column 25)

CODE T OF Msu B

E EACH I

T TENS I

K HUNDREDS 1

M THOUSANDS I

H HOURS and/or MINUTES 2

R RADIUS OF COVERAGE 3
(Radio & TV Only: in miles, from point of origin)

NOTES:
1-Use of these codes requires an entry under "QUAhTITT OF ITEMS DISPENSED"

column(s', PROHIBITS any entry under "TIME" on the same line, and allows

accurate reporting of any quantity (e.g. the quantity 25,000 can be

corrqctly entered as "25', "250", "2500", "25000", by entering •M", "IK",
"T", or "E" in the "MEASURE" column, respectively.

2. Use of this coda requires an entry under "TIME" column(s) and Pl1I3ITS
any entry under "QUANTITY OF ITEMS DISPENSED" column(s) on the sm line.

3. Use of this code requires an entry under "QIUANTITY OF ITEMS DISPENSED"

column(s) and PROHIBITS any entry under "TIME" column(s) on the sa=e
line.
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TABLE 7 CIASSIFICAT.ON OF .FTAINFF:,

(Columni .' .and 46b)

CODE CLASSIFICATION

N2 NVA PRISONER OF VAR

N3 NVA HOI C)WAH

N4 NVA (Uncertain Classification)

V2 VIET CONG PRISONER OF WAR

V3 VIET CONG0 HOI CHANH

V4 VIET CONG (Uncertain Classification)

P2 PCLITICAL PRISONER

F3 POLITICAL OI CHANH

X2 PRISONER (other than the above)

X3 HOI CRANH (Other than the above)

NOTK: This is a preliminary classification to he assigned by the unit
actually receiving or detaining personnel as a direct result of
psychological cperations.

I' I



TABLE 8 INFORMATION RECEIVED

(Column 47)

CODE MEANING

A IMPENDING ENDEM OPERATION(S)

B BOOBY TRAP(S)

F FOOD CACHE(S)

p PRISONER LOCATION OR RECOVERY OF FRIENDLY KIA(S)

T ENEMY TROOP LOCATION(S) OR MOVDronT(S)

V VIET CONG INFASTRUCTURE

w WEAPONS CACE (S)

NOTE: Information received can be reported regardlees of whether or not
an entry is made under the DETAINED columns.
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ANNEX D

CIVIL OPERATIONS AND
PEVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

Headquarters, I Field Force Vietnam

APO San Francisco 96350

AVFA-C(PDS-CJ!/MPD 9 Jan 69

FACT SHEET

SUBJECT: Propoz•ed Organization for PSYOP Activities in II CORPS

1. PURPOSE: To establish an organization having as a goal close coordi-
nation (three nations) of all PSYOP activities in II CORPS on a daily basis.

2. BACKGROUND: Previous PSYOP activities in II CORPS have been conducted
by each nation on a more or less self - governed basis. Periodic coordi-
nation was effected between nations by liaison, scheduled meetings, reports,
etc. Experience has shown that this type of autonomous operation does not
meet the criteria for a well coordinated PSYOP program. Past observations
have led to the development of an organization involving the free world
forces where coordination of all PSYOP activity could be conducted on a
daily basis.

3. DISCUSSION:

General. (See inclosure 1) The proposed plan for organization of
PSYOF activities in II CORPS consists o? one PSYOP Coordinating Committee
(CORPS LEVEL) and two PSYOP Coordnating Centers. One PSYOP Coordinating
Center will be located at Nha Trang and another will be located at Pleiku.
The US will provide facilities for the Center at Nha Trang and the GVN will
provide facilities at Pleiku. A Timiliar organization consisting of a
PSYOP Coordinating Committee and Coordirating Center will be established
at each province.

a. The Region P'YOP Coordi;iating Committee will consist of the

following members:

(!) (71. TT CORPS, Co-Chairnan

(2) CC, TFFORCEV, Co-Chairman

(3) CC, ,CKV-FC, Co-Chalrman

(4) Deputy C/O, POLWAR, II COPPS, Scretary General



[I) POD prrsentative, I' , !,b.emI*,-r

(6) PC'YWAR Offic er, II C M)IX' *, ember

(r) 5, 141K, '!,embt-r

(2 Chi,,, -'fice of t..ilit~a-y Affairs, NODS, Membor

(0 Chief. Chieu H!oi i.,iv, .)RDS'. em'rrr

(ie0 Chief I'il PSYOP Div, 7,)RDS, "'amber

(11) RefugeeiC!vil Affairs, IFFV (CORDS), Member

(12) CO, Rth PSYOP Bn, !Mrber

(13) CO, ROK PSYOP/CA Company

b. '7!-1 PYOP Ccorýinating Committee will hnv, the following functions:

(1) Publish necessary guiaance to be furnished to all PSYOP or-

ganizations in II CTZ to insure that all PSYOP orograms are fully coordi-
nated.

(2) Monitor the various TSYOP programs and make recommendations
for improvement.

(3) Coordinate with militai-v commanders in II CORPS to insure
a consistent PSYOP effort in sunrnrt of tact*> "al onerations.

c. The PSYOP Coordinating Cc-inittee will neet at a minimum of one
time ever- four ronths or as ofte:, c7 neer--,r" to insureý the successhll
acco'npli!,.-ent of stnted goals.

d. A 3ecretariat is formed from selectea nembors cf thl Regio)n P!7YW
Coordinating Committee to exerci7,,- laily supervision of the two PCYOF ,o-
ordinating Centers at Nha TranF an.! T'leiku. The Secretariat will consist
of the fl'uoving members:

Chief', PSYWAP, II Cor:

S:;5, [. ; V-FC

' Thief, Vii PSYOP Div, -ORDS

The -erýretariat will be avai_%i ±r to solv- taILy problems that can-
not be re!.olved in the Coordinati_..- Centr-rs.



e. The two PSYOP Coordinating Centers will have the necessary per-
sonnel assigned from all nations represented to insure daily operation.
The Coordination Center will be a functional Propaganda Development Cen-
ter as well as center for coordination. The following functions will be
accomplished:

(1) Prepare recommendations for submission to commanders on
methods to improve the overall military PSYOP effort.

(2) Develop PSYOP media directed towards enemy forces in support
of military operations.

(3) Coordinate and furnish PSYOP aircraft support within the II
CTZ.

(4) Act as the support agency for requests for printed matter and
loudspeaker tapes from requesting agencies.

(5) Analyze enemy nropaganda directed at friendly forces.

(6) Formulate intelligence requirements, assemble and process
intelligence information from support units, and extract that informa-
tion of PSYOP importance.

(7) Develop and verify enem~r psyctological vulnerabilities and
opportunities which are exploitable by pr)paganda messages.

(8) Produce detailed studies of target audiences through research,
the collation of intelligence input from supporting units and develop re-
commended psychological objectives through terget aralysis.

f. Each province will also have a Coordination Committee and Coordi-
nation Center. The Coordination Center will combine all of the personnel
at the province level that have daily contact with PSYOP activity. The
Province Chief will have the re:ponsibllit- for coordinating the PSYOP
efforts in each province.

g. The Province Coordinating Committee -itl consist of the following

member•

(1) Provirice Chief - Chairman

(2) Sector PSYIIAR Chief - Se retary General

(3) Provincial VIS Chief - Asst Sec General

(4) P[SYWAR Officer - Sector S5

-)-3



(5) Chieu Hoi Service Chief - Province

(6) Re.ugee Chief - Province

(7) National Police Chief - Province

(8) S5 Advisor - Sector

(9) Military PSYOP Advisor - Province

(i0) POD Representative - Province

(11) Chieu Hoi Advisor - Province

(12) Representative of ARVN, ROKFV-FC and US Tactical Units
operating in the Sector.

(13) D' -ector of Radio Broadcasting Station operating in the
Province.

h. The Province Coordinatina Committee will perform the following
functions:

(1) Provide facilities for and coordinate all PSYOP activity
within each Sector.

(2) Provide information to the Regional PSYOP Coordinating
Centers as required.

(3) Prepare recommendations on PSYOP matters which should be
discussed by the Regional PSYOF Coordinating Committee.

(h) Prepare PSYOP plans for attacking various targets within
the Sector.

i. The Province Chief will ,Ietermine the meeting times of the Sector
PSYOP Coordinating Committee, which should be, as a minimum, once a month.

J. The Sector PSYOP Coordinnting Centers will have an excutive
committee consisting of the ARVN 55, US S5 Advisor, US Military PSYOP
Advisor, POD Advisor, and the US Chieu Hoi Representative. The Center
Chief will be assigned by the Prrvince Chief. The Center will also have
an Exploitation Section, Leaflet Drafting Section, and Civic Action
SuDport Section.

k. The Sector PSYOP Coordination Center will operate on a daily
basis and will perform the followinn functions:



(1) Prepare and forward requests for PSYOP suppo,* to the Regicnal

PS."P Coordinating Center.

(2) Recommend pians for PSYOP campaigns in the Province.

(3) Screen r-nd approve all locally produced PSYOP media befiore
dissemination in the Province.

(4) Furnish reports of activities to the Regional PSYOP Committee.

(5) Coordinate PSYOP activities in the Province on a daily basis.

/s/Eddie L Brandon
/t/EDDIE L BRANDON

MAJ7, GS
Asst Mil PSYOP Off
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SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE

One of the biggest problem areas for PSYOP unit comanders and staff
officers was the lack of adequate supply and maintenance support for non-
standard PSYOP-peculiar items of equiprent.

I. PSYOP LOGISTICAL SUPPORT REQUIRDEENTS

a. Nonstandard PSYOP Equigment

Nonstandard PSOP supplies and equipment are usually restricted In de-
sign and utility and are not normal established item of issue for Army units.
l3'OV nonstandard equipment and certain expendable supplies are not usually
stocked by the Army supply depot system. Consequently, direct support units in
RVX were generally unable to provide supply or maintenance support to MPOP
units. Actions to improve supply support is discussed in Anna 1, par lb(h).
For description and quantity of nonstandard special PM1OP equipment, see app.

b. Procurement Systems

(I) MIL.TI 'R R-

The Military Standar4 Requisitioning and Issue Procedures
(MILSTRIF), project code QRR, was not responsive to PSYOP requirements
in RV?1. Data from the 4th PSYOP Group during a seven-month period in
196e indicated that the percentage of requisitions filled under QAR
procedures varied from 7.1 percent for the group headquarters down to
zero percent for a PSYOP battalion. The average percentage of requisi-
tions filled during this period was only 4.7 percent for the group and
battalions.

(2) Ouick Reaction Procurement

Iuasmuch as the MILSTRIP-QRR supply system proved inadequate
for procurement of low-density, nonstandard PSYOP equipment, special auth-
orization was granted to the 4th PSOP Group for use of the Quick Reaction
Procurement (QRP) System. This action resulted in an overall 85-percent
fill cation on supply requisitions. Aecordingly, PSYOP units in RVI were
almost completely dependent on the QRP system for procurement of mission
essential equipment and nonstandard supplies. The use of the QRP system
was considered vital to the overall PSYOP mission in RDV and its use was
requested on a permanent basis.

(3) Maintenance of PSYOP Equipment

In the maintenance field, the direct support maintenance
units supporting the PFSYP units did not normll:q stock repair parts for
nonstandard PSYOP equipment. Maintenance personnel vere neither familliar



with this equipment nor qualified to repair PSYOP items such as printing
presses, composing, machines, recorder-reproducers, and platemaking equip-
ment. In some cases, maintenance personnel were not familiar with stan-
dard PSYOP equipment. The AN/UNH-E) recorder-reproducer, for example,
is an Army accepted standard iten. of equipment, yet the direct support
maintenance units did not hnve the capability to repair it.

(4) Present Status

"'he U1 Army 'Inventory Control Center, Vietnam (USAICCV),
USARV, and UAR. AC loristical support personnel were familiar with the
problem areas and recently instituted new procedures to improve procure-
ment of nonstandard sup.;lies and -puilment. Pesults of the actions list-
,d below are inconclusivL at t;iIs time.

(a) Nonstandard Ite'is Branch, Ground Forces Division,
USAICCV was established as a single manager for desirnated groups of
nonstandard items.

(b) The 4th PSYOP Group was authorized to establish auth-
orized stocka.e lists (ASL) on PFYOTI-peculiar items obtained through ORP.
UWARV approved the retention of this ASL for all PSYOP units until June
1969. The flow of QRP requisitions was changed so that all were passed
from the requisitioner directly to the 4th PSYOP Group, and requisition
fills were made from stock on hand. Unit requisitions which were not
filled were railed or hand-carried to the USAICCV for referral to depot,
or mailed. to National Inventory Control Points (rICP).

(c) Plans have been made to consider the Long Binh Depot
as the key depot in U-SAR fcr nonstandard items in June 1960. If approved,
after stockage it established and the system is functional, the ath PSYOP
Group ASL will bt. downgradeii to prescribed load list (PLL) status and all
PSYOP units will be supported by the derj)t.

(d) In recommendinr that the use of the IRP 'ystem be
authorized on a permanent basis for PV*YOP units, USAPPAC directed that
necessary, action be taken to improve nurply support for PMYOP-peculiar
,tems usihr !;'*TLMIP-lQ.R requisititnin" procedures.

2. SUPPLIES AND MUIPIENT

The following is a list of pro.ler, areas, comments, and observations,
pertaining to equipment employed 1y Army PSYOP units in. RVN.

a. Light Mobile PrintinM Plant

(1) None of the printinr rersonnel operated out of the light
mobile printing plant shelters. The printini plants were not beinr
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Iemployed according to the mobile concept in which separate mobile units we

employed with tactical units. In a few units, the layup and platemaking
functions were performed in the shelters. The actual demands for PMYOP
printing were beyond the capability of the present concept and design of
the light mobile printing plants. The mobile concept was not applicable
or required in PVN and all of the PSYOP units have moved the printing
presses from the vans into fixed facilities to increase production and to
facilitate supply handling and shipments.

(2) The Addressograph-Multigraph Model 1250W offset press vws
used by PSYOP units in RVN. The machine was rated with a maxuiin produc-
tion of 6,500 impressions per hour and a normal rate of 5,000 iupressons
per hour. However, because of environmental conditions and wesar aue to
heavy usage factors in PVN, the presses actually averaged 3,500 impressions
per hour for 18 hours per day. The group headquarters and all four batta-
lions reported that the press was not adequate for the printing tasks in
terms of production. It was significant that the units requested heavier
lT;%x22h inch presses on the proposed MTOE. All units reported a need for
presses with greater production capabilities. Total prfnting requirements
are reflected in Annex G. The total downtime for maintenance, repair, and
waiting for spare parts on the Model 14250W press was connidered excessive.
For example, in a one-month period, the 25 presses assigned to the units
vere inoperative for 1,333 hours, averaging over 50 hours per press.

(3) Although adequate for small copy or polaroid copy york, the
MP-3 Copy Camera was unsuitable for producing finely detailed work as
currently required. This piece of equipment, originally intended for use
in conjunction with light mobile operations, was not adequate for the degree
of sophistication afnd detail required to fulfill missione in RVI. The
largest negative oblainable from the MP-3 Copy Camera was 3x1u00 inches.
This small size required modification or shortenino of the text desired
for propaganda material. Moreover, tne small negative size did not allow
sufficient definition or detail on photographs. The KP-3 Copy Camera uas
not an enlarger. The requirement for larger negatives along with Increased
use of the 34 plate process indicated that an llxlT inch process caera
with a vacuum back was needed in order to produce larger negatives for
quality press reproduction.

(4) The small 12-inch paper cutter was totally inadequate and
could not keep pace with printing production. All units required and had
ottaine4 paper cutters with at least a 30½-inch blade, and sow had 42-
inch cuatters.

(5) The technical manual for the Addressograph-Wuitigraph(7)
prese .ad shortcomings. More guida:ce was needed on daily, weekly, month-
ly, and semi-annual maintenance requirements according to PSYOP printine
officers. In addition, a better system of cross-referencing Federal Stock
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Number (FS.N) parts and manufacturf.r's part code was needed . The 4th PSYOP
Group printing officer indicated there were no maintenance manuals available
for the Web and Parker printing presses.

(6) All of t nrinting officers indicated there was a need for
additional doctrinal and technical guidance on printing, particularly on
terms and definitions. All of the PSYOP units in RVN, for example, were
using basic impressions for measuring printing production. A basic impres-

sion was defined as one 10ýxl6-inch sheet printed on one side in one color.
The 7th P.YOP Croup in Okinava used a basic production unit (BPU) and a
3x6-inch equivalent leaflet as a measure. A BPU was defined as one 8xlOý-
inch sheet of paper printed on one side in one color. There was confusion
in equating basic impressions to PPUs, particularly when multicolored press
equipment was involved. Consequently, MACV was required to indicate basic
impressions, ErUs, and 3x6-inch equivalents when orderinr leaflets to aviod
confusion anG misunur,;jLding of requirements.

b. AN/4SQ-85 Mobile Audiovisual Unit

(1) The AN/MS'-85 is an assembly of standard audiovisual equip-
ment housed in a standard shelter counted on a 3/4-ton truck. Audiovisual
teams of the 4th PSYOP Group receivel the units in August 1968 as a replace-
ment for the audiovisual Jeepster. The 4th PSYOP Gp has submItted an
evaluation report through channels on the AN/MSQ-85.

(2) When compared to the audiovisual jeepster, this unit performed
favorably and was considered an improved replacement. However, during
field evaluations, the shelter van appeared too heavy for the 3/4-ton
vehicle, resulting in breakdowns and broken rear springs, particularly
while traveling over rough roads or under cross-country conditions. The
PSYOP units recomnmended that the shelter vans be made lighter, with single
wall construction instead of a double wall.

(3) Various components of the unit were found to be too elaborate,
sophisticated, and complicated for use in the field. A smaller, high-
reflective screen could easily replace the larger screen. The motion
picture projector could be replaced with a simpler, less expensive model.

(4) The frequency response range of the tape recorder was not

sufficient to provide faithful reproduction of high-pitched voices. A use-
ful feature would be a tape reiorder to accommodate cassettes as well as
three-, five-, and seven-inch reels. The unit should be capable of using
the electrical system of the vehicle for loudsreaker operations from the
truck. A rechargeable pover source Thould be available for portable *per-
ations away from the truck.

(5) The preliminary operator's manual did not adequately explain

or describe the process for establishinx the electrical connections in-
volved in 3etting up the shelter.

1.-Is
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(6) To prevent pilferage, items of equipment should not be mount-
ed or installed on the outside of the shelter. Normal operations required
the truck to be among large groups and audiences. Consequently, locks were
needed on the doors for security purposes.

(7) The design of the unit allowed the equipment to be easily dis-
mounted; however, the generator was too heavy. A generator with a tvo-kil-
owatt capability and as rugged as the present model was needed. The gen-
erator should be light enough to be carried by two people.

(8) Two external speakers should be provided to allow the vehicle
to be placed in the middle of a village or audience and possess a 3600
sound coverage.

(9) None of the teams used the AP-9 35mm Slide Projector as a
part of the PSYOP audiovisual program in RVY. The reason for this was
that no 35vu PSYOP slides were ever produced for PSYOP presentations.

(10) Within the shelter, the shelf for the projector did not appear
to be properly designed because the controls were difficult to reach and
the shelf above obstructed the reel arm. The slots for movie film in the
film rack were too narrow, resulting in film spillage when the vehicle moved
over rugged terrain. The heater was not needed for operations in .VY a_-
should be replaced with an air conditioner. The fire extinguisher was
located in an awkward place and obstructed the unloading or loading of the
generator.

c. AN/UNH-10 Sound Recorder-Reproducer Set

This item of equipment proved to be almost totally ineffective in
RVN because of its poor quality of reproduction and bulky size. The record-
er produced an extremely annoying high frequency squeal when played over
the public address set. From the numerous complaints from Team HE leaders,
this defect seemed to be inherent in the majority of the sets. Several
recommendations were made indicating that the recorder should contain an
adapter that would allow it to be operated on batteries or from a 110-
volt AC source. A frequent complaint was that the recorder was too bulky
and heavy for manpack operations. A smaller, lightweight set was needed
for use by Teams HB during tactical operations and 'n rural villages.
Ina•much as the set vwi found Ineffective, most of the units were using
the Model 800 Sony Tape Recort er, vhich was performing satisfactorily.
Act ion has been taken by the th PSYOP Group to obtain this recorder through
QRP as a replacement item.

d. AN/&b-5 Public Address Set

(1) This equipment appeared to be adequate for its Intended pur-
pose. Teem leaders reported that the set vas reliable. The %th 08em.
Group found that one inopwative module vill overburden the other three
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modules of the loudspeaker system and burn out the set. To prevent such
a mishap, the unit published guidelines requiring operators to check daily
by placing their hand on each module vhile high frequencies were being
emitted to feel for vibrations indicating that the module vas functioning
properly. There is a need for a standardized mount designed and developed
for installation of loudspeakers on helicopters for aerial loudspeaker
operations. Practically every tactical unit in RVN used a different type
or loudspeaker mount on the UHl series helicopter.

(2) The BB1351 nickel-cadmium battery proved unsatisfactory as a
powet source for the AN/UIH-5. The most frequent complaint was that the
nickel-cadmium battery would not hold a charge. Weighing 16 pounds, the
battery was far too heavy. This power source provided an operational
broadcast time of only 1 to 1½ hours and the recharging equipment for this
battery was not readily available in the field. It was found that this
battery must be completely rebuilt if it is operated below a charge of 22
volts. An adequate supply of these batteries for replacement during field
operations was not authorized and never existed according to reports.
Loudspeaker teams improvised by using two AN/PRC-25 batteries, in series,
as a power source. Not only were the AN/PRC-25 batteries readily available,
but they provided a much longer broadcast time (four to six hours), and
weighed only one quarter that of the nickel-cadmium power supply.

e. AN/GIH-3 Public Address Set

The most frequent complaint in the field pertained to the inade-
quate paver source for the AN/GIH-3 set. The battery designed for the set
vas a lightweight, nickel-cadmium unit with 20 cells supplying a nominal
output voltage of 24 volts when fully charged. The main problem was that
the nickel-cadmium battery did not hold its charge properly in MVI. Most
of the field operators improvised by using two AN/PRC-25 batteries vired
in series permitting the public address %et to be operated independently
of any vehicle battery or other power source. This modification prevailed
throughout most of the PSYOP units in NVN. It fit the metal case and the
amplifier plug vas easily adapted for this modification.

f. Miscellaneous

(1) The environmental conditior.s in lVN and lack of air-conditioned
facilities had an adverse effect on PSYOP equipment, paper stocks, and chem-
icals. The humidity and inadequate air-conditioned storage areas caused
treakdown and deterioration of chemicals used for photo plate and print-
ing expendables. Temperature and moisture conditions damaged paper stocks,
particularly lightweight paner, by causing them to varp. Warped or curled
paper wrinkled when fed into the printing press. One battalion comander
estimated that the environmental conditions in RVI reduced printing pro-
duction by 25 percent. The USAICCV has been requested through supply
chasmels to notify Oeneral Services Administration (08A) of the raquIrment
to upgade packaging of paper.
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Threp of the five urits expressed dissatisfaction with
the poor rackapinp of paper stock,. !ackaging did not provide adequate
protection from the weather and monsoon rains, allowing stocks to become
damp or watersoaked in outdoor storage areas. Pav'er singled out for poor

' packaginr, was Paper, Book, Offset White, FISN 9310-n61-lTll, lOxlE inches,
7.1#-A/A-6/C7. It was estimated that ?O percent of all the paper stocks
were ruined or dmamed due to poor packaing and lack of protection from
severe weather conditions.

(3) Tn general, all the rortable loudspeakers and public address
systers assirned to the 4th PFY'ýP Ircup were unsatisfactory for sustained
manpack operations and carryinp into -ombat operations. Present systems
were too bulky and heavy. A smaller, compact, liphtweight loudeneaker-
recorder unit is needed with the trne or greater range capabilities,
mounted on a backpack and light enough to be carried lone distances by one
man.

(4) There were repeated examples reported by PSYOP printing
officers in which a lack of supplies hampered mission performance. Units
had to shut down their printine plants for several days due to lack of
paper, chemical, plate, or photographic supplies. One PSYOP commander
stated that paper stock was so low the unit could support only priority
one tactical missions during a one-month period. in another PSYOP unit,
individuals purchased film and other photographic supplies at their own
expense from the Post Exchange to accomplish urgent missions.



APPEIMTDIX E-l

TYPE NONSTANDARD SPECIAL PSYOP EQUIPMENT

NON-PSYOP US ARMY UNITS ESTIMATED TOTAL

Camera, Polaroid, Model 180 12-15
Typewriter 20"'
Plate Maker Pioneer II 12-15
Paper Cutter (Multigraph 155) 12-15
Press A/?.! Model 85/1250 12-15
Public Address Set ABS-4 100-103
Megaphone 25 Watt PP-IT 350-400
Public Address Set UIJI-5 300-400
Model 800 Sony Tape Recorder 55

4TH PSYOP •,ROUP

Camera Still Picture Designed for General Photography 56
Camera Still Picture for Studio and General Photography 4
Comparator Color,, H20/ION Pocket Commercial 4
Composing Machine Changeable Type Plate 4 16
Composing Machine Photo Printing Type 10-84 Point Range 8
Cutter Paper Guillotine: Floor Mtd, Elec AC220V 3 PH 6 0cy 16
Eraser, Magnetic MF Z/U 48
Printing Plant Special Warfare Semi-Trailer Mtd 4
Printing PlantSPWAR Transportable Lt Wt 24

Public AddressSet AIi/UIni-6 48
Recorder-Reproducer Set Scund AN/TNII-2 56
Urit Camera and Platemaking, 22 Components 4
Mobile Audio Visual Unit MSQ-85 44
MAVU 20
Portable TV 40
Camera Copying, Litho 1
Camera Still Picture Designed for General Photo 6
Camera Still Picture for Studio and General Photo 2
Camera Still Picture for Studio and (,en Photo JANAS KS-17A 1
Composing Machine Changeable Type - Plate Style 16" LW/PS 5
Composing Machine Photo Type 10-84 Point Pange 3
Cutter Paper Guillotine, Fir, Elcc AC1'22V 3PI! 6 0cy 5" pile 4
Drier Photographic Film E2-1
Drier Photographic Print Glossy Type 1

rI:raser M.'agnetic: ,:'F z/tU I
Flash Unit ,epcating 1'iotographic 2
Franc Print Vac: P" ,tnich Util 2
Magnifier: Monocular Type 12XMAG Pwr Frame 6
Meter Photo Exposure, 0 to 1000 Candles Per Sq Ft I
Plate Coating .ach Photo Litholgra.ic, Size" 20!2.-T. 2
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Printing ;ress Offset 1T.hx22-, in 2
Printer Contact Photographic 1
Printing Plant .'PWAR II utlic Addrese Set AN/TI([ 1
Receiving "et Radio ANf/TIR-18 1
PAII22A Safelight Darkroom Photo'raphic 4
Printing Press Offset Rotary SW Type 111-3 2
.Studio Van AN/'4.T-5 1
Photo Cyp and Prcessing 1..achine 1

K(l() Print Washer I
EN-15(1) Printer Projector 1 4

Projection Set Motion Picture Sound AS-2 1
Projector Still Picture for Slide 1
Projecture Still Picture: PF 637/PFP P11 637A 1
Projector Ctill Picture 35ram 1
Table Line and Repister SItAtionary 1
Table Line Up and Register Fluorescent 2
Table Litho Layout Fluorescent 2
Table Litho Rub Up 2
Transmittinr. Set Radio TRT-22 I
Camera, Polaroid Model 250 3
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.roparanda material must be devt)1oped within the frameworl of target
ad'-nce vulnerabilities and credilility prior to the producti-r, and dis-
Sein.r.ttiln stages. Accordinply, propa.anda development is a primary func-
tion cf any Army !'SY)P unit. The Lth .SYO1r G, roup reorpanized its Teams
FA,. ?'F , C, FT. rnd FE to form a T'roparanda Develorr.ent Center (PDC) in
the "rou.: L.adquarters and each battalion. The "'PCC were orranized to
core "with irinreasinr tasks in analyzinp target audiences and tailoring
proparanda "'e.sares tc snecific audierces and -'EYOP programs.

1. :.TA!AZnA DEVMIOME'NT CYCLE

a. The Propaganda development cycle Leins vith determination of re-
quirements flased on operational needs. The requirements are analyzed and
the audience's vulnerabilities are determined on the basis of compiled in-
formation and studies. Propaganda messages and theres are develored and
the best lissemination media are determined. Pr•YOP r.essages and themes
are then evaluated using indi!7enoun Vietnamese as a test panel.

b. After evaluation for credibility and appropriateness, the prop-
aranda material is revised, if necessary, and finalized. The required
coordination with other arencies is conducted and the product is prolueed
and disseminated. The last step in the cycle is evaluatinr and reporting
the effects of the messare on the target audlatn:e. From these results,
recormendations can be made for improvinp the effectiveness of the prop-
"aeanda material.

.POLICY rUIDArICE

a. Th, e PDC developed prcpaganda within the framrework of national
policies and ruidance issu.;ed by JUD'AO. Current files were maintained
on rrYyr rolicy circuls-s and field memoranda. All Pryor units indicated
th.at r':YO' Filicy rwidanc- 'as adequate, but was not responsive to Lipor-
tant local or irternational events. The lack of nolicy ruilanee or un-
týnely j-ui I•:.e on the boml-inr halt in :.orth Vietnam, peace talk negotia-
tions, ana various military tactical incidents were cited as sit.,ificant
exanples ýn wvich US agencie3 and forces -'ere t•laced in a .Aefenslve r5YOr
r~c•ture.

-.i'.. ,:ercent of tr.e responderts indicated tý!t th.y -'ere not
aware cf anv :"1icy violaticn. or counter-productive .rYoP material pro-
Jucer ty !- Y '! units. .. e rerainin'" ten percent stmtei th-t several

ragand l. whicL ere writtorn 1;y senior '? off!.-ers, torether
with several "zi.ees~cake" or pin-u; eirl photoogralrý.. used on propaganda



material, were contrary to U1 policy guidance. Examples of ineffective
PWYf"r material included iters ",hich were obvioutly written by Americans
and lackeW credibility tecause of a•riguous or confusir.v, literal transla-
tionc.

3. RESFFC! AND ANALYSIC

Fach of the Army r.Y0' units performed certain corm.on ta.sks in the
development of propaganda within their operational and organizational caps-
bit liies. These tasks Javolvcd obtaining PSYOP intelli:1ence data and con-
lucting detailed re.earcE and analysis of tarpet audien'.-es.

a. Conduct of Background and Area ,tudics

The PLC conducted detciled tackground and area studies of sociolog-
ical, political, economic, and military subjects. 1he backpround studies
'ere std to identify and analyze tentative an,! potential targets. Al-

though t*ie Froup headquavters _-.ed the hattalions produced a limited number
of area st'idies, the commanders of two battalions stated that they lacked
trained personnel to properly perform this task. This lack has been noted
in other studie.3 ana evaluations of US krmy PSYOP in RWN.

b. Identi-'tcation of Audience Fusceptibilities

The !PDC identified target audiences and vertfied their suscepti-
bilities by acquirin" current intellifence data from the intelligence
agencies and organic P!YOP teams. The intellirence was used as a basis
for developinr specific messages and selectinr themes for propaganda
messages.

c. Dcvel.eo of Fropvranda Themes

T7e PD)C developed prcrargandn material ir. support of the follov4-.f
reneral themes, )irtei in order of -priority.

(I) -he GVI!I e

Material was developed to build support for the GVN by crest-
inr the conviction thmt the -VN vas vorkinp in the interests of the peorle.
This material included information or actions and Procrams undertaken
by the gover.vent on tý:e people's behalf. On the rilitary side, victories
over the VW/:.A by, Vi.tnanese forces was emphasized to create amon the peo-
vie of RVN a sense of Inevitable victory and pride in their armed forces.

(2) C.ieu Hot/Dioal .on Ket

.his propaganda was deslined to motivate members of the VC/NVA
forces in 3VN t- rally to the cause of the IV:* and 'eorle of PVX, The DaI
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Dean Ket provram was directed to motivate higher-ranking VC/NVA to rally
to the 3V!1. A secondary objective of this propaganda material was to pro-
mote and pain support among the national population and the RVNAF for the
program.

() .Revolutionary Development

This material was.designed to acquaint the population -.nd VC/
IVA forces with the successes achieved in the revolutionary development
-.rQgram and the growing prosperity being created by the program. The prop-
aganda was directed towards obtaining the cooperation, support, and partici-
pation of target audiences in the revolutionary development program.

(00) Refugee Program/New Life D)evelopment

The primary objectives of the propaganda were to improve the
attitudes of refugees toward GVN programs in general and toward programs
for refugee aid and rehabilitation in particular. The New Life Develop-
ment material explained government-sponsored or self-help programs in the
fields of agriculture, education, and other programs to obtain the support
and participation by target audiences.

(5) Public Safety

This material promoted public attitudes toward the police and
security forces which should contribute to the achievement and maintenance
of public safety. In general, the material emphasized the constructive
role of the National Police in implementation of the resources control pro-
gram, identification card, and other programs.

(C) .S/F1, 'AF Image

Tnformingr the national population of the reasons for U,.,/FV'.'AF
presence in w ",as the primary objective of this theme. It was designed
to peru l.: t, r'eneral population t•hat the prcsence of UW/W•°AF lenefits'
the peork- in: ter:.s, o' protection aiinst invL-ion, securit:y, and national
sovere. r-nt.;. Alt. ew:ptn ,erc -.ade to, counteract enemy propaganda which pic-
tured the ' '!F' coloni:•lit powers with coloriial amlitions in PVT.
Cupport r~aterial emphasized that P..V!. was an independent, sovereign nation,
and not rulel by a puppet .overnment.

(7) Anti -VC/Nl /,*VU Attitude-; and Activities

To feneral population ,-roups in (.V'' areas, the propaganda
material ,"s designed to develop and maintain oprosition to the goals,
programs, and actions of the :'LF/VC/?:VN. The matcerial directed to audien-
ces in VC/T:VA-held areas was to convince the people that there was a great
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disparity between the professed goals of the NLF and its real goals. in
an effort to discourage VC recruitment, emphasis was placed on presenting
afactual picture of the hardships, fears, nostalgia, and disillusionment

suffered by the VC. Comunist propaganda was discredited. Items were
developed to create dissatisfaction with the VC/?LF/NV1. regime and to ex-
ploit their intimidation, taxation, and terror techniques.

(8) Special and ',iiscellaneous Programs

Special and miscellaneous programs included material not

classified above, such as the insecticide and herbicide programs.

d. PSYOP Campaigns and Programs

In addition to developing tactical PSYOP campaigns and Drograms,
Aruwy PSYOP units conducted operations and developed campaigns and pro-
grams in 4upport of the following national PSYOP campaigns.

(1) 169 TET Campaign

The TET campaign was a coordinat.od ?4ACV/JUSPAO campaign in
support of GVN. The broad objectives were to produce the maximum number
of VC/NVA defections, erode the morale and effectiveness of VC/NVA per-
sonnel, enhance popular support for the Chieu Hoi Program throughout RVI\',
and to exploit the growing viability of the GVN and the increased accep-
tance of the CVN by the people. The 1969 TET campaign v&3 conducted in
phases from 18 January to 24. March 1969. BEnphasis was pla~ced on hand-
written PSYOP appeals from members of families who had relatives in the
VC units. Other material included posters, leaflets, PSYOP novelty items,
songs, TV programs, and motion pictures. Although the final results verc
still being tabulated, a comparison of ralliers is outlined in Figure F-1.

(2) Ngu~yen Trai Cp 2 ig

Nguyen Tral cmpaign plans beran in August 19(8 for imple-
mentation during the period 15 October 196P throurh 31 January 11)f. The
basic objective of the Nguyen Trai canpaign was to induce maximum defec-
tions from high and middle ranking coemunist cadres, VC forces, and the NVA
in RVN. It was also designed to encourage families in the VC-controlled
areas to aid in the defection effort. T.his campairn, named after a his-
torical fieure of the Le Dynesty, was initiated by the CVN. However, PSYOP
assets of the US and FV.-JWA were used to support the campaign. During the
cappaign, 1.16 billion leaflets, of which 61 percent were printed by US
PSYOP units, were distributed as of 31 December l168. The leaflets were
air-dropped, passed out by intelligence agents, and hand-delivered by
troops operating in the field. Six thousand hours of aerial loudspeaker
operations wert conducted in addition to ground loudspeaker operations.
the campaign was effective. resultinp in a total of 8,776 ralliers and
561 assorted weapons. The overall accomplish.ments surpassed the returnee
goal by 30 percent.
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(3) Third Party Reward Program

The Third Party Reward Program was initiated on 1 November
1968 and was scheduled to terminate 31 January 1969. The objective of the
program was to induce 5,000 enemy to rally to the (,VN; this goal was sur-
passed on 31 December 1968. The entire PSYOP conmunity participated In
operations to advertise the program. Methods used included aerial and
oround ditsemination of leaflets and newspapers, aerial and ground loud-
speaker broadcasts, posters, banners, radio, and television. The success
of the PSYOP effort was illustrated by the results of the reward prograz1
which accounted for 34.8 percent (790) of the Chieu Foi returnees in
November, and 53.1 percent (1671) of the returnees in December. In January,
the Chieu Hoi rate continued to increase with this program considered re-
sponsible for 56.9 percent (1839) of the monthly total. In terms of in-
creased numbers of Chieu Hoi returnees, the Third Party Reward Program was
most successful. Because of the impressive results, the Chieu Hoi Ministry
extended the program indefinitely. nee Figure F-1 for total Chieu Hoi
returnees since 1967.

e. Analysis of Enemy Propaganda Trends

The group headquarters and all battalions monitored and analyzed
enemy propawanda trends to obtain indications of conditions or attitudes
existing in an area of operations. Monthly reports were submitted by the
PSYOF units indicating an analysis of individurl propapanda material and
trends durlnr that period. -he chiefs of two battalion PDCs complained
that enemy propaganda was normally forwarded by combat units through exist-
ing intelligence channels, circumventinp PSYOP channels. Consequently,
enemy propaganda material was usually not received by the PSYOP units in
a timely manner. It was indicated that critical information pertaining
to location, time, and conditions was frequently omitted on the reports.

f. E-valuation of Propaganda Fffectiveness

Each unit evaluated the effectiveness of enemy and friendly prop-
aganda. The evaluation process included an analysis of the source, con-
tent, audience, and media used for disseMination. However, the emphasis
was directed more toward a content a.nalysis and credibility evaluation
than to an evaluation of the propaganda's effect on target populat.ons.
A limiting factor in the evaluation of friendly prop*Tanda was the In-

accessibility of target audiences located in contested areas. The re-
liability of prisoners of var or Hoi Chanhs, who tended to report infor-
mation to ;pease interrogators, was questionable u.d accentuated the
difficulty in obtaining an accurate measurement of cf:'ectiveness.



1. PSYOP INTELLIGENCE

a. Development of PSYOP Intelligence Requirements

After background studies indicated a likely target or general
themes, the MDC developed requirements for specific information which 4
were passed through norml intelligence collection agencies. In some
.:ases, personnel assigned to PSYOP field teams acted as a source of PSYOP
intelligence.

b. Liaison with Intelligence Agencies

Liaison was conducted with other intelligence agencies to obtain
intelligence data for background and area studies and current data for
use in developing tactical and strategic PSYOP campaigns and program.

c. Sources of Intelligence Data

(1) Data was obtained from approximately 15 civilian and military
ii...elligence agencies. The best intelligence data was reportedly received
by the 4th PSYOP Group from the US Embassy, MACV J2, and the Vietnamese
National Police. However, the cooperation and relationship between the
4th PSYOP Group and other intelligence agencJes were excellent. The other
agencies included JUSPAO, CORDS, USAID, and the MACV Combined Intelligence
Center, Vietnam.

(2) In general, it appeared that tactical PSYOP intelligence Vag
adequate at the PSYOP team level, but inadequate for long-range planning
at the PSYOP battalion and group level. The reasons cited were that tac-
tical PSYOP intelligence requirements were more easily satisfied on a
quick reaction basis and were concerned solely with specific enemy target
groups. According to 74 percent of the PSYOP team leaders vorking with
tactizaJ. units, there was sufficient tactical intelligence data available
f'or PSYCP teams to accomplish their mission. Detailed and long-range
ir.tel:Agence requirements at the corps and higner national levels were
concerned with all target audiences in the area. This information was
more difficult to obtain on a systematic baris at the PSYOP battalion and
group level.

(3) Although the Intelligence cominity attempted to support
PSYOP intelligence requirements, four PSYOP units reported the intelligence
agencies were not sufficiently knowledgeable of PSYOP requirements to
recognize material of intervst to PSYOP units In the collection and editing
process. Most respondents felt that this deficiency could be corrected by
added FSYOP intelligence instruction at the Army Intelligence School.

F-7
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d. Review of Intelligence Data

Through a continuous review of intelligence reports, all the PSYOP

units identified incidents for PSYOF exploitation. Tactical PSYOP intelli-

gence data was submitted to PSYOP units from assigned Teams HE and HB mem-
berm providing direct support to tactical units, and from intelligence staff
officers assigned to the tactical units. The group headquarters and three
battalions indicated that they collected information and developed intelli-
gence. Most of the intelligence collection and development effort was con-
cerned with a review of intelligence supplied by intelligence agencies and
the extraction of significant PSYOP items. As a result, the PSYOP units
were dependent upon the intelligence community for most of their PSYOP in-
telligence data.

e. Translations and Interrogation of Prisoners

The PSYOP units had a capability for interrogating prisoners of war
and Hoi Chanh ralliers and for translating foreign language documents. This
capability was designed to allow pre-testing and post-testing of propaganda
material for effectiveness and to obtain attitude surveys on a limited sam-
pling tasis as a supplement to the PSYOP intelligence effort.

5. PROPAGANDA DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

a. An analysis was made of PDC activities at the battalion and group
levels for a three-month period. These activities included:

(1) Production of 53 tactical and strategic propaganda leaflets
directed to 15 general PSYCP themes in support of national objectives.

(2) 'ranslations of 1649 enemy letters, propaganda material, and
other documents.

(3) Tabulation of 800 questionnaires.

(4) Reviev and evaluation of 517 printed PSYOF items such as
leaflets, posters, and handbills.

(5) Production of 60 taped proparanda loudspeaker messages for
broadcast from the air over VC-controlled areas and on the rround in support
of tactical operations.

(6) Production of text and photographs for a monthly l6-potge mag-
azine aimed at Vietnamese employees of US forces (50,000 circulation).

(T) Completion of three studies: TE. CLrnpaign Mlan for 1969,
Psychological Impact of Colors or the Vietnamese Pcp'alatlon, and Viet Cong
Elections.
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b. One recent study completed by the 4th PSYOP Group PDC outlined the
disparity existing between field-produced leaflets and those produced at
the national luvel regarding Chieu Hoi rally instructions. The following
is a summary of the study. 4

(1) It was found that there were two basic schools of thought re-
garding the instructions to be given to the rallier. The first was that he
should be told to rally with his hands over his head to avoid being acci-
dentally shot; the serond, that he should not be given any instructions
concerning raising his hands. The reasoning was that the rallier would
instinctively raise his hands to ensure his own preservation, and that
instructing him to do this was tantamount to telling him to surrender, a
connotation incompatible with the objectives of the Chieu Hoi program.

(2) Responses from the majority of Hoi Chanhs interviewed dis-

closed that having the arms upraised was a sign universally understood
for rallying to a military unit. The majority of combat units contacted
reccomended including a statement requiring this action of the rallier.

Most interviewees gave no hand signal at all, because they rallied to non-
military authorities. Those who did rally to military authorities either
raised their hands or displayed a leaflet. It was interesting to note
that more than 35 percent felt that it was necessary to have a leaflet in
order to rally. More than half of the returnees stated that they had re-
ceived Chieu Hoi information from leaflets and aerial troadcasts, attestinR
to the effectiveness of these media. Twenty-nine percent indicated that
their families provided information on rallying.

(3) Leaflets &nd loudspeakers were effective as shown by a high
percentage of favorable responses in I CTZ. A recent interro.ation of 337
Hoi Chanhs in Chieu Hoi Centerc throughout I CTZ revealed the effect of
PSYOP leaflets and loudspeakers, as follows:

Positive
Questions Responses Percent

Have you seen leaflets? V,2 96

Were you influenced to 330 90

rally by what you reade.

Did you hear aerial bror.acasts? 30( 91

(4) 1,e recommendations of thg study were that the followinri

instru,:tions be included in each staadard rally leaflet and speaker tape:

(a) Ral.y only dur.rng da,'llght hours.

(b) Htide your weapon before coming in to rally.
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(c) Try to have a leaflet, however, it is not necessary to

have a leaflet to rally.

(d) Rally to any GVN or FWMAF authority.

tI



SA•;EX G
1. I

PROPAGANDA PRODUCTION TASKS

"Propaganda production is the preparation of propaganda material for
dissemination. It includes such tasks as printing and processing of
printed matter, and recordlnp and packaging tapes for loudspeaker broad-
casts.

.. LEAFLETf

Leaflets produced by the 7th PSYOP Group's printing resources rose
from three billion leaflets in FY 1967 to over six billion leaflets during
FY 1968. These leaflets were primarily national or strategic-type leaflets.
The 4th PSYOP Group produced over 2.4 billion propaganda leaflets during C¥-
1968. The group headquarters produced approkimately 150 million (3x6-inch
equivalent) leaflets each month, while all the PSYOP battalions printed
approximately 80 million leaflets per month. Figure G-1 shows the printing
plant of the 6th PSYOP Battalion.

a. Leaflet Programs

These leaflets were directed to the following programs.

(1) Chieu Hoi Inducement and Dai Doan Ket Programs

Approximately 55 percent of the leaflets were in support of
the Chl.eu Hoi Inducement and Dai Doan Ket programs. These leaflets urged
members of the Viet Cong and their supporters to leave the VC and return to
the side of the legitimate government of RVN. Leaflets inducing members of
middle and higher level cadre to return aided in the destruction of the VC/
NLF irnfra.tructure. Tactical Chieu Hoi leaflets w,-re designed to provide
assurance of good treatment to ralliers and expla'n how ani where to rally.
The five major vulnerabilities exploited were hardsaip, fear, loss of faith
in victory, disill -:ionment with the enemy cause, and concern about familes.

(2) B-52 Follovu Program

About five percent of the leaflet effort was Jirected to the
B-52 Followup Program. This program vas conducted in RVW to take advantage
of the psychological vulnerability created by the B-52 bombing missions.
WWttn four hours after a strike, leaflets were dropped into the area in-
,,ruing the eneav that he had just eiperienced a B-52 raid. The leaflet
reminded him that the B-52 would return to strike his uuit again and urged
him to rally to the GVN. The major objectives of this program were to
reinforce the fear of the B-52; lover morale of cneW forces; create fric-
tion between cadre thd soldiers; encourage mlingtering, desertion, or de-
fection of enemy personneli and create a spoiling effect of impending e*nak
operations.
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FICURE G-1. Printing Plant. Printers from the 6th rSYOP Battalion, 4th
PSYOP Group, produced propaganda leaflets, posters, nevspapers, and other
printed material at their plant in Bier. Hoa. The 4'th PSYOP Croup produced
approximately 230 million leaflets each month for dissemination throughout
RVN in support ot PSYOP objectives.

MI ~A in FV.1? Fro~rasm

Approximately ten percent or the leaflet effort tas conducted
against NVA troops in RVN. This program vas destined to create fear in
the mincLt of the NVA troops vithin PVN about their chances of survival,
the daners of injury and disease, turial in unnarked graves, and the hope-
leesasw oQf their situation. It also helped to create doubt in their minds
about the fate of their relatives andi friends in North Vietnam, and the
campete•:e and good faith o." their commanders, the Hanoi authorities, and
the La Doug Party. Th.e NVA vere invited to Chieu )bol or accept capture
vith the assurance that they ".iould r-ceive rood treatment.



(4) Frantic Goat Campaign

The Frantic Goat Campaign accounted for about 20 percent of
the leaflet program. This program was conducted outside of RVN with a
mission of disseminating news and facts to the North Vietnamese audience.
Themes used on these leaflets included social and economic prosperity of
RVN. The North Vietnamese reader was asked to compare this with condi-
tions in the North. The campaign attempted to counter the false or mis-
leading propaganda produced by the North Vietnamese government and to
provide information which was not ordinarily received by the North Viet-
namese public. To give news to familes of prisoners, one leaflet listed
NVA soldiers who were held in POW status in RVN. Since the recent bomb-
ing halt, this campaign was redirected to the NVA in RVN Program.

(5) Trail CaMaign

Approximately ten percent of the propaganda leaflets were
directed against the military and civilian personnel who used and main-
tained the Ho Chi Minh Trail. The PSYOP objective of this out-of-country
Trail Campaign was to weaken the vill of military target audiences and
encourage them to rally upon arrival in RVN. Along the Trail, the vul-
nerability of loneliness was attacked by using leaflets with nostalgic
poetry written by NVA soldiers about their life at home. The themes of
hardship and probable death were constantly brought to the NVA soldier's
attention as he moved down the Trail. Once in RVN, the NVA soldier was
confronted with the Safe Conduct Passes urging him to rally.

b. Leaflet Catalogs

Each PSYOP battalion published a catalog listing 600 to 800 avail-
able leaflets. The catalog was numerically indexed and gave data on leaf-
let number, theme, target, size and color of the leaflet, together with
the leaflet and English translation. Catalogs were inventoried and screen-
ed periodically to maintain ciirrent leaflets. Catalogs were distributed
to tactical units and PSYOP customers to facilitate ordering specific
leaflets for the target audience. Action was taken by the 4th PSYOP Group
to cross-index leaflet catplogs according to PSYOP themes. It was noted
that several units initiated or completed indexing of catalogs by target
audiences as well.

c. Leaflet Stock

Each battalion maintained a stockpile of propaganda leaflets,
usually ranping from 150 million to 200 million leaflets. Various retr-.•r:, C
were used by PSYOP units to keep leaflet requestors in.foriý.ied of leafle*.:-

tocked. F'or example, the 7th PSYOP Battalion Iiii L sl.prd a weolkly StOeer,

r.-rort showinj leaflet or mix number, theme, size, raner weirht, -iantr'i :
,:.;:.., vnd the campaigns to be subpported by tLo •,f'et.
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identified incoming leaflet shipments expected by delivery date from either
the 4th or 7th PSYOP Groups. Both the 4th and 7th PSYOP Groups furnished
backup propaganda leaflets to the PSYOP battalion.

d. Leaflet Requests

Although the procedure used to request leaflet or PSYOP support
varied slightly in each CTZ, all US and FWMAF units submitted their re-
quests to the force commander/senior advisor. The office exercising staff
supervision over PSYOP assigned a priority and routed the request to the
PSYOP battalion. Printing and reproduction priorities were categorized,
for instance, within I CTZ according to the following priorities:

(1) Priority one was designated for quick reaction support
of tactical operations, while priority two was used for exploitation of
ralliers. Priority three was printed material required in support of III
MAF operational plans. Non-tactical requirements were designated priority
four, and priority five was used for routine reprints.

(2) High priority leaflet requests for quick reaction support
of tactical operations were usually printed by the PSYOP battalions. Low
priority printing requests, priority three or lower for non-tactical oper-
ations or civic action programs, were sent to the 4th PSYOP Group in
Saigon if the requirement exceeded the capability of the PSYOP battalions.
A quick reaction request, priority one, was defined as an immediate ex-
ploitation of a vulnerability which was not expected to exist for longer
than 72 hours and required the propaganda to be disseminated within a 24-
hour period. However, there were still a number of units which did not
filly understand the definition of quick reaction. Many of these units
attempted to obtain a priority for routine missions using the quick re-
action system as a substitute for lack of prior planning.

e. Leaflet Shipments

The PSYOP Division of MAC J3 consolidated all leaflet requirements
to be produced by the 7th PSYOP Group in Okinawa. Approximately 800 million
leaflets (3x6-inch equivalents) were printed monthly and shipped in CONEX
containers from the 7th PSYOP Group to the PSYOP battalions located in Da
Nang, Pleiku, Nha Trang, Saigon, and Can Tho. Prior to November 1967, all
leaflet shipments from the 7th PSYOP Group printing resources were made
using air transportation. There were no particular problems in late leaf-
let shipments when air transportation was used. However, because of pro-
hibitive cost factors, the 7th PSYOP Group was directed to switch to sur-
face transportation begining in December 1967. Subsequently, a high per-
centage of off-shore produced leaflet shipments failed to meet required
delivery dates due to slower modes of transportation and delays in cargo
handling coupled with trans-shipment and storage problems. To help alle-
viate this problem, the 7th PSYOP Group instituted a new shipment
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not! l:':ti.i :y:.t'-' - notified bY•P hattalions of t-e voyare num."'er,
ship, date anhipr ý, (nJ other advance :;hiT)pinr :nformation. This pro-
c(lure "zr>:tcA unat-l in locatinr zpeific jhi.-ents ane- allowed for (-rf'nt-
er control.

v•yc: units p)rintei many national and local newspaners, which provel
to be extremely effective propaganda tools in PV'.

a. 1'an :icn (;e• Clips)

Twice weekly, lC'.xl6 inches, two pages, "(2,00C copies rer edition.
The 7th P?)YOF Battalion printed Ban Tien for Vietnamese target audiences
in I CTZ.

b. Tin Tong Hop (N:ews Roundup)

Daily, 10'x16 inches, two pages, 40,0rC,- copies per edition. The
6th PSYOP Battalion rtinted Tin Tong Hop for VC and rPneral population
audiences in support -f CORDS III 7TZ.

c. Tin Chien Truong (N"ews from the Vront)

Weekl:y, 9xlO'.. inches, one page, 50,0CC ccTies per edition. The
6th T1"YOF T3atta]ion printed Tin Chien Truong for VC/,VA troor target
audiences in support of CORDS III CTZ.

d. vhanh !"oa

Twice monthly, 10:xlC inches, one pae, 15,000 copies per edition.
The 8th PSYOP Battalion printed vTanh IIoa for distribution .-y hsnd durinr
face-to-face 2YOF' !rirsions in IIi CTZ.

e. Tudo (Free •'cuth)

E'very two weeks, one page, two editions. The 10½xl( inch edition
had a 700,000 copy circulation and was distributed by assistant province
advisors. :'he 9xl0"- inch edition was printed on 60- and 40-pound paper,
and 2,600,000 copies were pre-mixed for air drops throughout RPV. This
national newsparer was produced by JUSPAO and printed by the 7th PSYOP
Group. It was aimed at impairing enemy morale in enemy-held and contested
areas, and gaining support for the GVN.

3. M'AGAZINES, BOOKLETE. AI, CALMMDARS

e, Thon Cam (M:utual Understanding) Magazine

The 4th .PSYOP Group produced a monthly 16 -page magazine targeted
to Vietnamese employees of US military forces and civilian firms. This
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multicolor magazine was printed by the 7th PSYOP 2roup in 80,000 copies.
Initially, distribution of the magazine was limited to T11 CTZ. However,
plans were made to expand the magazine to 32 pages in 135,000 copies per
month begining in July 1969 to allow country-wide circulation. E:pected
readership should be between 675,000 and 1,080,OnO persons. The magazine
was aimed at promoting good will and understandinr between the US and Viet-
namnese people.

b. Miscellaneous Booklets

Twelve propaganda and political warfare booklets were printed
during 1968 by the 4th and 7th PS:OP Croups representing a total of approx-
imately 500,000 copies. The average booklet contained 75 pages and its
size was 7-3/hxl0 inches. These booklets did not include those produced
by the battalions which were estimated ti be the equivalent of 20 smaller-
size pamphlets.

c. Calendars

The 7th PSYOP Group printed three wall calendars in 730,000 copies
in support of RVNAF and ROK forces during calendar year 1968. These 13½x19½
inch, four-color calendars contained PSYOP and political warfare themes. In
addition, one million wallet-size calendars were produced for ROK Forces.

4. ANALYSIS OF PRINTING REQUIREMENTS

a. Commensurate with the expansion of US and FWAF in PVN, PSYOP print-
ing requirements increased to an unprecedented level, particularly with the
emphasis in support of national pacification and revolutionary development
objectives. Although this support was essential, the 4th PSYOP Group was
devoting over 30 percent of its printing capability to th- CORDS PSYOP
effort, thus detracting from its printing capability for tactical military
campaigns. Inasmuch as the 4th PSYOP Group was originally organized to
meet only military requirements, it became evident that it could not cope
with these heavy printing tasks with their light, mobile printing presses.

b. The tendency on the part of tactical units to measure PSYOP leaf-
let effectiveness by quantity rather than quality contributed to an in-
creasing demand for greater leaflet quantities. To counteract this com-
petitive tendency, MACV published new reporting guidelines which discouraged
quantitative measuiement by eliminating leaflet quantities from the report-
ing system while including information regarding coverage of target areas.

c. The present printing support was considered adequate. However, in
the event the US becomes involved in any future insurgent situation similiar
to RVN, it may be feasible to subsidize the civilian printing industry for
increased production of propaganda material and aid in the ration building
program at the same time. This proposal would require a detailed and long
range analysis of US vital interests and overall ol-Jectives in that country.
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d. The total PSYOP support requirements for RVN for FY 1970 are list-
ed in Figure G-2. These requirements were submitted to CINCPAC by MACV
for support from the 7th PSYOP Group.

5. TAPES

a. Production

The PSYOP battalions and the group headquarters produced taped
propaganda loudspeaker messages, in support of tactical military operations,
which were broadcast from the air over VC-controlled areas and on the
ground. Although the production of tapes varied in each CTZ depending on
requirements, a typical PSYOP battalion developed and produced approximately
30 original tapes per week while supporting 4 US tactical divisions. The
group headquarters produced approximately 75 tapes each week. These tasks
involved script and message preparation, pre-test, production and recording,
post-testing for effectiveness, cataloging, and distribution.

b. Catalogs

Each PSYOP battalion published a catalog of available loudspeaker
tapes. The catalog contained information on ordering tapes and described
the theme, target audience, tape number, reel size, language dialect, and
English translation of all tape scripts. The tape catalogs were distributed
to supported units to facilitate ordering specific tapes for a target au-
dience.

c. Observations and Problem Areas

There were several types of tape recorders used. Compatibility
between cartridge and reel type recorders had been a problem in the past.
Tapes often came on standard reels and it was necessary to transcribe the
message to the cartridge type reel. The standard reproduction equipment
authorized to the group headquarters was not adequate in terms of pro-
duction quantity. A requisition was submitted by the 4th PSYOP Group for
three AMPEX studio tape recorders and component equipment to improve its
production capability. In the interim, the Navy Research and Development
Unit-Vietnam provided an AMPEX Model 860 tape recorder, with a capability
of dubbing ten cartridge tapes simultaneously, to meet requirements.
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Basic
?roduction

Quantity Units
(In Thousands) (In Thousands)

Safe Conduct Passes 1,200,000 1,545,120

Multicolor Leaflets 1,200,000 1,545,120

Black and White Leaflets 6,000,000 2.575,200

FY 1970 TPr Campaign Leaflets 500,000 429,200

Pamphlets 1,000 68,570

Booklets 1,000 144,000

Brochures 750 25,505

RVNAF Calendars 310 26,864

ROK Calendars 4OO 37,138

ROK Wall Calendars 800 333

ROK Pamphlets 240 9,120

ROK Posters 240 4,274

TuDo Newspaper (every two weeks) 2,600 208,000

Vietnamese &.ployees' Magazine (monthly) 135 5,400

Miscellaneous Printinr 355,134

Additional Peguirements

Item Quantity Cost

Miniature Radios 20,000 $ 80,000.00

PSYOP Soap 100,000 $ 13,000.00

Miscellaneous $132,000.00

FIOURE G-2. PSYOP Support Requirements for RVN (FY 1970) Provided
by 7th PSYOP Group.
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ANIN17 If

P3OPAGArMA DITF7PYINATION TASKW

1ropaanda dissemination is the delivery of propaganda by means of
various communication media such as radio and loudspeaker broadcasts,
printed matter, and face-to-face communication. Firure H--1 shows the over-
all PSYOP dissemination activities for 1968. This annex examines those
dissemination tasks conducted by Army PSYOP units in RVN relative to use
of audiovisual and loudspeaker operations, radio, leaflet bombs and shells,
and aerial dissemination.

1. AUDIOVISUAL AIM LOUDSPEAKER DISSEYINATION

The audiovisual and loudspeaker tasks were categorized into several
areas: propaganda development and intelligence, movies, loudspeaker, and
dissemination of propaganda material. The tasks were performed by cellular
teams: Team HA (Light Mobile Operations), Team HB (Loudspeaker Operations),
and Team HE (Audiovisual).

a. Employment

The manner of employment and number of teams varied in each CTZ;
however, there was a pattern of employment in FVU related to the concen-
tration of US troops within the CTZ. For exar.Dle, within I CTZ and III C7,
where the majority of US Forces were located, all mobile PSYOP teams were
fully committed in support of tactical units. Conversely, in the II and
IV CTZs, the teams were employed in a combination of roles in support of
tactical units and in an area support role. The emphasis was toward an
area support role in conjunction with MACV Advisor Teams at the province
level, particularly if that province was not included in a US division 74O.
Attempts were made in i1 and IV CTZs to assign one Tenm HE to each province
in an area support role, but there were insufficient teams to accomplish
this and the teams were placed in priority provinces.

b. Team HA

Team RA was authorized to the p7Y2P battalion to -,r,;,:ide the cap-
'.Lility of planning and producini- proparanda. -he three-arn team was em-
ployed at the division level in a tactical support role or at a province
level in an area support role. 're.tm IA coordir.nted and supervised the
activities of attached Teams HP and HF. Based on actual orerations in RVN,
additional capal'ilities of the team included ric-tinr and coordlnatinr
aerial loudspeaker and leaflet targets, exploiting iuick reaction PSYOP
conditions, and coordinating armed pronaranda and cu:ltural drama teams.
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c. Team HB

(:) ~nloyment

Team HB was authorized to the PSYOP battalion for man-port-
able or vehicular-mounted tactical loudspeaker operations in direct support
of tactical units. The three-man team disseminated lve or taped propa-
ganda messages to enemy troops in contact from infw try positions, obser-
vation posts, tanks, and helicopters. The team responded to targets of
psychological opportunity and also planned and couducted loudspeaker oper-
ations against other selected target audiences such as villages in VC-
contested areas. It was equipped with remote control equipment so that
the operator could remain some distance away from the loudspeaker in a

aefilade position.

(2) Allocation of Teams

Although the group was augmented with nine additional Teams
HB, tactical units expanded to the point where there were not eniugh loud-
speaker teams to provide more than three teams per division and still main-
tain azea support missions as well. In I CTZ, there were only 12 Teams HB
to support 4 divisions.

(3) S et Activities

When the Team HB was employed with a ground tactical division,
the effort expended in support of ground loudspeaker operations averaeed I(
rerccnt, with approximately 10 percent used for aerial loudspeaker broad-
casts. If the Team HB was employed with an air msobile unit, such as the
ist Cavalry Division (Airmobile) which had freater aircraft assets, 90
percent of the effort was directed to aerial loudspeaker broadcacts and iC

percent for rround roles.

(1i) Empoyment

Team HL was authoritei to the PrYCZP battalion to conduct sount
and film operations. The team was employed with divisions or in an area
support role at the province level. The three-man team was equipped with a
public address system for addressing rallies and crowds, and showing films
or film strips. The team was ideal for presenting propaganda on a person-
to-person basis in MEDCAP, pacification, and revolutionary development
operations. The team was used to distribute leaflrts. posters, and other
items prepared by higher headquarters. The teow could also conduct surreys
and opinion polls, and report on local attitudet and opinions. 'enerally,
there was at least one Team HE operating vith each division in .VN.



(2) Propaganda Development and Intelligence

(a) In an area support role, approximately ten percent of
the Team HE effort was expended in propaganda development and intelligence
activities. This activity involved the construction of PSYOP messages and
script preparation in support of tactical operations. According to te.M
leaders, approximately 40 percent of the loudspeaker message themes an,".
10 percent of -he printed material were developed by the team members.
This activity included providing rapid response to develop propaganda to
exploit a tactical or terrorist incident.

(b) Leaflet and loudspeaker messages were developed to ex-
ploit substantial friendly victories and to create among the VC/NVA forces
a strong sense of ultimate defeat. During interviews of Hoi Chanhs, team
members obtained taped messages from the defectors appealing to their
comrades % surrender. Other appeals were made in leaflets. The leaflet
vouid contain a photograph of the Hoi Chanh and a personal appeal lette:
in his own handwriting. In the letter he gave his name and former unit,
stated why he rallied and how he was treated, and appealed to his comrades
to rally. For general ar.iences in VC/NVA and non-contested areas, propa-
ganda was developed to . credit Communist propaganda and to create dis-
satisfaction with the Co' ,uknist regime.

(c) The team coordinated and obtained appropriate military
intelligence from division 02 channels, Hoi Chanhs, and prisoners of war
to identify target vulnerabilities. According to 7h percent of the re-
spondents, there was sufficient tactical intelligence data available for
the Team HE to accomplish its PSYOP mission.

(3) Film Operations

Approximately 30 percent of the Team HE effort was connected
with presenting PSYOP movies to Vietnamese villagers in support of county
fair, population control, refugee center, MEDCAP, and pacification missions.
Each team maintained a stock of 15 to 20 films on subjects perta.nWng to
revolutionary development, public safety, the GVN image, and FWAF, as
well as popular Walt Disney films.

(4) Loudspeaker Operations

Loudspeaker tasks accounted for approximately 20 percent of
the Team HE effort (see Figure H-2). Using the ARVN interpreter attached
to the team, announce-ents were made in target areas before, during, and
after movie showings. In support of refugee and MFDCAP missions, the
Team HE! assisted in controlling and entertaining the people, similar to
county fair operations. The public address set was used to provide in-
formation and instructions to the local populace. Rally and assembly
instructions were siven along with PSYOP messages and information on
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health, sanitation, and hygiene. Various civic action programs and local
officials '-ere publicized for their accomplishments on behalf of the Viet-
manese people. Appeals and announcements on the Volunteer Informant Pro-
gram proved extremely effective in obtaining information on weavons and
food caches along with intelligence data on the VC infrastructure. Leaf-
lets were generally distributed durin#; loudspeaker operations to reinforce
the PSYOP message.

TIGURE H-Z2. Loudspeiker COprations. Loadspeaker operaticns were par-
ticularly effective for addressln crowds and rallies ot. a person-to-
person basis. Live or t~ied propaganda broadcasts can be made to eneWe
troops or villagers in support of tactical or pacification operations.
Loudsp*eLers can be rround-sounted, vehicular or aircraft-mounted, or
installed on vatercraft for disseminating PSYOP messages to coastal
target audiences.
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(5) Aerial Broadcasts and Leaflet Drops

In the province support role, the Team HE devoted approxi-
mately 20 percent of its effort to coordinating aerial loudspeaker broad-
ctsts and leaflet drops. In support of divisions, the Team HA leader
usually coordinated this function through the division PSYOP officer. The
tasks involved obtaining and plotting PSYOP target data by map coordinates,
recommending themes, and submitting requests for air support through the
PSYOP battalion for pre-planned and quick reaction missions.

(6) Hand Dissemination of PSYOP !Material

Ten percent of the Team HE effort was directed toward dis-
tribution of PSYOP leaflets, newspapers, and posters to build support for
the GVN and to inform the villagers of actions and programs undertaken by
the government on their behalf (see Figure H-3). The team also provided
printed PCYOP material to US and FWMAF for hand dissemination during nor-
mal patrols and other tactical missions.

(7) Miscellaneous Tasks

Approximately 15 percent of the teams' activities were de-
voted to coordination, administrative, ane maintenance tasks. In an area
support role, various team leaders were given the responsibility of ad-
vising, controlling, and scheduling missions for armed propaganda and
cultural drama teams, and they integrated the Team HE activities with the
Vietnamese for a combined PSYOP effort.

e. Mobile Advisory Team

To increase the ability of US and FWIAF to conduct PSYOP, the
4th PSYOP Group initiated a Mobile Advisory Team to assist tactical units.
The team was made up of PSYOP technicians who had field PSYOP experience
and provided training to field uiiits requesting support. The team pre-
sented instruction and advice on all aspects of PSYOP. The training pre-
sented ranged from leaflet production and loudspeaker operations to var-
ious types of PSYOP techniques in support of pacification and tactical
operations.

2. RADIO DISSa!INATION

a. In December 1967, the 7th PSYOP Group Radio Detachment (Pro-
visional) deployed from Okinawa to Pleiku, with a 50-kilowatt radio
transmitter, to begin operations as part of a combined U,•/ARVN PSYOP
radio station. The ARVN personnel were responsible for all radio pro-
gramming, while the US provided the equipment and supervised the techni-
cal operation of the station. The station began daily broadcasting on 20
January 1968 under Operation Yellowbird with six hours of news, music,
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and PSYOP messages to VC/NVA troops, their dependents, and sympathizers
throughout the Central Highlands. As a result of an enemy attack on 24
March 1968, the station equipment was completely destroyed.

b. This mission was later received by the hth rSYOP Group as a function
of Teams IA, IC, ID, and KD. Installation of a nev 50-KW radio transmitter
was near completion. Broadcast coverage is expected to be approximately
200 miles when the station becomes fully operational. Plans include the
distribution of mini-radio receivers by US Special Forces, Long Range Re-
connaissance Patrols, CIDG forces, and others throughout the western por-
tion of II CTZ in areas known to harbor VC/NVA troops.

FIGURE H-3. Hand-to-Hand Dissemination. One of the most effective
methods of disseminating printed propaganda material is through hand-
to-hand delivery combined with face-to-face communication. Military
units and ground patrols can distribute propaganda material as a part
of tactical operations. PSYOP leaflets, posters, and other items can
be placed on the ground, roads, trails, and buildings or distributed
through person-to-person contact.
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c. Despite a heavy Montagnard population, there have been no programs
broadcast in the Montagnard language. The Chief, RVNAF General Political
Warfare Department, has recognized the desirability of motivating and in-
doctrinating the Montagnards to support the GVN and decided to use Radio
Pleiku as one of the principal means of accomplishing this task. Plans
were underway to procure the added personnel and funds to increase broad-
casting from 6 to 11 hours daily. The increased time will include programs
directed primarily toward the Montagnard audience. Programs in the
Montagnard dialect are scheduled to begin 1 September 1969.

d. Pending final installation cf the AN/TRT-22 50-KW radio trans-
mitter, radio programs were broadcast over AN/GRC-26 radio station facili-
ties as an interim measure (see Figure H-4).

FIGURE H-4. PSYOP Radio Station. The 4th PSYOP rroup Radio Section
teamed up with its ARVN counterparts in broadcasting 11 hours of daily
PSYOP radio programs fror its radio site in Pleiku. The radio station
broadcast news, music, and PSYOP programs to VC/NVA troops, their de-
pendents, and sympathizers throuhout the Central Highlands.
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e. The 4th PSYOP Group has not been tasked with producing television
programs. The 10th PSYOP Battalion does provide limited advisory and
graphic support to the Can Tho television station. Support for the four
GVN national radio networks and three GVN television ground stations is
a respoasibility of JUSPAO.

3. DISSMINATION BY LEAFLET BOMBS AND SHELLS

a. A means of disseminating printed propaganda material to target
audiences was through the use of leaflet bombs and artillery shells (see
Figure H-5). The M129E1 leaflet bomb was designed for external and in-
ternal carriage on fighter or bomber aircraft with a capacity of 70,000
leaflets per bomb, depending on the leaflet size. Also used were 105mm
artillery rounds. Fach round was packed with 800 to 900 leaflets, de-
pending on the weight of the paper and the size of the leaflets. By use
of the leaflet !-ombs, pinpoint accuracy could be obtained in placing leaf-
lets on target in any kind of weather, in mountainous terrain, and during
the day or night.

FIILRE H-5. Leaflet Bomb Loading. '4embers o' the Litt PrYnP Irour) Poe•h

Squad load a 1i 11 leaflet bombs onto a pallet in rrertrat!r- "or an aerial

___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ __



b. During February and March 1969, the )tth PSYOP Group headquarters
packed approximat-ly 250 leaflet bombs per month with a 10-man bomb load-
ing squad. Inasmuch as there was no continuous requirement for this func-
tion, there was no permanent section organized to accomplish it. The ten-
man detail was formed as required. The 7th PSYOP Battalion received a one-
time requirement to load 750 artillery shells in support of the 3d Marine
Division. The 10th PSYOP Battalion reported their team members loaded
approximately 200 rounds of 105mm shells per month.

4. AERIAL DISSF2YINATION METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

a. Responsibility

The 7th USAF provided support for aerial dissemination of leaflets
and for aerial broadcasts. Figure H-6 gives the number of leaflets dis-
seminated by aerial means in RVN during 1968. Requests for PSYOP missions
were processed along with target coordinates from combat units to Army PSYOP
battalions. The PSYOP battalions plotted the targets, produced and delivered
PSYOP material, and coordinated the missions with flight detachments of the
5th and 9th Special Operations Squadrons, 14th Special Operations Wing.

Number of Leaflets (in millions)

1968 I CTZ II CTZ III CTZ IV CTZ TOTAL

January 282.6 203.5 127.1 131.9 745.1
February 160.5 198.6 82.7 53.9 495.7
March 251.7 256.9 98.4' 45.1 652.1
April 202.1 169.3 152.3 82.9 606.6
May 231.4 147.0 121.5 141.6 641.5
June 200.9 119.9 101.3 98.1' 520.5
July 132.1 124.9 169.4 101.2 527.6
August 217.3 187.3 180.4' 89.0 674.0
September 179.0 188.8 154.3 116.9 639.0
October 116.4 199.8 228.5 95.8 640.5
November 221.5 152.3 242.0 97.6 713.4
December 169.2 235.6 249.9 128.9 783.6

TOTAL 2364.7 P183.9 1907.8 1183.2 7639.6

FIGURE H-6. Aerial Leaflet Dissemination for 1968.



b. Aircraft

The three fixed-wing aircraft employed for PSYOP missions were the
C-47, 02-B, and U-10. Figure 11-7 shows the 02-B and Figure H-8 shows the
U-l0. Air Force helicopters were not available for P'YOP missions. The
02-B and U-10 were used principally for loudspeaker missions, while the
C-47 was employed primarily for leaflet dissemination. A minimum altitude
of 1,500 feet (4,ooo feet when hostile fire was encountered) and an optimum
of 3,000 feet for loudspeaker missions were prescribed. Using organic UH-l
helicopters when available, Army tactical units operated at lower altitudes,
depending upon the type of loudspeaker employed and the tactical mission.
All Air Force navigators used prescribed disseminatg techniques for com-
puting leaflet rates of fall and target procedures.1P

FIGURE H1-7. 02-b ,upor Skymaster. A USAF 02-9 drops leaflets over
RVN as its loudspeakers broadcast !'TYP messaCes to enemy troovs.



FIGUJRE H1-8. U-10 Aircraft. Although it is used primarily for PSYOP
loudspeaker broadcasts, the U-10 can carry approximately 85,000 leaflets..

c. Aircraft Availability

(1) Each flight detachmaent usually provided tvo C-)'?. and eight
02-9s or U-10s for PSYOP missions in each C¶'Z. All PSYOP units indicated
that sufficient aircraft vere available for long-range pre-planned PSYOP
missions. Same force commanders and tactical unit PSYOP officers stated
there were insufficient aircraft assets available for quick reaction PS.YOP
missions. The poor- veather sand night time limitations of the aircraft,
coupled with frequent maintemance requirements, were all factors resulting
In Insufficient aircraft availability for tactical PSYOP missions.

(2) The 02-1 and Ui-10 were equipped to fly only under Visual
Flight Wue conditions. The C-47? was equipped with TACAN and could fly
during adverse weather or night time conditions. Consequently, the C-47?
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was the only aircraft that could be used for night loudspeaker missions.
The II FFV PSYOP officer reported insufficient C-47s for night loudspeaker
missions in TTI CTZ.

(3) Take-off and landing restrictions of these aircraft were other
limiting factors in providing resporsive tactical support. For example,
the III MAF PSYOP officer reported that neither the 02-P nor C-47 aircraft
could land at three of the five provincial capitals in I CTZ. Conversely,
the experience of tactical units which employed helicopters to supplement
USAF aircraft indicated that helicopters offered advantages over fixed-wing
aircraft, particularly for picking up ralliers in jungle ares, for live PSYOP
broadcasts, or for disseminating specially prepared propaganda messages.
The helicopter appeared to be the most versatile aircraft for quick reaction
PSYOP support to tactical units.

(4) There were various tactical units which had sufficient air

assets. The 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) employed one PSYOP helicopter
with each brigade. This was considered extremely effective in furnishing
immediate PSYOP support to tactical units in contact with the enemy. The
majority of units did not have any aircraft available specifically for
PSYOP missions. Because PSYOP priorities for aircraft were subordinate to
tactical priorities, helicopters were not usually available when needed for
quick reaction missions.

d. Targeting

According to air operations and dissemination personnel, there
were inconsistencies in the target area sizes submitted by tactical units.
Large area targets (ten square kilometers) were preferred for leaflet
dissemination, while small spot targets (three square kilometers or less)
wire preferred for loudspeaker missions. For loudspeaker missions, it
required arproxlmately 15 minutes for the aircraft to circle a 3-square-
kilometer target, repeatina 30-second messages 30 to 40 times while orbitinr.
In one CTZ, a total of three C-L7 sorties were scheduled daily to dissem-
inate apprrex-.ately 1" r•ilion leaflets on approximately 100 to 125 tarrets
with a denrity of 6,000 to 15,000 leaflets Der square kilometer. The
definition of a target size was not uniform or consistent in other ('TZs.
In one corps area, an area tLrget was defined as six square kilometers,
while rinpoint spot targets were defined as no larger than one square kilo-
meter.

e. L.ffective !ethods

(1) A nurter of tests were conducted in RVT' 'v the Air Force and
Army to det.:rmlne the most effective method of disseminating aerial loud-
speaker PfYOP mensraes. These sterned from various allerations that aerial
loudspeaker mess3ares could not be heard or understood when aircraft flew
at excessively hirh altitudes. Pesults of these tests were as follows.
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(a) A test of the 02 ,B aircraft with its 1800-watt speaker
system was conducted by Flight C, 9th Special Operations Squadron with
US Army assistance. In a report published by the 14th Special Operations
Wing, January 1968, it was found that satisfactory sound reception was
obtained by operatinr the aircraft between 3,000 to 4,500 feet above the
target using bank anrles of 200 to 300.

(,) During tests conducted by the Army Concept Team in Viet-
nam (9), tactics and techniques were developed for the use of an ABS-4
1,000-watt loudsveaker system by Army PSYOP units.

The following techniques were found to be effective:

1. Hovering at 3,000 feet at zero ground speed with
speakers oriented on the target.

2. Circling the target, at 3,000 feet at 45 knots air-
speed with speakers oriented on the target.

3. Covering the target area uin a succession of rectan-
gular swaths by a straight and level flight at 3,000 feet at 45 knots air
speed.

4. Circling at 45 knots with the speakers oriented on
the target area. This produced the minimum vulnerability to the aircraft
with the maximxum effective audio coverage on the ground.

5. Mountine 8 speakers on one side of the aircraft with

the plane of pronaeation rotated 150 outward and 100 toward the rear. This
was found to be the best speaker arrangement.

(2) Considerable research and testing have been conducted on leaf-
let operations. Techniques were developed to a point where trained personnel
can place 'eafletn on targets over 100 miles from the aircraft release point.
Most leaflet operations in RVN were conducted from relatively low altitudes
of 3,000 feet or lover. The basic principles of leaflet dissemination remain
the same regardless of the altitude. The large number of personnel engaged
in leaflet dissemination coupled with the rapid turnover of personnel init-
ally produced problems of over-saturation of leaflets in some areas and
insufficient leaflet coverage in other areas.

(3) P11" personnel improved leaflet dissemination targeting by
using leaflet sizes and paper weights prescribed in FM 33-5. Previous
practice in various PSYOP facilities was to print leaflets in a size de-
signed primarily to permit accomodation of the printing presses. This
practice often caused unfavorable aerial dissemination character!itien and
precluded target accuracy. Guidance was published rrescribinp the 3x 6 inch
leaflet on l1- and 20-pound paper as a favoratle eaflet for aerial dis-
semination.
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ANN::EX I

OrTPATIONTAL TFCIINIDUES ANID CONC.1W1,S

1. GE.F•AL

a. In RVN, the newest PSYOF concepts and techniques were being tested
and ana•lyzed for future development. Military exnerience in the past has
been linited to propaganda campaigns in support of general or limited var
campaign.. The realitie, of cold war and stability operations in RV!. have
presented new challenget; for PSYOP as a military veapon.

b. PTYOP is still in a state of development. otovever, improvements
are constantly beinr made in new and effective tec.niques. Th-.s annex
lists new techniques or variations of techniques and lessons learned in
RV1V by the •lth PSYOP ",roup and other menbers of the P!'Y•F comunity. roc-
umentation of these techniques may serve as a tasis for future concepts and
doctrine.

2. OP•A::IPA ATM.AL CONCZPT

a. A new P2YCP orranizational concept of placing, ont standard PFYOP
company in suvrort of each division was being studied by the 4th PSMOP
Group to provide a complete and flexible PSYOP capability responsive to
each tactical unit.* This standard PSYOP company, consisting of 9 officers
and 59 enlisted personnel, contained a general support and a direct support
platoon (see Firure I-1). The general support platoon had a printing and
reproduction section, propaganda development section, and a supply and
maintenance section which would provide a Ceneral support role to a divi-
sion.

1. The direct support platoon consisted of four field detachments
which would provide one detachment of three loudspeaker teams and one
audiovisual team to each supported bripade. With its six-man propaganda
development section and three-man lirht mobile special warfare printing
plant, the general support platoon had an org:anic capability to produce,
develop, and disseminate propaganda.

z. The concert called for one rSYCP battalion in support of each corps
area to provide back-up general support t. assigned PSYOP companies. T.e
battalion provided an aviation section with four pilots and two U.NI-D hel-
icopters to furnish quick reaction aerial loudspeaker and leaflet missions
on a corps-wide area basis. Added to its greater printinr and propaganda
development capability, the battalion had 4 field detacftents, represent-
ing a total of L audtiovisual and 14 loudspeaker teams for an area support
role.

*%th PSYr ,rau|, 4TOE 13-5OOG was rubmitted by tflARV to CISCUSAPPAC oa 15
Apr t'0. It did not include the concept discussed In paragraph 2. Subsequ~et
W!OO action concerning this coneert cannot be initiated until DA has cosipleted
action on the current "I.
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3. PSYOP TACTICS AND TECHNIQUES

a. Operation Tintinnabulation

(1) Operation Tintinnabulation, a new PROP technique being test-
ed by the 10th PSYOP Battalion, in cooperation vith the 5th Special Oper-
ations Squadron, was recently employed against two VC battalions. Tintin-
nabulation(which literally means the ringing of bells) involves two C-47
aircraft, one "Spooky" (minigun-equipped) and the other a "Gabby" (loud-
speaker-equipped). During the initial phase, the Gabby employs a frequency
pulsating noisemaker designed to harass and confuse the enemy forces during
night hours, while the Spooky provides air cover. During the second phase,
the harassing noisemaker continues, however, emphasis is given to use of
Chieu Hoi tapes. The first phase is designed to eliminate the feeling that
the night provides security to the target audience, while the second phase
is designed to reinforce the enwmys desire to rally. Targets for both
phases are recomended based on the results of daytime grornd operations.

(2) During a recent operation in Vinh Long Province, a total of 24
missions were flown with over-the-target time of approximately 2 hours per
aircraft. The number of Hoi Chanhs in the province more than tripled (122
in September to 379 in December), and ralliers stated that the effects of
"the night missions caused them to rally. The initial success of Operation
Tintinnabulation suggested this concept should be considered for use in
other areas.

b. PSYOP Air Strikes

The 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) successfully employed quick-
reaction helicopters to psychologically exploit contacts with the WNW in
battle. A U11-1 helicrpter, equipped with airborne broadcast equipment, was
located near the operations center of each of the three brigades. When
contact was established, the Gabby helicopter with Team HR or brifade PSYOP
>rsonnel aboard scrambled to the battle area. The Gabby checked into the
net of the ,.roun4 unit after arrivinr, over the contact area. The PSYOP
effort was inte,-ratee with artillery fire, tactical airstrikes, and hel-
icopter punshirs. .iperlence with the helicopter as a rSYOP carrier pro-
vided the following information:

(1) The helicopter should be flown between 60 and 80 knots in
level flirht to avoid the blade noise which interferes with broadcasts.

(2) 7he loudspeaker equipment should be secure y mounted to avoid
shake or rattle.

(3) The interpreter, when broatcastinr live voice messages, aboulid

sit facine outtoard on the orposite side of the helicopter from the loud-
speaker. This procedure greatly reduces the possitility of feedback dis-
tort ion.
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c. T!ýYOP Intelligence

An Intelligence Civic Action Program (ICAP) was added to the PSYOP
program of the 9th Infantry Division. ICAP is a combined activity of civic
action, intelligence, PSYOP, and security personnel each performing their
regular duties in a contested or insecure area. The ICAP proved effective
when used in conjunction with cordon and search operations. It was also
used independently in the contested and VC-controlled hamlets which were
selected for upgrading in the Accelerated Pacification Campaign. The PSYOP
portion of the ICAP included special leaflets and broadcasts targeted at
specific hamlets. The ICAP's psychological objectives were to undermine the
VC infrastructure, explain the presence of US/FMAF and ARVN forces, and to
publicize the goals of the Accelerated Pacification Campaign.

d. Mobile Television

(1) Audiovisual teams of the 7th PSYOP Battalion employed tele-
vision in support of the 101st Airborne Division (Airmobile) in I CTZ.
Mobile audiovisual teams were equipped with television sets and sent to
rural villages to conduct PSYOP on a person-to-person basis in conjunction
with showing PSYOP television programs. These PSYOP television programs
were transmitted from Da Nang and included news, music, and PSYOP messages
to enhance the GVN image. In addition, PSYOP messages provided a quick
reaction interpretation of political and military developments to counter
fear rumors and VC propaganda. The PSYOP television drew crowds and was
considered to be quite successful (see Figure 1-2).

(2) The 4th PSYOP Group was studying the feasibility of equipping
all audiovisual teams with television sets. They were enthusiastic about the
potential of television for mass communication of PSYOP messages, even in
underdeveloped countries with limited television facilities. Video and
kinescope recording tapes could be sent to audiovisual teams in rural areas
to show PSYOP tapes on portable built-in television monitor equipment. To
create a sense of nationalism and unity, another alternative was to make
numerous copies of special PSYOP television programs on positive prints for
distribution to audiovisual teams for immediate motion picture showings
through an entire country.

e. Motorized PSYOP Sampans

A new PSYOP technique in An Giang Province involved the use of
motorized sampans to reach remote hamlets not serviced by roads. Each
sampan contained a television set or movie projector and a Honda generator.
The sampan moved to the target hamlet where the crew consisting of repre-
sentatives from Province S-5, Vietnamese Information Service, and Revolutionary
Development disembarked and talked to the residents of the hamlet. At
nightfall the television or movie was used for a PSYOP message to the hamlet

audience. At the end of the evaluation, four sampans were operating in An
Giang Province.
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FIGURE 1-2. PSYOP Television. PSYOP television programs shown by the
7th PSYOP Battalion to Vietnamese audiences in rural areas proved ex-
tremely effective in I CTZ.

f. Pinpoint Leaflet Dissemination

Under special circumstances, accuracy was of paramount importance
in the aerial delivery of special purpose leaflets. For example, a special
leaflet was designed to discredit enemy political cadre and village libera-
tion committees. The credibility and effectiveness of the leaflet was de-
pendent on hitting only those villnees where committees were active. Free
dropping of leaflets from an altitude of 1,500 to 3,000 feet did not permit
accurate and effective pinpoint dissemination. Villages could be saturated
with leaflets using this method but not without placing leaflets on adjacent
villages where they might be counter-productive to the PSYOP effort. The 5th
Special Operations Sauadron modified the dissemination techniques taught to
U-10 pilots at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. This modified technique,
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similar in principle to the delayed opening leaflet system also used in
Thailand, involved dropping a small bundle of leaflets (1,000 to 2,000)
held together with a rubber band. The rubbe- band had a short time fuze
attached which burned through in time t^ cause the bundle to burst at an
altitude of 500 feet. This technique was accurate and reliable for reach-
ing pinpoint tarpets.

g. Armed Propaganda Teams (APT)

(i) Proper use of the APT can be the most effective PSYOP medium di-
rected against the enemy, according to the 10th PSYOP Battalion. Since
December 1968, the battalion has employed PSYOP advisors with the APTs in

IV CTZ to assist in training. The ,nit reported that the VC contested/con-
trolled areas provided the ideal environment for APT operations.

(2) The APT should be used in VC contested/controlled areas and
should operate as a platoon size, highly mobile unit. For effective or-
ganization, the platoon should be divided into three squads with one squad
designated as the propaganda squad and two squads as security elements. The
two security squads should be heavily armed to provide the protection essen-
tial for the conduct of face-to-face communication by the propaganda squad.

(3) The propaganda squad should consist of ex-VC members who have
rallied from that operational area, The propaganda squad need not be heav-
ily armed as its primary mission is to conduct face-to-face communication
and to root out the VC infrastructure. The security squads and the US ad-
visor should not enter hamlets but establish security cordons and ambush
sites near likely avenues of approach into the hamlet. Heavily armed per-
sonnel moving into a hamlet were considered detrimental to the work and the
PSYOP mission of the propaganda squad.

(4) After security is established, the propaganda squad should
visit door-to-door in the hamlet, talk with families, and distribute PSYOP
material. Through face-to-face communication with the VC, their families,
and friends, the squad urges VC to rally. Security and ambush sites may be
maintained overnight to intercept VC members traveling to or from their ham-
lets. The 10th PSYOP Battalion reported that the APT was the most effective

PSYOP weapon in penetrating VC havens and striking at the t:,emy from within
his own perimeter.

h. Cultural Drama Teams

(1) Cultural drama shows were an extremely effective medium for

disseminating PSYOP messages to rural target audiences in RVN accordinp to

PSYOP teat leaders. There were 36 Cultural Drama Teams conductitg oper-

ations within the provinces, providing entertainment to audiences in the
villages and hamlets (see Figure 1-3).
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4. PSYOP DFVICES

a. PSYOP Soap

(1) The 7th P5'YOP Group developed a technique of disseminating
propaganda messages imbedded on successive layers of soap, thus enabling
the orirnator to convey several messages to the user over % considerable
period of time. After favorable evaluation by the 4th PSYOP Group for
field application to target audiences in RVN, messages were developed to
include a wrapper layout emphasizing that the soap was a gift from the GVN.

(2) The layered messapes used a "soft-sell" approach and consisted
of symbols and short slogans. Tte soap was used in support of the 1969 TET
Campaign. This was the first field application of PSYOP soap and NAVFORV
was assigned the mission of conducting an intensive field test to determine
the suitability and effectiveness of the soap for possible use as a future
PSYOP medium. The field test was being conducted in the Delta during
riverine operations.

b. Grocery Bags

The IV CTZ PSYOP Campaign "Grocery Bag" was completed on 14 September
1968. Srall raper bags, printed with PSYOP messages, were disseminated to
market place vendors. The objective of this campaign was to convey PSYOP
messages into VC controlled/conte&.ted areas. The following themes were
stressed in support of the campaign: Chieu Hoi, Support the rational Police,
and Join &nd Support Self-defense. Reports from provinces were favorable.
No province reported resistance by vendors to having Chieu Hoi materials in
their possession. In Dinh Tuong Province, Cultural Drama Team members han-
dled the distribution of the grocery bags and reported the merchants re-
ceived the bags with enthusiasm. All indicators pointed to a very success-
ful campaign.

5. PSYOP EQUIPMENT

a. Hurricane Hustler

Leaflet operations in RVN were conducted at an unprecedented rate.
Up to half a billion leaflets were drorped monthly over RVN from low-alti-
tude aircraft. A particular problem existed in leaflet dissemination from
helicopters. Leaflets were thrown out in bmall handfuls which required
considerable muscular exertion to get them clear of the rotor wash and
caused much difficulty for the crewman. This difficulty led to development
of the "Hurricane Hustler Leaflet Disseminator," a device which permitted
placement of leaflets into the mouth of a chute where they were sucked from
the craft into the slip-stream below (see Figure 1-4).



NOT REPRODU CIZ

!I-4PE - ?*irricane Hustler. T"h.. ýIurricane 'rustler leaflt-t is•renrer
(rirht) a i'pvice nounted on helicorters vh-ch r-ernits leaflets to be
dissei-nated witi.ou, obstruction b,: rotor wash or air slipstreams. The
}:urricane 'ustler and the AB,"-_ l,o.-ý-watt loudspeaker (left) are used
t-y the :4th !*!YCP ?attalion for quick-reaction n.s,-ons.

:.-ie F'rcJectors

The lit!. FITYO 1,rout initiated a tent of five Miltralux Image Pro-
,jectort on I .ertember 1q(3. "Mese wer"ý comu•erc•il slide projectors much
like tre 35r.. slide rrojector, but usinp a 85m.. slide anA a 1,O00-,fttt pro-
Je-tor lulb. -his gave the projector tte cabability of usinr buildings,
mountains, and even low .l1cud tanks as projector screens. The testing progm
subjected the rrojectors to many type-, of clinatic and rographlc charac-
teristics. It w3s determined that the erzipmont, In its present state of
development, was unsuitable for PrYJ1 use.
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c. Earlyword System

(1) Earlyword is a nickname given to a small adapter unit used to
connect the airborne loudspeaker system on PSYOP aircraft with the intercom
system on the aircraft. It was designed by B Flight, 5th Special Operations
Squadron to allow quick-reaction exploitation of a Hoi Chanh rallier. Live
PSYOP messages were broadcast from ralliers or interpreters at a ground
radio station and relayed through aircraft loudspeaker systems to target
audiences in remote areas.

(2) The system was extremely effective in broadcasting personalized
messages of GVN officials to the populace of outlying villages according to
personnel of the 6th PSYOP Battalion. PSYOP personnel could remain at Rround
stations and address widely separated hamlets through the aircraft loudfpeak-
er system, thus eliminating dangerous travel into VC-controlled areas. Mes-

sages could be tape-recorded in the aircraft for re-broadcast. In addition,
re-broadcast of scheduled radio programs could be made to remote villages
where radios were non-existent or limited.

(3) The Earlywood system is a simple device which consists of two
resistors, a minature phone Jack, a headset cord assembly, and miscellaneous
hardware (see Figure 1-5). The system is applicable mainly to the C-47 and
U-10 aircraft, 1,000-watt loudspeaker system.

6. AUTOMATIC DATA PPOCESSIITG

a. PSYOP Campaigns and Activities

HAC J3 PSYOP Division has developed a new computerized reporting
system to improve the management control of national PSYOP programs. The
volume of PSYOP campaigns and activities previously reported was unmanage-
able. However, through automatic data processing, new attempts were beinv
made to statistically assess PSYOP effectiveness. The specific items pro-
rrammed into the computer were designed to provide data on the overall
effectiveness of rrYor prograns as well as to show areas and audiences
exposed to PSYOP themes and campaigns.

b. Cumputerized Interview Data

The Rand Corporation conducted a substantial number of in-depth
interviews with prisoners and I!oi Chanhs over a period of several years.
They developed a computer technique to code information contained in the
interviews. A limited study was run to determine leaflet effectiveness.
Results of the study indicated a favorable trend toward leaflet effective-
ness. The effective responses were those indicatinp belief in or use of
leaflets in rallying. Ineffective responses were those iridicatinR dis-
belief and failure to react positively to the leaflet. Neutral ccsponses
included those who had never seen leaflets or those who could not be classified

1-10
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in either the effective or ineffective categories. Results were as indi-

cated below:

ripOUP EFFECA"IVL INEFFECTIVE NEUTRAL

POW 700 15 150ý
Military IHoi Ch!.nh 75% 25-
Civilian !oi Chanh 80" 20%

c. Conputerized Questionnaires

The Advance Research Projects Agency developed e computer question-
naire which was desirned to accur.ulate data on Hoi Chanhs and prisoners of
war. Drafts of the questionnaire were administered on a random basis to
Hoi Chanhs to test the questionnaire. When the system is fully operational,
MACV envisions that the computerized data, showing the effect of PSYOP,
will be continuously accumulated with summaries produced periodically.

4-12
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D) Form 147', ("ontinued)

Item 13 (continued)

between PSYOP units and various other agencies involved in PSYOP,
resulting in duplication and coordination problems.

Additional PSYOP resources were needed in RVN. The ACTIV evaluation
:ecommended arproval on the proposed MTOE 33-500G to obtain added
resources for the lith PSYOP Group. There was insufficient doctrinal
guidance publis6ed on the employment and techniques of PSYOP units
during stability operations. It was recommended that various PSYOP
functions be combined under control of one staff agency to provide
central direction and control of PSYOP in RVN. In addition to
specific recommendations on persobnel, training, and logistical matters,
it was urged that more command emphasis be directed toward the role
of PSYOP in support of US objectives in RVN.
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"T'he Armuy Conceit !ermm in Vietnam (ACT!V) cond-ictv4 air evaluation of US Army
rt.-ych~ogical ',perati ýnr (;Ynr) unit?. in the HeJrutlic of '!ietnam (FlVN) during the
1wriod, I December 1 "to 341 ',arch 1)Q). The objectives. of the ACTIV evaluation were
to:

7Determine the capalbility of W7~ Arny PZYOP units to acL~xplish their assigned
mitsions under exist ifl organizational concer'ts.

Describe and atinlyze the tasks rerformed by US~ ArM~ PSYOP units in NVN to
accomrlish their missi-rj.

The expansion or !11 and Free Worldi !ilitary Assistance Forces !n RVN resulted
in an unprecedented e;:,hituls on PYOP during stability operations. The 4th PSYOP
Iroup was activated it. !*cember 1967 with four assigned FSYOP battalions to meet
these expandinf requirements. During 1l)t3. the 4~th PZYOP Group was faced Vith organ-
izational, surply and e~quipmtent p~roblemz in addition to coping with expanding tasks.
nn4 responsit.ilditi. "'he unit was totally committed to the development, production,
Atnd dissemination ,)f 1ropaganda material for tat-tical and stre.1.9gic PS'1OP in support
of toint end combin~ed countorins-areency orterations.

The 4th P!-YIP r~roup was employed erfeztiv~ly anM was capable of accomplishing
arsigned isi:tin P'VN within the limittotiorns imposed by orgeanizational Mnisa
and equijueilnt levels. 'rhe rmort units were rvsp~onsive to tactical NA Strategic PSYOP
rc-Itirmemnts. 11owevitr. military force 'Levels and port~onat- coilivgpi prevented the
stuIrturtt4r or tt.'i,)ring otr:21 units to meet all, PSYGP requairiems*. The FSYOr
requirements continued to increase and gradually exceeded the capabi!.ities of LArw
PSYOP units. It was found that. there were overlapping &.'*aone n responsibilities
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